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Part One.

International Law: Its Acceptance and Enforcement 

in the United States

1» International law as part of the common

law»- In a case decided in 1761 Lord Mansfield quoted with 
approval aM even earlier opinion of Lord Talbot (1736) to 

the effect that “the law of nations, in its full extent, 
I

was part of the law of England.* When, therefore, Black
stone in his Commentaries declared that in England the law 

of nations is * adopted in its full extent by the common law, 
2

and is held to be a part of the law of the land* he had suf

ficient judicial precedent for the pronouncement.
The foundation of the jurisprudence of all the 

3
American states is the English common law, the only excep

tion being Louisiana where the civil law is applied in contro

versies of a civil nature; but even in that state the common 
4 

law prevails in criminal matters » It is generally held 

that the common law was brought to America by the English 
5 

settlers on the settlement of the colonies and it is as

sumed that the Constitution of the United States was framed

by the Constitutional Convention of 1787 and ratified by 

the colonies in contemplation of the continued existence of 

this legal system in each state, subject to such modifi

cation as necessarily followed from the delegation of enum- 
6

erated powers granted to the central government. The gov

ernment of the Union being merely one of powers delegated 
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directly or by necessary implication, the ruling was per

fectly logical, and, indeed, inevitable, that there is no 

common law of the United States in the sense of a national 

customary law, ordistinct from the common law as it pre- 
7 

vails in the several states. It is true, of course, that 

the federal courts are frequently called upon to enforce the 

common law in municipal matters, but they do this because 
8

it is the law of the state, not federal law. It is equally 
true that the federal courts, in proper cases, determine what 

is, or what is not, the common law applicable to a particular 
' 9

cause by following federal precedents, though where the 

question is new weight is given to the decisions of the 
10

state courts, but the following of federal precedents, when 

they are found, is not due to the existence of any national 

common law, but is resorted to on the theory that judicial 
precedents do not constitute the rule, but are simply evi-

11 
dence of what the common law rule is. 

t
2. International law is the federal constitution.- 

Uevertheless, while the common,law is the legal system of 

the several states of the Union, and while international 

law as part of the common law is also the law of the several 

states, the fact remains that the necessity of meeting ob

ligations imposed by international law had much to do with 

bringing about the formulation and adoption of the federal 

constitution, and that the rules of international law, par

ticularly of public international law, have been primarily 
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expounded by the federal, not the state, courts. A short 

review of the situation, with reference to fulfillment of 

international obligations, following the treaty of peace 

with Great Britain, but prior to the Constitutional Con

vention of 1787; may prove interesting.
The extent to which the former colonies at one 

time regarded themselves as sovereign and independent is 

now seldom realized. The condition xs thus summarized by a 

recognized student of American constitutional development2 
"A few contemporary instances are enlightening. 

Thus, Connecticut, in its statute adopting a decla
ration of rights and privileges in 1776, declared it
self a Republic1 which ' shall forever be and remain 
a free, sovereign and independent state'; Massachusetts, 
in its Constitution of 1780, declared itself 'a free, 
sovereign and independent body politic by the name of 
the Commonwealth of .Massachusetts'. Samuel Adams used 
to write of the 'Republic of Massachusetts Bay.' The 
booksellers advertised for sale in the newspapers 
copies of 'The Constitutions of the several independent 
States of America.' General Henry Knox (a most ardent 
Federalist) in drafting the frame for the Society of 
Cincinnati in 1783, spoke of the war as having result
ed in the establishment of the colonies as 'Free, In
dependent and Sovereign States.' In the treaty of 
peace, Great Britain acknowledged the United States, 
naming each state separately, to be 'free, sovereign 
and independent states.' The state courts, and later 
the early federal courts, used similar language. The 
Pennsylvania legislature recited in a statute of Dec
ember 3, 1782, that 'whereas by the separation of the 
thirteen United States from Great Britain, the Common
wealth of Pennsylvania hath become a sovereign and in
dependent state, and in consequence of such separation, 
a government established solely on the authority of the 
people had been formed.'" 12

Under the Articles of Confederation there was no 

executive, beyond the committees the Congress of the Confed

eracy might see fit to establish, and conditions were such 

that the decisions of this body were little more than recom

mendations, to be observed, or ignored, by the states as 
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these might deem proper or merely expedient, It is not 

surprising that it has "been remarked: “Without authority 

to require the states to regard the principles of inter

national law and incompetent even to punish piracy or fel

ony on the high seas, it was truly a pitiable spectacle 

that the United States presented•*

In the Constitutional Convention, in discussing 

the defects of the Articles of Confederation, Randolph 

pointed out, among other things, that under them the United 

States “could not cause infractions of treaties or of the 
15 

law of nations to be punished,” and James Madison, in his 

speech in the Convention, against the Kew Jersey Plan, asked, 

“Will it prevent the violations of the law of nations and 

treaties, which, if not prevented, must involve us in the 

calamities of foreign wars? The tendency of the states to 

these violations has been manifested in sundry instances , 
16 

............  It is again James Madison who gives us 

a glimpse of the care with which the phraseology and ter

minology of the Constitution was considered, with reference 

to questions of international law, in defending what was, 

until ratification, the Philadelphia project, in the Vir

ginia convention, Madison explains the use of the expression 
“piracy” and says that ”piracy is a word which may be con

sidered as a term of the law of nations. Felony is a word 

unknown to the law of nations, and is to be found in the 

British laws, and from thence adopted in the laws of these 

states. It was thought dishonorable to have recourse to 
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that standard. A technical term of the law of nations is 

therefore used» that we should find ourselves authorized 

to introduce it into the laws of the United States*
The Convention was a body of practical men and did 

not go, nor, probably, would it have been permitted to go, 

beyond the necessities of the case. Those necessities re

quired uniformity with regard to crimes committed on the 

high seas and uniformity concerning definition of offences 

against international law, S&id Madison again: "if the laws 

of the States are to prevail on this subject, the citizens 

of different states will be subject to different punishments 

for the same offence at sea. There will be neither unifor- 
18 

mity nor stability in the law." Hence section eight of ar

ticle one of the federal Constitution gives Congress power 

"to define and punish Piracies and Felonies committed on 

the high-seas, and Offences against the Law of Hâtions." 

Since international law is not, and cannot be, the creation 

of any one nation, the Convention could give Congress no 

more than the power of definition and punishment, and even 

the grant of this power of definition gave rise to certain 

apprehensions, Mr. Wilson remarking that "to pretend to 

define the law of nations which depended on the authority of 

all Civilized nations of the world, would have a look of 

arrogance that would make us ridiculous" ; but Gouveneur 

Morris responded that "the word define is proper when ap

plied to offences in this case, the law of nations being
19 

often too vague and deficient to be a rule."
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Even more important than uniformity in obser

vance of the rules of customary international law was 

the necessity of enforcement of treaty obligations. Vi/hile 

the Revolutionary War was in progress some of the states 

enacted laws providing that debts due British creditors 

should be paid into the local treasury and that such pay

ment could be pleaded in bar to any future action for the 

recovery of these debts. As a result there was embodied 

in the treaty of peace with Great Britain an article 

according the creditors the usual judicial remedies; but 

the state courts refused to enforce this treaty provision, 

deeming themselves bound by state enactments, and, con

sequently , the treaty in this respect became a mere scrap 

of paper. It was this situation that brought about the 

constitutional provision declaring treaties the supreme 

law of the land, binding judges in every state, anything 

in the constitution or laws of any state to the contrary 
20 

notwithstanding.»

Again, the judicial power of the United States 

extends not only to all cases, in law and equity, arising 

under the constitution and the laws of the United States, 
but under “treaties made, or which shall be made, under 

their authority; to all cases affecting ambassadors, 

other public ministers and consuls; to all cases of ad

miralty and maritime jurisdiction", and wto controver

sies ••••••••••»•.between a state, or the citizens there-
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of, and foreign states, citizens or subjects.”

Thus, under the constitution, Congress has con

siderable powers within the sphere of international law 

and the federal courts have extensive jurisdiction when

ever cases under it arise. But it is well to remember 

that the great body of international law which concerns 

itself with the rights of private individuals, and is 

generally called private international law, does not 

come within the scope of federal legislation, except as 

it may be brought there by proper exercise of the treaty 

making power. Article three, section two, paragraph one 

of the federal constitution is jurisdictional and simply 

makes the federal courts the proper forum in a certain " 

class of cases, while paragraph ten, of section eight, 

article one of the constitution, concerning felonies and 

piracies committed on the high seas and offences against the 

law of nations, relates wholly to acts of a criminal na

ture. This is so not only by reason of the rule that where 

general words follow a designation of particular subjects 

or classes of persons, the meaning of the general words 

will ordinarily be presumed to be restricted by the par

ticular designation, and to include only things or per

sons of the same kind, class or nature as those specific

ally enumerated, unless there is a clear manifestation 
22 

of a contrary purpose, but also because the term offense 

is applied to breaches of laws enacted for the protection 

of the public as distinguished from an infringement of mere
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private rights , and the expression relating only 

to punishable violations of law, either felonies or 
24 

ni s deneanors «

3. Judicial decisions, after adoption of 
the constitution, declaring international law part of 

the law of the land,-The courts of the United States 

lost no time in affirming the principle that inter

national law is part of the law of the land. Before the 

end of the century, the last quarter of which saw the 

establishment of American independence and the adoption 

of the constitution, Mr. Justice Wilson laid down the 

principle that "when the United States declared their 
independence, thev were bound to receive the law of 

- 25
nations in its modern state of purity and refinement.” 

This was followed by a declaration of Chief Justice Mar

shall, in 1804, that an act of Congress ought never to be 

construed to violate the law of nations if any other pos- 
26 

sible construction remains. Later, in 1815, the Chief
Justice reaffirmed this position and held that until an 

act of Congress has been passed ”the court is bound by 

.the law of nations, which is a part of the law of the 
27 

land.”

The position.proclaimed so early in the history 
of the Supreme Court this tribunal has consistently main

tained. Indeed, in some instances it has chosen to adopt 

language even stronger than that of John Marshall. Thus 

in 1895, speaking for the court, Mr. Justice Gray holds 

that international law, in its widest and most compre-
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hensive sense, is a part of the law of the land, and 

must "be ascertained and administered by the courts of 

justice as often as questionsinvolving international law 

are presented in litigation between man and man and duly 

submitted for the decision of the courts. The Justice 

emphasizes that he has in mind not only questions of right 

between nations when he speaks of international law, but 

questions of what international jurists call private in

ternational law, or the conflict of laws, as it is other

wise frequently called, and concerning the rights of per

sons within the territory and dominion of one nation, by 

reason of acts, private or public, done within the dom- 
28

inion of another nation. In a still later case, the one 

which has become a leading decision in the latter day his

tory of international law, it is again Mr. Justice Gray who 

holds that Minternational law is a part of our law, and 

must be ascertained and administered by the courts- of jus
tice of appropriate jurisdiction, as often as questionsof 

right depending upon it are duly presented for their de- 
29

termination.M In administering this law the court does 

not consider itself "at liberty to inquire what is for 

the particular advantage or disadvantage of our own or 
30 

another country. "

Enforcement of international law by the courts, 

whenever proper and possible, undoubtedly makes for prcg? 

ress in orderly international relations, but,from the 
point of view of the practicing lawyer, it has also the 
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important and practical result that the law of nations, 

unlike foreign municipal law, does not have- to be proved 
31 

as a fact and is taken judicial notice of by the courts.

4. Federal legislation and international law.- 

A declaration that international law is law of the land, 

is of course, a broad and sweeping statement and under cer

tain circumstances, standing alone, might even prove mis

leading, since it is susceptible of being understood as 

meaning that the law of nations must prevail, and does pre

vail, in the courts of the United States, under all circum

stances. Obviously, simple reflection will show that this 

cannot be so.
What the decisions mean, and are intended to 

mean, is, that when international law can be applied with

out running counter to a statutory provision, of congress 

or of a state legislature, and when it is also not in con
flict with an executive act or declaration governing the 

case, international law will be given effect and the courts 

will notice judicially what the international law is in 

a particular instance. This position is evident enough 

from the forceful language of Marshall who clearly corn 

cedes that if an act of Congress violates the law of nations, 

it is the act of Congress which must be enforced; no other 

construction can be placed upon a statement that until an 

act of Congress has been passed the court is bound by the 

law of nations. Expressed affirmatively, the rule is that 

when an act of Congress has been passed, the courts have 
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no option but to enforce it, regardless of the rules of 

international law. The injured party would have a remedy, 

if any, in the usual diplomatic procedure. If a treaty 

must yield to the provisions of a congressional enactment, 
32 

passed subsequently to the treaty, a different rule cer

tainly cannot prevail with regard to the frequently less 

certain obligations of customary international law. The 

courts in such case will, and must, enforce the statute, 

leaving the violation of international law, if any, to adjust

ment through the usual channels of international intercourse.

The problem we are dealing with here is not so 

much one of superiority or inferiority of any branch of 

law, but of its enforceability in courts that derive their 

jurisdiction and all their power from constitutions, state 
and federal, and laws enacted under these constitutions. 
One may well believe that international law is superior to 

constitutions - and municipal:l^w in the sense that it is 

the law of all nations and stands above all other laws in 
moral weight, and yet realize that international law cannot 

be given effectmunicipal courts where it clashes with 

provisions of municipal law. Theoretically considerations 
may lead us to desire a different rule, but it requires no 

prophetic gift to say that no court, federal or state, will 

ever declare a statute invalid on the sole ground that it 

is contrary to international law.

"International law foras an important part of the 
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law of civilized states. To what extent and in what man

ner its rules are recognized by the law of any given state 

is a question which depends on the municipal law of the par- 
33

ticular state." Within the state nothing can be recognized

as law by the courts except that which is commanded by the 
34

state. This may seem a statement of the obvious, but it 

appears appropriate to enter into some consideration of 

what appears axiomatic, if for no other reason, because 

of the fact that only recently the contention has been ad

vanced that treaties as well as customary international 

law are superior to municipal law and that in cases of con

flict the latter should yield to the former. The theory is 

thus summarized:
"The conclusion here drawn is that not only are 

treaties and customary international law of authority 
superior to national statutes and the constitution 
of the United States, but also that national courts 
in the United States are bound in observing sound prin
ciples of law to act upon this fact. This position is 
denied today by the courts with respect to treaties and 
statutes, in reliance, entirely upon an old and badly 
reasoned decision from an inferior court; it is in dis
pute with reference to statutes and customary inter
national law, with a preponderance of authority in sup
port of the conclusion here drawn; it is well recog
nized with reference to the Constitution and treaties 
or customary international law, although not as well 
recognized as it should be." Eventually the doctrine 
set forth here must prevail all along the line, in the 
interests of sound jurisprudence and practical conven
ience as well." 35

It may be well worth while to examine the cases the
36 

author relies upon. The first case is one of the French

Spoliation claims and involved an action of the administrator

against the United States, a fact in itself quite suggestive of 
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the nature. of the case, the question presented being whether 

an.American vessel conveyed by a British privateer in 1798 was 

liable to condemnation. One of the bases of the claim for com

pensation was the contention that a statute of the United States 

authorized resistance of American merchantmen to French visitation 

and search, and the court in an obiter dictum remarked that "no 

single state can change the law of nations by its municipal reg

ulation." The aside, correct in itself, has no bearing, however, 

upon the question we are discussing, viz., the enforceability 

of international law as municipal law, and does not support the 

author* s theory, for the simple reason that the court was deal

ing not with a problem of municipal law of the United States, 

but an alleged claim of an American citizen, or, rather, his 

descendants, against the French government, and, manifestly, the 
only law applicable was international law.

37 
The second case is another of the French Spoliation 

cases and it resulted from the resistance of the vessel to 

search by a French cruiser in 1799, the resistance causing an 

action lasting hours, and the court said that "the municipal 

law in the absence of a treaty must be subordinated to inter

national law when they come in antagonism, as that is the law 
common to both parties." The sentence italicized shows suffi

ciently that the question was one of applicability of the given 

law, a situation common enough in all litigation, and therefore 

not of superiority or inferiority of any branch of the law. But 

who were the parties the opinion speaks of? The tribunal an

swers this by saying that "this court in making the investi

gation contemplated by the act of our jurisdiction is sitting 
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in the character of an international tribunal, to deter

mine the diplomatic rights of the United States as they ex

isted. against France prior to the ratification of the treaty 

of September 30, 1800." The parties, therefore,,were two 

international law persons, the United States and France, and, 

again, the question was not one of international law as 

municipal law.

The author of the study referred to relies upon 

two other Court of Claims cases, but what has been said as 

to the first two applies to the remaining ones with equal 
38 

force, for these, also, are of the group of French Spoliations, 

the parties being two states, and in the last case the court 

declaring that "the statutes to which we have referred re

specting the authority of Congress to authorize American 

merchant vessels to defend against French depredations did 

not change the law of nations or impose a new international 

obligation upon France as was held in the case of the Ship 
Rose, supra, page 283." In the French Spoliation cases 

the Court of Claims acted under a special act of Congress, 

as appears from the opinions clearly enough; without an 

act of Congress the Court of Claims would have had no juris

diction; and in all cases the findings, with the opinions 

rendered, were simply certified to Congress, in the nature 

of recommendations, a fact in itself constituting a recog

nition of the power of the national legislature to carry 

out, or not to. carry out, obligations imposed upon states 

by international law.
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A direct ruling upon the question under con

sideration "by the United States Supreme Court does not ex

ist, but there is a statement from competent judicial' au

thority to the effect that "it goes without saying that 

mere international comity not incorporated in any conven

tion between the United States and a foreign power must 
59 

yield to a statute with which it is inconflict." This 

ruling was followed in a much later case, where the quest

ion was directly involved, and where, while the court re

veals an underestimation of international law as a rule of 
conduct between states, the decision still is “that the 

rules of international law, like those bf existing treaties 

or conventions, are subject to the express acts of Con
gress, and the courts of the United States have not the 

power to declare a law unconstitutional, if it be within 

the authority given to Congress as to legislation, even 

though the law itself be in contravention df the so-called 
40 

law of nations." A ruling still later made contains the 

declaration that “we make no question of the power of Con

gress to enact this law, for neither existing treaties, nor 

international law, could divest Congress of the power, if 
it chose to exercise it, of requiring military service of 

such resident aliens, as international law is not in itself 

binding upon Congress, and treaties stand upon no higher 
41 

plane than statutes of the" United States."

Only recently it has been conceded that "it is 
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quite true that in case of conflict between municipal and 

international law, the courts and executive authorities are 

bound by the former rather than the latter”, and "that a 

state is entirely free to enact such legislation and may 

compel its own courts to apply it, its executive authorities 

to enforce it and its subjects to obey it,” but "that the 

international responsibility of the state cannot be altered 
42 

in the slightest by such contravening legislation." 

The second contention is of course also true, but the fact 

remains that international law is not law between a state 

and the "persons subject to its jurisdiction unless the state 
43 

recognizes it as such.
In an obiter dictum the Supreme Court has in di-. 

cated that article one, section eight, of the Federal Con

stitution, authorizing Congress "to define and punish pi

racies and felonies on the high seas, and offences against 

the law of nations" does not permit Congress, however, to 

bring within the shelter of this clause any offence not 

recognized by international law by arbitrarily declaring 

it to be one. An act of Congress of April 30, 1790, de

clared murder as well as robbery on the high seas to be 
piracy, but the Supreme Court points out that murder and 

piracy are things so essentially different in their nature 

that even Congress cannot confound or identify them. If, 

by calling murder piracy, Congress might assert jurisdiction 

over that offence committed by a foreigner on a foreign
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vessel, what offence might not be brought within their 
44

power by the same device? the court properly asked.

Pirates, of course, are subject to punishment in any juris

diction into which they may be brought and piracy is well 
45

understood to be robbery on the high seas, and if Congress 

could by definition declare anything else to be piracy, it 
is obvious it could bring within American jurisdiction al

most any conceivable offence as long as it was committed on 

the high seas. But this is primarily a question of consti

tutional, not international law, and if Congress does not 

possess the power thus questioned by the Supreme Court, the 

limitation is one imposed by the Constitution and not by 

reason of the superior authority of international law. As 
a rule of constitutional law the opinion would seem to be 

sound, for when the framers of the Constitution gave Con

gress power to punish piracies and felonies on the high-seas 

and other offences against international law, they clearly 

had in mind such offences as were and are taken cognizance 

of by the latter, and they did not confer, and did not in

tend to confer, power to create new offences, committed 
abroad, or to change the very nature of any recognized of
fence, perhaps for the sole purpose of obtaining jurisdic

tion which otherwise could not be acquired. The usual can

non of construction, that the expression of one thing in a 

constitution involves the exclusion of other things not ex- 
46 '

pressed, is also to be borne in mind, and from this point 
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of view the Constitution excludes from the power of Con

gress anything more than punishment and definition of in

ternational offences. Congress may provide for the punish

ment of crimes on the high seas whether the acts penalized 
47 

are felonies or crimes of a lesser degree. However, an 

act of Congress need not expressly declare that its object’ 

is to nunish or define an international offence if in fact 
" 48 ' '

it does so.
Under the provision in question there exists a 

considerable body of legislation, mostly designed to safe

guard the neutrality of the United States in case of con

flicts with other countries. Just how far Congress could 

go in "defining and punishing" piracies and felonies on the 

high seas and offences against the law of nations is of 
course an interesting question for the constitutional, as 
well as the international, jurist.

5. The several- States of the Union and inter

national law*- Once the view is taken that international 

has been "adopted in its full extent by the common law" it 
logically follows that it is a part of the law of every 

American state where the common law system prevails as the 
foundation of its jurisprudence. Judicial decisions to 

this effect are not lacking, though it must be remembered 

that questions of international law as such are relatively 
seldom presented to state courts for determination, and 

that more often the problem is to ascertain the particular 
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jurisdiction of which the law should be applied to a given 

set of: facts* Consequently the matter is usually treated 
under the title of conflict of laws.

Before the adoption of the Federal Constitution 

the Philadelphia court of oyer and terminer tried, convicted 

and sentenced at common law a French citizen for an assault 

on the secretary of the French legation, committed in the 

minister’s residence, on the ground that the "crime in the 

indictment is an infraction of the law of hâtions. This 

law, in its full extent, is part of the law of this state, 

and it is to be collected from the practice of different
49 

nations, and the authority of the writers.” Other state 

courts have taken it for granted that international law is 
50 

a part of the law of their states, one of the latest 
state decisions (1919) holding that ”international law is 

a part of the lawof the United States, and must be admin

istered whenever involved in causes presented for deter* 
51 

mination”, though in a state court.
What if an act of one of the state legislatures, 

and hot of Congress, violates an established principle of • 

international law? As the situation stands at the pres

ent time, clearly there would be only one course open to 

the courts, viz., to enforce the state statute, always âè* 

Burning its constitutionality and that it does not contra
vene any valid federal enactment, or any treaty within the 

power of the central government and therefore the law of 
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the land. This conclusion is inescapable if we proceed 

on the theory, as we must, in view of the decisions, that I 
international law is a part of the common law, and no 

more, and if we bear in mind that the common law prevails 

in the states ”except as modified, changed or repealed by 
statute or in so far as it is not inconsistent with the 

constitution, or the statutes, or.ithe institutions of the 
52 

state.” As between the state and persons and property 

subject to its jurisdiction, international law is subject 

to the same rules as other common law principles. This 

conclusion would in any event follow from the provision of 

the Tenth Amendment to the Constitution providing that ”The 

powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitu

tion, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to 

the States respectively, or to the people”, and from the 

fact that the states are sovereign except to the extent to 

which they have surrendered certain powers to the Federal 
Government.

The power of the separate states even in matters 

involving questions of international law and having a bear

ing on foreign relations has been illustrated a number of 

times, for instance -in the New Orleans lynching cases and 
in the way the federal government thought it necessary to 

proceed in its attempts to dissuade California from passing 

enactments considered anti-Japanese; but perhaps never has 

it been quite so strikingly exemplified as in what are known
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as the McLeod and The Caroline cases. In view of some
53

of the contentions already referred to and to avoid 
even the slightest possibility of confusion of thought, it 

may be worth while to give here the material facts in these

cases, and since they are succinctly given in a work on 

American foreign policy, for the sake of brevity the state

ment therein appearing is adopted here;-

"During the Canadian rebellion of 1837 Americans 
along the border expressed openly their sympathy for 
the insurgents who secured arms and munitions from the 
American side. In December a British force crossed 
the Niagara river, boarded and took possession of 
The Caroline, a vessel which had been hired by the 
insurgents to convey their cannon and other supplies. 
The ship was fired and sent over the falls. When 
The Caroline was boarded one American, Amos Durfee, 
was killed and several others wounded. The United 
States at once demanded redress, but the British 
government took the position that the seizure of 
The Caroline was a justifiable act of self-defense 
against people whom their own government either could 
not or would not control.

. "The demands of the United States were still un
redressed when in 1840 a Canadian named Alexander . 
McLeod made the boast in a tavern on the American side 
that he had slain Durfee. He was taken at his word, 
examined before a magistrate, and committed to jail in 
Lockport. McLeod* s arrest created great excitement on 
both sides of the border. The British minister at 
Washington called upon the government of the United 
States * to take prompt and effectual steps for the lib
eration of Mr. McLeod.’ Secretary of State Forsythe 
replied that the offense with which IteLeod was charged 
had been committed within the state of New York; that 
the jurisdiction of each state of the United States 
was, within its proper sphere, perfectly independent 
of the federal government; that the latter could not 
interfere. The date set for the trial of McLeod was 
the fourth Monday in March, 1841, Van Buren’s term 
ended and Harrison* s began on the fourth of March, and 
Webster became secretary of state. The British min
ister was given instructions by his government to de
mand the immediate release of McLeod, This demand was 
made, he said, because the attack on The Caroline was 
an act of a public character because it was a justifi
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able use of force for the .defense of British ter
ritory against unprovoked attack by ’British rebels 
and American pirates;’ because it was contrary to the 
principles of civilized nations to hold individuals 
responsible for acts done by order of the constituted 
authorities of the state; and because His Majesty’s 
Government could not admit the doctrine that the fed
eral government had no power to interfere and that the 
decision must rest with the state of Mew York. The 
relations of foreign powers were with the federal gov
ernment. To admit that the federal government had no 
control over a state would lead to the dissolution of 
the Union so far as foreign powers are concerned, and to 
the accrediting of foreign diplomatic agents, not to 
the federal government, but to each separate state. 
Webster received the note quietly and sent the attor- 

. ney geneial to Lockport to see that McLeod had a com
petent counsel. After considerable delay, during which 
Webster replied to the main arguments of the British 
note, McLeod was acquitted and released.n 54

British remonstrances, and all endeavors of the 
Federal Government, were not only fruitless, but the Supreme 

Court of the State of New York gave its own interpretation 
of the law governing the case, and, in the words of an 

American writer, "held that a subject of a foreign state 

was liable to be proceeded against individually, and tried 

on an indictment in the criminal courts for arson and mur

der, notwithstanding the acts for which the indictment was 

made had been subsequently avowed by his government, and it, 

consequently, refused to discharge him from custody. The 

opinion of the court was delivered by Mr. Justice Cowen 

and is of great length. So far as the question of national 

law is concerned, the opinion rests upon the proposition, 

that till war is declared by the warmaking power, the of

ficers or citizens of a foreign government, who enter our 

territory, are as completely obnoxious to punishment by 

our law as if they had been born and always resided in
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this country; that while two nations are at peace with 

each other, the acts of hostility by individuals must be 

regarded as private and not public acts, and that the 

courts* will hold the parties individually responsible, 
55 

notwithstanding the avowal of such acts by their government.”
Even though McLeod was finally acquitted by the 

jury on proof of an alibi, the fact that he was actually 
56 

tried only emphasized the absolute control of the state 

authorities. In case of conviction the federal government 

would have been helpless, though undoubtedly Great Britain 

could have insisted upon the responsibility of the United 

States under international law. The situation was an in

evitable result of the American constitutional system.

Congress, following the McLeod incident, passed 
the act August 29, 1842, giving the federal courts juris

diction over aliens claiming immunity for acts done under 

authority of their state, "the validity and effect whereof 

depend upon the law of nations." But does this act define 
an offence against the l^w of nations? Hardly, because 

the claim is that in such cases there is no offence on the 

part of the individual; but if the statute does not define 

anc international offence, then it may be of doubtful con

stitutionality, though, probably, such cases could be 

reached by a proper treaty and legislation in pursuance 
57 

thereof.
Congress is not given exclusive power "to define 

and punish piracies and felonies committed on the high seas, 
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and offences against the law of nations1*, and the states 

may legislate on the subject, unless and until the United 
58 

States has assumed jurisdiction.

Political developments have served to obscure the 
importance and power of state legislatures, but it is well 

to remember thatwithin their constitutional sphere they are 

as supreme as any parliamentary body can be; that, as a 

matter of fact, state legislation deals with the life of an 

individual in all its possible phases, and that congression

al legislation, under the present system, can never be, from 

the point of view of the individual, as all-embracing as that 

of the law-giving bodies of the separate states of the Amer

ican Union. Bearing this fact in mind, we shall the better 
realize that state legislatures, too, have their international 

responsibilities, and that upon them, also, depends the obser
vance of, and respect for, international law.

6. The Nature and Sources of International Law, - 
In the last analysis all law^is the result of the experiences 

and needs of community life, and international law is primar- 
60 

ily derived from the practice of civilized states, its test 

being usage. “That which has received the aaaent of all must 
61 

be the law of all."
The nature of what Chief Justice Marshall called "the 

test of usage" is forcefully set forth in a case already 
62 

cited. In rendering one of his best known opinions (The 

Young Jacob and Johanna, 10 Rob. 20), involving the legality 
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of capture of small fishing vessels, Lord Stowell said 

"that in former war6, it has not been usual to make cap

tures of these small fishing, vessels; but this was a rule 
of comity only, and not of legal decision ............." 

In discussing the expression Mr. Justice Gray observed that 

"assuming the phrase 1 legal decision* to have been there used 

in the sense in which the courts are accustomed to it, as 
equivalent to * judicial decision*, it is true that, so far 

as appears, there had been no such decision on the point in 
England. The work * comity* was apparently used by Lord 

Stowell as synonymous with courtesy and good will. But the 

period of a hundred years which has since elapsed is amply 

sufficient to have enabled what originally may have rested 

in custom or comity, courtesy or concession, to grow, by the 

general assent of civilized nations, into a settled rule of 

international law." - From this it logically follows that 

when changes in international law have occurred by common 

consent and practice of civilized nations, the courts will 
take judicial notice of the fact and in a proper case apply

63
to controversies the law so newly expressed; in other 
words, international law is a living thing, evolving and 

developing, and, it is to be hoped, improving.
Works of commentators and jurists, "who, by years 

of labor, research and experience, have made themselves pe- 

culiatily well acquainted with the subjects of which they 
treat* are resorted to as evidence of what the international 
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law is, "but the Supreme Court of the United States will 

not change its rulings to confona to the opinions of for

eign writers as to what they believe the existing law to 
65 

be on any particular subject, and the decisions of the 

Federal Government upon problems of international law and 

international relations, which, by the Constitution, are 
entrusted to the Federal Government, are obligatory upon 

66 
every citizen of the United States , and where there is 

a controlling executive or legislative act, or judicial de- 
67 

cision, such act or decision will be followed by the courts. 

Judicial decisions in a degree give stability to internation
al law, and, therefore, while not accepting them as author

ity, the Supreme Court does receive, and does consider, the 

decisions of courts of other countries in adopting rules 
68 

prevailing in the United States.
In a general way.it has been said that internation- 

69 
al law is partly unwritten and partly conventional, and 

in ascertaining the unwritten part the court will also re

sort to principles of reason and justice, and evidence of 
these is found in the works of learned jurists and in judi
cial decisions. In one of the earlier cases in the United 
States, involving questions of international law, Mr.

Justice Chase said that "the law of nations may be con

sidered of three kinds, to wit, general, conventional, or 

customary. The first is universal, or established bÿ the 
general consent of mankind, and binds all nations. The
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second is founded on express consent, and is not uni

versal, and only binds those nations that have assented 

to it. The third is founded on tacit consent, and is 
70 

only obligatory on those nations who have adopted it.”

The decisions of «American courts not only as to 
recognition of international law in the United States, but 

also concerning its nature and sources, should end, at 

least for the practicing and practical lawyer, the peren

nial and rather unprofitable debate as to whether or not 

there is such a thing as international law. The courts 

apply this law whenever they can and they are clear con

cerning its nature and sources. At times it may be diffi

cult to ascertain the rule applicable in a given case, but 

this is so even in our own day in many branches of munici

pal law. Instances of what are known as cases of first 

impression arise with a frequency not. always realized# Law 

is a rule of conduct, and this is true of international, 
as well as of municipal law; and while municipal law has 

back of it the mighty enforcing arm of the state, inter

national law finds its most effective sanction to be what 

we might call automatic, that is to say, it is found in 
the needs of civilized states. To secure them in obser

vance of certain rules in their relations with other states 

is unavoidable and hence compulsory. In maintaining in

ternational law as a part of the .common law, American courts 
have gone far in making, of this, law not only a rule of 

conduct for sovereign states, but for citizens as well.
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INTERNATIONAL LAW IN TIME OF PEACE.
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. Part TWO.
International Law in Time of Peace.

Chapter I
Independence and Sovereignty.

7 .—The American Union as a State in Internation

al Law — While from the inception of the Union international 

law has been applied and interpreted, and its origin and 
nature discussed, there hardly exists a satisfactory judi

cial definition of international law, certainly not by the 
Supreme Court of the United States. But it has been said 

that "the law of nations is a system of rules, which reason, 

morality and custom, have established among civilized na-
l

tiens as their public law", and that "international law is 

a term which has not as yet, perhaps, been fully and accu

rately defined, or rather the specific matters to which it 

may extend its scope may not be fully settled. It includes 

the entire body of obligations which one nation owes to 
another in respect to its own conduct or the conduct of its 

2
citizens toward other nations, or their citizens." How

ever, whatever variations exist in definitions of inter
national law, all of these agree that this law comprises 

those rules of conduct that govern the society of states, 
3

or nations. To avoid possible confusion, it should be 

added that "the terms state and nation are used in the law 

of nations, as well as in common parlance, as importing the 

same thing, and imply a body of men, united together, to 
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procure their mutual safety and advantage "by means of their 
4 

union." What, then, in international law, as expounded "by 
the American judiciary, is the state, or nation?

The term "State", as used in American Constitutions, 
and American Constituteonal Law, applies and refers to a

5 .
state of the Union, but, of course,. so many attributes of 

sovereignty are lodged in the several states of the Amer

ican nation that the language of the courts, in regard to 
these, frequently is useful in considering the nature of 

states in the international sense of the term. In one of 

the most famous cases of American constitutional law and his

tory, Mr. Justice Wilson said that "by a state I mean a com

plete body of.free persons united together for their com

mon benefit, to<enjoy what is their own, and to do justice 

to others. It is an artificial person. It has its affairs 

and its interests. It has its rules; It has its rights;
Ahd it has its obligations. It may acquire property, dis
tinct from that of its members. It may incur debts to be 
discharged out of the public stock, not out of the private 

fortunes of individuals. It may be bound by contracts, end 

for damages arising from the breach of contracts. In all 
our contemplations, however, concerning this feigned and 
artificial person,we should never forget, that, in truth, 

and nature, those who think and speak and act, are men."
As a result of the war of secession, the United States 

Supreme Court acquired jurisdiction in a number of con

troversies which necessitated a discussion of the nature
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of the state, and, in one of the most important of these,

Mr. Justice Chase said:-

"Some not unimportant aid, however, in ascertain
ing the true sense of the constitution, may be derived 
from considering what is the correct idea of a state, 

• apart from any union or confederation with other states. 
The poverty of language often compels the employment of 
terms in quite different significations; and of this 
hardly any example more signal is to be found than in 
the use of the word we are now considering. It would 
serve no useful purpose to attempt an enumeration of all 
the various senses in which it is used. A few only need 
be noticed. '

"It describes sometimes a people or community of 
individuals united more of less closely in political 
relations, inhabiting temporarily or permanently the 
same country; often it denotes dnly the country, or 
territorialsregion,inhabited by such a commynity. The 
people, in whatever territory dwelling, either tempor
arily or permanently, and whether organized under a 
regular government, or united by lower and less definite 
relations, constitute the state.

"In the Constitution the term state most frequently 
expresses the combined idea just noticed, of people, 
territory and government of free citizens, occupying a 
territory of defined boundaries, and organized under a 
government sanctioned and limited by a written consti
tution, and established by the consent...of the governed. 
It is the union of such states, under a common consti
tution, which forms the distinct and greater political 
unit, which that Constitution designates as the.United 
States, and makes of the people and states which compose 
it one people and one country." 7 .

It is this "one people and one country," however, 
which is the state in international law, and the government 

of the union is the only one which other nations recognize 
8 ’

and deal with.
Since we are considering the state as a concept of 

international law, probably the most satisfactory and com

prehensive judicial definition of a state, for our purposes, 

viz., as the term is used in international law, is the one 

holding it to be "a people pennanently occupying a fixed
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territory, "bound together by ; common laws, habits and cus

toms, into one body politic, exercising, through the medium 

of a common government, independent sovereignty and control 

over all persons and things within its boundaries, capable 

of making war and peace, and of entering into international 
9 

relations with other communities."

While it has never formulated definition of its 
own, the United States Supreme Court has quoted with approval 

Vattel* s statement "that nations or states are bodies politiq 

societies of men united together for the promotion of their 

mutual safety and advantage of the joint efforts of their 
combined strength. Such a society has her affairs and her 

interests. She deliberates and takes resolutions in common, 
thus becoming a moral person who posseses an understanding 

and a will peculiar to herself, and is susceptible of obli- 
10 

gâtions and rights. Law of Nations, see. 1.”
The Supreme Court has very emphatically declared 

that "the United States is not only a government, but it 

is a national government, and the only government in this 

country that has the character of nationality. It is in
vested with power over all foreign relations of the country, 

war, peace and negotiations and intercourse with other na
il 

tions; all which are forbidden to the state governments»" 

In an even earlier case it was said that "the United States 

form, for many, and for most important purposes, a single 
nation .......... . .In war we are one people. In making

pe^ce, we are one people. In all commercial regulations,
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we are one and the same people. In many other respects, 

the American people are one; and the government which is 

alone capable of controlling and managing their interests 

in all these respects is the government of the Union. It 

is their government, and in that character they have no 

other. America has chosen to be in many respects, and to 

many purposes, a nation; and for all .these purposes her 

government is complete; to all these objects it is competent, 

the people have declared that in the exercise of all powers 
given for these objects it is supreme . It can then, in 

effecting these objects, legitimately control all individuals 

or governments within the American territory. The Consti

tution and laws of a state, so far as they are repugnant to 

the Constitution and laws of the United States, are absolute
ly void. These states are constituent parts of the United 
States. They are members of one great empire - for some 

. 12 
purposes sovereign, for some purposes subordinate.”

States are the persons whose relations are govern- 
13 

ed by international law, this consideration of states as 
persons being necessitated by the fact that observance of, 

14 
and obedience to, law, can be rendered only by persons, 

and like any other person they may prosecute civil actions 
15 

in American courts, though they may not be sued them

selves, or their property attached, since *a free, sovereign, 
and independent state, was (is) not suable according to the 

16 
law of nations.” British courts have held that the United 
States may bring action before. them in its own name, and 

it need not have, or appoint, an officer to prosecute the
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action on its behalf. Where à state law provides for 

a security for costs, to be furnished where the plaintiff 
is "a person residing without the state," or "a foreign 

corporation," an independent foreign state, appearing in 

the state court as plaintiff, comes within the provisions 

of the statute, for the word "person" is "used in its en

larged sense, as comprising all legal entities," and "in 

that sense it embraces moral persons having legal rights, 

capable of entering into contracts and incurring obligations, 
18 

as well as natural persons." The Hew York court cites in 
this case a federal decision, quoting Vattel, to the ef

fect that "every nation that governs itself, under what form 
soever, without any dependence on a foreign power, is a 

sovereign state. Its rights are naturally the same as those 

of any other state. Such are moral persons who live together 
19 

in a natural society,under the law of nations."
8 .*—The nature of sovereignty — perhaps the most 

controversial problem of political science is the nature 

of sovereignty. An attempt to deal with the question from 

the point of view of theory is not within the scope of this 
treatise. Yet, even for practical reasons, it may not be 

amiss to point out that in actual international life there 

is no such thing as absolute sovereignty if by this term we 

mean freedom of action regardless of the rights of others. 

From one point of view the history of international rela
tions is the history of a gradual, progressive limitation, 
upon the freedom of action of independent states.
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States being the persons governed by inter-
‘ national law, it may be said that, as in the case of 

natural persons the liberty of an individual ceases where 

the rights of another commence, so is the freedom of don- 

duct of an international law person, viz., the state, lim

ited by the rights of other persons, viz., of other states. 

There can be no license for the state in international so

ciety, any more than there is, or can be, license for the 

individual within the association of men which we know as 
the state.

It may well be contended that limitations upon 
sovereignty, imposed by the necessities of practical inter
national life, are not a limitation of independence of state?, 

for the reason that these limitations, in a legal sense, are 

accepted and not imposed by any superior. There is the ad
ditional reason that the limitations being of an equal char
acter and extent with regard to all independent states, and 
since they take no more from one than another once they are 

accomplished, the relative position of the members of society 

of nations remains unchanged. In other words, if powers are 
equally limited, the situation in effect remains the same, 

and, at least from one point of view, as a matter of fact 

and as regards the relative powers of the states involved, 

no limitation has taken place.

In considering sovereignty in a work of this nature, for our 

purpose it is almost inevitable that the theory must be ac-
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cepted that to the problem of sovereignty there are two 

different sides and that one of these is the international, 
20

or external, while the other is purely internal. «Ex

ternal sovereignty relates to the position of the state 

among other states”, and it is of course this sovereignty 

that we have in mind when discussing sovereignty as a prob

lem of international law, though it is just as well to in

terpose here a caveat to the effect that international law 

imposes upon states obligations also in matters that at 

first blush seem purely domestic, such as the treatment of 
aliens, etc. internal sovereignty, on the other hand, 

concerns ”the relation between the state and all other per
sons or associations within its territory.”

This brings up the dispute between two groups of 
political scientists as to the advisibility of sovereignty. 

But is there, of necessity, a conflict? And is it not the 
function of the thoughtful practical lawyer to reconcile 

the two apparently rival theories, if this can be done, even 

as the lawyer in court frequently must harmonize to appar
ently conflicting principles of law? Such harmonization 
has, indeed, been attempted in an/* essay from which the V 

following passages merit quotation;
"The preceding discussion of the two great po

litical theories, in which is found asserted, in the 
one the indivisibility of sovereignty, in the other 
its divisibility, leads to the conclusion that the 
two theories are entirely congruous, in spite of 
their use of the same terms with different signifi
cation.

"The applicability of the principles of each
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theory is confined to a distinct sphere. The analy
tical theory determines the nature of the internal 
organization of the state, of its municipal, including 
its constitutional, law; the international theory ex
plains the nature of the mutual relations of states, 
the nature of international law. The analytical theory 
with its 1 sovereignty1 and kindred concepts affords no 
explanation of international law, nor the international 
theory with its * independence* any explanation of con
stitutional law.

. "Thus it is plainly necessary to keep distinct 
the concepts of each theory, and there are a number 
of minor concepts the significance of which for the 
one theory or the other, for international or 
constitutional law, or for both, it is essential to 
determine." 21

Legal theories, like many other theories, frequently are 

nothing more than an attempt to provide rational, or phil

osophic, justification for a certain condition of things. 

It has been shown, conclusively, it is believed, that the 

Austinian conception, of law, still dominant among the Bench 
and Bar of America^, is valid if applied to a certain stage / 

of legal development, but is fallacious if the claim is 
made that always and under any and all conditions that

22
only is law which is the command of the sovereign. It is 

not the function of the judiciary, as judiciary, however, to 
formulate new legal theories, any more than it is. the judgHs 

function to devise new laws. That is the law maker’s task, 

though it is undeniable that occasionally judges face new 

situations and must apply to them old rules, or, following 

accepted canons of legal reasoning, must announce what 

perhaps does appear to be a new rule, which however, al

ways may be changed or modified by legislative power. But
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if we bear in mind that pioneering is not the duty, or 

even the right, of the judge, in his official capacity, 

it is the more readily understood why the American judi

ciary, when discussing sovereignty at all, gave expression 

to views prevalent at the time the various cases came for 
adjudication before it and why it adopted what by some has 

been called the older, and by others, the classical, con

ception of sovereignty. It is perhaps more accurate to 

say that the American judiciary has expounded the consti

tutional theory of sovereignty, as was really unavoidable, 

since the judiciary is wholly a creation of municipal law, 

including in that term the state and federal constitutions.
Justice Story defined sovereignty, in its largest 

sense, as the Msupreme, absolute, uncontrollable power;
23 

the jus swami imperii: the absolute right to govern.” 

John Marshall said; ”The jurisdiction of the nation within 
its own territory is necessarily exclusive and absolute.

It is susceptible of no limitation not imposed by itself. 
Any restriction upon it, deriving validity from an external 

source, would imply a diminution of its sovereignty to the 
extent of the restriction, and an investment of that sover* 

eignty to the same extent in that power which could impose 
such restriction. All exceptions, therefore, to the full 

and complete power of; a nation within its own territories 
must be traced; up to the .consent of : the nation itself.

24 
They can flow from no other legitimate source.”
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Marshall’s statement is a perfect description 

of the nature of sovereignty from the constitutional point 

of view, but it is not necessarily inconsistent with the 
theory of external sovereignty which deals with the relation 

of states, and these relations do impose certain obligations 

upon the various members of the family of nations.
Occasionally the courts have failed to distinguish 

between the state and the government and have not realized 
that the government is no more than an organ of sovereignty. 

Thus in one of the decisions we find this statement: "The 

sovereignty of a nation, or state, may, in all respects, be 

absolute and unconditional, except the limitations it 

chooses to impose upon itself, but the sovereignty of the 

government organized within the state, may be of a very 

limited nature, extending to few or many objects - unlimited 

as to some, but restrained as to others. The people com

prising a state may divide its sovereign powers among various 

functionaries, and each, in the limited sense, would be 
25 

sovereign in respect to the powers confided to each." 

But, on the whole, such confusion is fortunately rare, as 
is indicated by the following language; "There is a dis
tinction between the government of a state and the state 
itself. In common speech and apprehension they are usually 

regarded as identical, and as ordinarily the acts of the 

government are the acts of the state, and because within 

the limits of its delegation of power the government of 
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the state is generally confounded with the state itself. 

The state itself , however, is an ideal person, intangible, 

invisible, immutable. The government is an agent and with

in the sphere of its agency a perfect representative; but 

outside of that it is a lawless usurpation. The constitu

tion of the State is the limit of the authority of its 
government, and both government and state are subject to the 

supremacy of the Constitution of the United States and of
26 

the laws made in pursuance thereof,"

The founders of the republic realized that govern- 

onent is an agency. "The federal and state governments are, 

in fact, but different agents and trustees of the people, 

constituted with different powers and designated for dif- 
27 

ferent purposes." An attempt to differentiate between the 

state and its people proved unsuccessful early in the his
tory of the republic, "A distinction was taken at the bar 

between a state and the people of the state, It is a dis

tinction I am not capable of comprehending. By a state 
forming a republic (speaking of it as a moral person) I do 

not mean the legislature of the state, the executive of 

the state, or the judiciary, but all the citizens which 
compose that state, are, if I may so express myself, in-

28 
tegral parts of it; all together forming a body politic»?

In days that have witnessed the rise of new states, 

it is not an academic question only to ask when the independ

ence of a country commences, For instance, the Czechoslovak 

republic claimed a right to reparations from Germany as one 
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of the allied "belligerent powers and in order to deter

mine the right it was necessary to decide when the country 

became an independent state. The question was not without 

its difficulties, since before the republic was declared 
there was a de facto Czechoslavak government abroad, which 

was recognized by a number of powers, one of tten being the 

United States, on September 3, 1918.. However, independence 

having been proclaimed on Czecholovak soil on October 28, 
1918, the Reparations Commission held that Czechoslovakia 

is to be considered independent from the latter date. In 

the United States there is a judicial decision to the 
effect that “the several states which composed this Union, 

so far at least as regarded their municipal regulations, 

became entitled, from the time when they declared themselves 
independent, to all the rights and powers of sovereign states 

......... .« The treaty of peace contained a recognition of 
29 

their independence, not a grant of it.”

9.—Recognition of states and governments and of 

sovereignty over territory. - By whom determinable and its 

effects — The establishment of a new state, and its right 
30 

to exist, is a domestic question; for internal purposes 
31 

a state does not require recognition from other states.
As respects its own government a nation becomes independ- 

32 
ent from the declaration thereof; but if it desires in

tercourse with other states and wishes to be considered and 

treated as a member of the family of nations, recognition 
33

is the necessary preliminary step; indeed as regards other 
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34 .

by them. Recognition is the act which gives a de facto
35. 

state international status.

. Within the whole range of international relations

there is probably no duty more solemn, and one calling for 

more thoughtful consideration, from the point of view of 

international order and continuity of international life, 

than the one requiring recognition, or denial thereof, to 
new states and new governments. Recognition is an act of the 

36 
political department of the government, and, it might be 

added, a very delicate political act, demanding, frequently, 
the highest order of statesmanship. Manifestly, it is, 

and can only be, the function of that department of govern
ment entrusted with th^ conduct of foreign relations, and 
the decisions and policies of this department must be accep

ted by all other governmental branches. In the United States 

"no doctrine is better established than that it belongs ex
clusively to governments to recognize new states, in the 

37 
revolutions which may occur in the world, and this is of 

course true not only of new states, but of new governments 
38 

as well. If the courts undertook to determine whether a 
nation had in fact become an independent sovereign state, 

before recognition by the branch entrusted with the conduct 

of foreign affairs they would take upon themselves "the ex

ercise of political authority for which a judicial tribunal 
is wholly unfit, and which the constitution has conferred 

39 
exclusively upon another branch of the government."

Hot only recognition of new states and governments, 
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but also "who is the sovereign, de jure or de facto, of a 

territory, is not. a judicial, but a political question, the 

determination of which by the legislative and executive de

partments of any government conclusively binds the judges, 

as well as all other officers, citizens and subjects of
40 

that government."

In cases involving the validity of grants by Spain 

in disputed territory, after the cession of Louisiana to 
the United States, the question being one of interpretation 

of the treaty of cession, the court declined to consider the 
merits of the treaty, and considering itself bound by the 
decision of the political department of the government, 

whose province it is ta deal with foreign relations, de
clared ger Chief Justice Marshall;

"In a controversy between two nations concerning 
national boundary, it is scarcely possible that the 
courts of either should refuse to abide by the measures 
adopted by its own government.

"There being no common tribunal to decide between 
them, each determines for itself on its own rights, 
and if they cannot adjust their differences peaceably, 
the right remains with the strongest. The judiciary 
is not that department of the government to which the 
assertion of its interests against foreign powers is 
confided; and its duty commonly is to decide upon indi
vidual rights, according to those principles which the 
political departments of the nation have established. 
If the course of the nation has been a plain one, its 
courts would hesitate to pronounce it erroneous.

"We think, then, however individual judges might 
construe the treaty of St. Ildefonso, it is the pro
vince of the court to conform its decisions to the will 
of the legislature, if that will has been clearly ex
pressed.

"After the acts of sovereign power over the ter** 
rritory in dispute, asserting the American construction 
of the treaty by which the government claimsuit, to 
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maintain the opposite construction in .its own courts 
would certainly be an anomaly in the history and 
practice of nations. If those departments which are 
entrusted with the foreign intercourse of the nation, 
which assert and maintain its interests against for
eign powers* have unequivocally asserted its right of 
dominion over a country of which it is in possession, 
and which it claimed under a treaty; if the legisla
ture has acted on the construction thus asserted, it 
is not in its own courts that this construction is to 
be denied. A question like this respecting the boun
daries of nations, is, as has been truly said, more 
a political than a legal question; and in its dis
cussion the courts- of every country must respect the 
pronounced will of the legislature.” 41

The date on which California became a territory

of the United States is a question that came before the 

courts, andnit was held that the authority and jurisdiction 
of Mexican officers in California terminated on the 7th 

of July, 1846, because ”the political department of the 
government has designated that day as the period when the 

conquest of California was completed, and the Mexican of

ficers displaced, and in this respect the judiciary fol-
42 

lows the action of the political department.”
The famous controversy over the title to the

Falkland Islands gave rise to a case which well illustrates 

how this question of recognition may occur in actual liti
gation. The government of the United States always in

sisted that the Falkland Islands did not constitute any 
part of the dominions within the sovereignty of what then 

was known as Buenos Ayres, and that the seal fishery at 
those islands is a trade free and lawful to American cit

izens, and that the Buenos Ayres government is not com

petent to regulate, prohibit, or punish it. However, an

American sealing vessel, insured on a sealing voyage, was 
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ordered by an official of the government of Buenos Ayres 

to leave the Falkland,Island waters and not to catch seals 

off this territory. Upon refusal of the master to comply 
with the order, the vessel was seized and condemned under 
authority of that government. The United States Supreme 

Court held that the master, in refusing to obey order to 

leave, acted within the scope of his duty and in vindica

tion of American rights, and was not bound to abandon.the 

waters under a threat of illegal capture; therefore the is

suers were liable to pay for the loss ofthe vessel and its 
cargo. "When the executive branch of the government, which 

is charged with the foreign relations of the United States, 
shall, in its correspondence with a nation, assume a fact 

in regard to the sovereignty of any island or country, it
43

is conclusive on the judicial department.” In this case 

Mr*. Justice McLean further said that "it is not material 
to inquire, nor is it the province of the court to deter
mine, whether the executive be right or wrong. It is enough 

to know that, in the exercise of his constitutional function, 
he had decided the question. Having done this, under the 

responsibilities which belong to him, it is obligatory on 
the people and government of the Union. If this were not the 

rule, cases might often arise in which, on the most import

ant question of foreign jurisdiction, there would be an ir

reconcilable difference between the executive and judicial 

departments. ”

Facts of an entirely different nature, arising in 

a case much more recent, illustrate the same rule and its 
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applications as well. The syllabus is sufficient for our 

purposes;
"The question whether Algeria is a part of France 

and within the scope of the president's proclamation 
of May 30, 1898, putting in force a reciprocal com
mercial agreement between France and the United States, 
as authorized by section 5 of the tariff act of 1897, 
or is merely a colony, and not affected by such agree
ment, is one which must be determined solely by the 
laws of France, and when the French minister of foreign 
affairs and the diplomatic and consular representatives 
of that country in the United States unite in stating 
that since the decree of October, 1870, abolishing the 
colonial government of Algeria, dividing it into de
partments and adding them to the departments of Euro
pean France, it has been an integral part of the re
public of France, their statement should be accepted 
as conclusive by a court of this country in the admin
istration of its custom laws, and in giving effect to 
the agreement between the two nations, entered into in 
a spirit of amity, with desire to improve their com
mercial relations." 44

Until recognition is accorded, either by the gov- .

ernment of the United States, or by the government to which 

the new state belonged, courts will consider the old order 
45

as unchanged; but recognition is retroactive and vali

dates all actions and conduct of a government from the
46 

commencement of its existence.
Courts will take judicial notice of.the terri

torial extent of the jurisdiction of their government, or 

of its recognition or denial of sovereignty of any foreign 
power, and this judicial notice may be based upon public 

acts of the legislature and executive, and it is not nec

essary that these acts be formally offered and admitted 

in evidence. The acts of the State Department in legal 

contemplation are the acts of the president, and the de-
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termination of the president that certain territory be

longs to the United States, or is a part thereof, may be 

declared through the State Department. In determining what 

shall be taken notice of judicially, judges may not only 

refresh their memories from sources they consider reliable, 
47

but may even make inquiries of the State Department.

Obviously, individuals may act, indeed, have per

formed acts, under authority of non-recognized governments 
for which, but for such authority, they could be held li
able, in certain instances even criminally. Facing a sit

uation of this sort, what are the courts to do? An answer 
has been found in the following language;

«When a civil war rages in a foreign nation, one 
part of which separates itself from the old establish
ed government, and erects itself into a distinct gov
ernment , the courts of the Union must view such newly- 
constituted government, as it is viewed by the legis
lative and executive departments of the government of 
the United States.

«If that government remains neutral, but recog
nizes the existence of a civil war, the courts of the 
Union cannot consider as criminal, those acts of hos
tility which war authorizes, and which the new govern
ment may direct against it# enemy.

«The same testimony which would be sufficient to 
prove that a vessel or person is in the service of an 
acknowledged state, is admissible to prove that they 
are in the service of such newly-erected government. 
Its seal cannot be allowed to prove itself, but may 
be proved by such testimony as the nature of the case 
admits; and the fact that a vessel or person is in the 
service of such government may be established otherwise, 
should it be impracticable to prove the seal.” 48

The language of the court in the last case would seem 

to indicate that a recognition of the existence of a civil 

war is necessary, even if otherwise the insurgent govern- 
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ment has not been recognized. But there may be cases of 

rebellion, the result of which is the erection of a new 
government, where conditions enabled the United States 

government to maintain complete passivity, even to the 

extent of talcing no notice of the rebellion and civil war 

and foregoing any proclamation of neutrality. The language 

of at least one case seems general enough to cover this con

tingency. "The seal to the commission of a new government, 

not acknowledged by the government of the United States, 

cannot be permitted to prove itself; but the fact that the 

vessel, cruising under such commission, is employed by such 

government, may be established by other evidence, without 
49 

proving the seal."
While the question of recognition of new states 

and governments is not a judicial one, but one for the 
department of foreign affairs, there exist established 

rilles of international law, generally observed, which gov
ern such recognition. The student desiring to familiarize 

himself with these rules, is referred to standard works 
on international law.in all its phases.

10«—The nature of belligerency and its effects —« 
The nature of belligerency ordinarily is not discussed in 

this connection. But recognition of belligerency is govern

ed by virtually the same rules as recognition of states and 

governments; such recognition does confer certain rights 

possessed by sovereign states, and certain legal consé

quences follow therefrom. It has not seemed improper, there
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fore, to set forth under this general title the judicial 

conception of belligerency and its effects.
Recognition of belligerency is a political act, 

just as the recognition of a new state, or government, and 
is therefore, also determinable only by the political de- 

50 
partment of the government. But the subject, is a com

paratively new one, and the governing principles are an 

outgrowth of the development of the modern rules of neu- 
51 

trailty. Belligerency may become, and frequently has 

become, a fact requiring recognition, although conditions 

are not ripe for a recognition of that state, or govern

ment, w3rich one of the belligerents, or insurgents, was 
52 

seeking to establish. There is a distinction between a 

condition of political revolt, an actual state of war, on 
the one hand, and a state of war in the legal sense on the 
other hand (53), and a recognition of belligerency is no 

more than an acknowledgment of a fact, but not of a legal 
54 

state of war.
The neutrality laws of the United States from an 

early date recognized the distinction between a legal state 

of war and hostilities not yet so recognized. Indeed, con

ditions have demanded provisions for the preservation of 

neutrality during struggles at a time when one of the par

ties could not even 'fee recognized as a belligerent. Thus 

the act of 1794 made it a penal offence "if any person shall, 

within the territory or jurisdiction of the United States”, 

”hire or retain another person to go beyond the limits or 
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jurisdiction of the United States, with intent to be en

listed or entered in the service of any foreign prince or 
state", but it was soon found that this wording was in

sufficient to meet all situations, particularly in view 
of conditions then prevailing in South America, and ac

cordingly the act of 1817 adds to the words "any foreign 

prince or state" the expressions wor of any colony, dis

trict, or people”, and this wording also appears in sec

tion 5283 of the Revised Statues. The neutrality laws now 
- 55

in force observe the distinction, and the Supreme Court 

has held that "any insurgent or insurrectionary body of 

people acting together, undertaking and conducting hostil

ities, although its belligerency has not been recognized, 
is included in the terms "colony, district, or people" as 
used in United States Revised Statutes 5283, making it 
an offense to fit out a vessel to be employed "in the ser

vice of any foreign.prince or state, or of any colony, dis

trict or people, to cruise or commit hostilities against 

the subjects, citizens, or property of any foreign prince 

or state, or of any colony, district, or people, with whom 
56

the United States are at peace."
When does the necessity of recognition of bel

ligerency arise? The answer is that "belligerency is 

recognized when a political struggle has attained a certain 

magnitude and affects the interests of the recognizing power; 

and in the instance of maritime operations recognition may 

be compelled, or the vessels of the insurgents, if molesting
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third parties, may be prosecuted as pirates.” 

What are the effects of recognition of belliger

ency and what are the rights conferred thereby? ”The rec-• 

ognition of belligerency involves the right of blockade, 

visitation, search and seizure of contraband articles on 
the high seas, and abandonment of claims for reparation on 

account of damages suffered by our citizens from the pre- 
58 

velence of warfare.”

It should be remembered, of course, that recog

nition of belligerency confers upon the government recog

nized the rights and imposes upon it the duties of an in

dependent state in relation to the hostilities, but no more, 

and especially that it does not accord the rights of an 
59 

independent state generally. The rule embodied in the 

decisions quoted has been, stated to be that recognition of 

belligerency ”does not confer upon the community recognized 
all the rights of an Independent state; but it grants to 

its government and subjects the rights and imposes upon them 
the duties of an independent state in all matters relating 

to the war. It follows from this that the powers which 
give such recognition are bound to submit to lawful cap

tures of their merchantmen made by the cruisers of the 

community recognized or those of the mother conhtry. They 

must also respect effective blockades carried on by either 

side, and treat the officers and soldiers of the rebels 

as lawful combatants, no less than* the officers and sol- 
60 

diers of the established government.”
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Cases arising from the American Civil War, and 

its effects ûpon individual rights, have given the courts 

a number of oppdrtunities to discuss what is belligerency 
and what are its tests. Probably the most famous of these 

are those known as The Prize Cases: their importance, and 
the consideration they gave to the question, justify the 
following rather extended quotation:

"Insurrection against a government may or may 
not culminate in an organized rebellion, but a civil 
war always begins by insurrection against the lawful 
authority of the government, A civil war is never 
solemnly declared; it becomes such by its accidents - 
the number, power, and organization of the persons who. 
originate and carry it on. When the party in rebel
lion occupy and hold in a hostile manner a certain por
tion of territory; have declared their independence; 
have cast off their allegiance; have organized armies; 
have commenced hostilities against their former sover
eign, the world acknowledges them as belligerents? and 
the contest a war. They claim to be in arms to estab^ 
lish their liberty and independence, in order to become 
a sovereign state, while the sovereign party treats 
them as insurgents and rebels who owe allegiance, and 
who should be punished with death for their treason.

"The laws of war as established among nations, 
have their foundation in reason, and all tend to miti
gate the cruelties and misery produced by the scourge 
of war. Hence the parties to a civil war usually con
cede to each other belligerent rights. They exchange 
prisoners, and adopt the other courtesies and rules 
common to public or national wars.

"’A civil war1, says Vattel, 1breaks the bands of 
society and government, or at least suspends their 
force and effect; it produces in the nation two inde
pendent parties, who consider each other as enemies, 
and acknowledge no common judge. Those two parties, 
therefore, must necessarily be considered as consti
tuting, at least for a time, two separate bodies, two 
distinct societies. Having no common superior to 
judge between them, they stand in precisely the same 
predicament as two nations who engage in a contest and 
have recourse to arms.
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h£This being the case, it is very evident that 
the common laws of war - those maxims of humanity, 
moderation and honor - ought to be observed by both 
parties in every civil war. Should the sovereign 
conceive he has a right to hang up his prisoners as 
rebels, the opposite party will make reprisals, etc.; 
the war will become cruel, horrible, and every day 
more destructive to the nation.’"

“As a civil war is never publicly proclaimed, 
eo nomine, against insurgents, its actual existence 
is a fact in our domestic history which the court is 
bound to notice and to know.

"The true test of its existence, as found in the 
writings of the sages of the common law, may thus be 
summarily stated:1 When the regular course of justice 
is interrupted by revolt, rebellion or insurrection, 
so that the courts of justice cannot be kept open, 
civil war exists and hostilities may be prosecuted on 
the same footing as if those opposing the government 
were foreign enemies invading the land." 61

The nature of belligerent rights find elucidation in

another of the.oases originating in the Civil War;-

"When a rebellion becomes organized, and attains such 
proportions as to be able to put a formidable military force 
in the field, it is usual for the established government to 
concede to it some belligerent rights. This concession is 
made in the interests of humanity, to prevent the cruelties 
which would inevitably follow mutual reprisals and retal
iations. But belligerent rights, as the terms import, are 
rights which exist only during war; and to what extent they 
shall be accorded to insurgents depends upon the consider
ations of justice, humanity, and policy controlling the 
government. The rule stated by Vaitel, that the justice of 
the cause between :two enemies being by the law of nations 
reputed to be equal, whatsoever is permitted to the one in 
virtue of war is also permitted to the other, applies only 
to cases of regular war between independent nations. It 
has no application to the case of a war between an estab
lished government, and insurgents seeking to withdraw them
selves from its jurisdiction or to overthrow its authority. 
Halleck*s Int. Law, c. 14, sec. 9. The concession made to 
the Confederate government in its military character was 
shown in the treatment of captives as prisoners of war, the 
exchange of prisoners, the recognition of flags of truce,' 
the release of officers on parole, and other arrangements 
having a tendency to mitigate the evils of the contest. The 
concession placed its soldiers and military officers in its 
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service on the footing of those engaged in lawful war, 
and exempted them from liability for acts of legiti
mate warfare.” 62

According to the southern states belligerent 
rights was not, however, an abandonment of the sovereign 
rights of the Union, and, in the language of one of the 
courts, ”by no means precluded us from treating them in 

63 
other respects as rebels.” It is for the sovereign, 

endeavoring to overcome a rebellion, to judge whether he 

shall choose to exercise the rights of sovereignty or of 

belligerency and this election must be determined by the 

nature of his act. ”If as a legislator he publishes a 

law ordaining punishments for certain offenses, which law 

is to be applied by the courts, the nature of the law, and 

of the proceedings under it, will decide whether it is an 
exercise of belligerent rights or exclusively of his sov- 

64 
ereign power.”

The reader will of course remember that. Civil

War cases, while often clearly discussing the general 

nature of belligerent rights,.necessarily always con

sidered the status of the Confederacy under the Constitu
tion, and that they do not invariably present the point 
of view which a third party, merely witnessing a contest 

and maintaining a neutral attitude, would or could adopt. 

Nevertheless, and with this caution in mind, the Civil 

War Cases are frequently helpful to the international 

jurist.
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When a recognition of "belligerency has been 

accorded by the government of the United States, the 

courts will treat as lawful those acts of the belligerents 
which a state of war permits and authorizes« When,the 

American government found it possible to recognize %s bel

ligerents the revolted South American colonies, captures" by 

them at sea were regarded as other captures made by virtue 

of a state of war and under the laws thereof, and the Amer

ican courts would not undertake to determine their legality, 
65 

since they were judicial organs of a neutral country.

The legal consequences of acts of unrecognized 
insurgents present something of a problem, more serious, 
naturally, in their possible criminal, than civil, phases. 

The practice has been described as follows;
^When, however, piratical acts have a political 

object, and are directed solely against a particular 
state, it is not the practice for states other than 
that attacked to seize, and still less to punish, the 
persons committing them. It would be otherwise, so 
far as seizure is concerned, with respect to vessels 
manned by persons acting with a political object, if 
the crew, in the course of carrying out their object, 
committed acts of violence against ships of other 
states than that against which their political oper
ation was aimed; and the mode in which the crew were 
dealt with would probably depend on the circumstances 
of the case.* 66

This rule is laid down by an eminent writer on 

international law. Nevertheless, there exists judicial 

authority to the effect that in the absence of recognitions 
insurgents, operating on the high seas, are pirates, and in 

the case in question an insurgent vessel in revolt against 

the government of Colombia, although it had not attacked
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ships of other nations, was held to have been lawfully 
67

seized by a United States gunboat. In this instance the 

court ruled that it is a question solely far the executive 

department whether a nation shall exercise its rights only 

when an injury is threatened, or after it is inflicted, 

but that when the executive branch has acted, claiming its 

extreme rights, the courts must apply the strict technical 
rules of international law. ”The right here asserted," , 

said the court, "may be rarely enforced; the very knowledge 

that the right exists tends effectually, in most cases, to 

prevent any violation of it, or at least any actual inter

ference by insurgents with the rights of other nations.
But if the rights itself were denied, the commerce of all 
commercial nations would be at the mercy of every petty con

test carried on by irresponsible insurgents and marauders 

under the name of war."
But, whatever the technical rule may be, if strict

ly construed^ it may safely be said that as a matter of prac
tice a vessel will not be dealt with as a pirate, even if <7 

% ' 
it operates under the orders a non-recognized insurgents, 

provided it does not injure the interests of other states 

and conducts its operations wholly against the government 
it seeks to overthrow, or against the government of the state 

which it seeks to dismember. There is no direct American 

judicial authority for this statement and cases that oc
casionally have been cited in support of the contention are 

not in point, for the reason that they arose under municipal
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legislation, chiefly par. 5283 of the Revised UnitedStates 

Statutes, forbidding the fitting out and arming a vessel 

with intent that it shall be employed by any foreign state 

or people against any state or people with whom the United 
States are at peace, and because the attempted libel was 

not on the ground that the vessel in gestion was depredating 

upon the high seas, without authority from any sovereign 
68 

power. However, whether a vessel shall or shall not be 

seized, and a prosecution for piracy against the crew in

itiated or not, is a question for the executive authorities 

and these for obvious reasons would be governed by the pre

vailing practice of states as hereinbefore set forth. In 
any event, seizure and prosecution are not likely unless the 

crew of a vessel acts in bad faith, without any commission 
69 

or documents whatever, or unless insurgents deliberately 

go out of their way to $ssail interests of neutral powers, 
When acknowledgment of insurgents by the political 

department has not taken place, proclamations and messages 
of the President are sufficient to give the courts judicial 

70 
information of the existence of an actual conflict.

11 .—Kinds of governments and their powers. — In 
the eyes of international law, the question of a state*s 

right to exist being an internal one, the only inquiry 

proper for other states is, whether the new state can enter 
71 

into and fulfil reciprocal obligations, or, we may add 

in view of recent international events, whether it is will- v 

ing to do so. For is international law concerned with the
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form of governments and the nature of constitutions, pro

vided, again, these do not stand in the way of fulfilment 
72

of international obligations. Therefore, once a govern

ment obtains recognition, either as a government de jure 

or de facto, it obtains a standing in the courts of other 
countries enabling it to enforce certain rights and obli- 

73 .
gâtions. However, there have been governments, or at 

least bodies claiming the authority of governments, which 

have hot been accorded full de facto, much less de jure 
recognition, but which have exercised authority over 

large territories where life went on in many respects as 

usual and where transactions, affecting private rights, have 
taken place, the validity and legality of which had to be 
passed upon with a view both to justice and stability of 

organized society. The Southern Confederacy is the most 

famous of these, as well as the most important, and the 

duration of its rule has given the courts ample opportuni

ty to discuss various kinds of governments and their powers.
De Facto governments vary in degree and kind.

The government of the Commonwealth under Cromwell was cer
tainly "de facto in the most absolute sense", and to have 
upset all acts done under its authority would have resulted 
in confusion worse confounded. A de facto government - an 

J acutal government - in its highest degrees partakes in many 

respects of the nature of a lawful government. "This is 

when,the usurping government expels the regular authorities 

from their customary seats and functions, and establishes 

itself in their place, and so becomes the actual government 
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of the country. The distinguishing characteristic of 
such a government is,that adherents to it in war against 

the government de jure do not incur the penalties of treason; 

and under certain limitations, obligations assumed by it in 
behalf of the country, or otherwise, will, in general,be 

respected by the government de jure when restored.” Thus 

the Supreme Court in discussing such governments as was 

that of Oliver Cromwell. The Southern Confederacy was not 
a government of this nature and was never recognized by the 

United States as a de facto government in this sense. What 
sort of a government, then, was it? ’

. “But there is another description of government, 
called also by publicists a government de facto, but 
which, perhaps, can be more aptly denominated a govern
ment of paramount force. Its distinguishing character
istics are (1), that its existence is maintained by 
active military power, within the teritories, and 
against the rightful authority of an established and 
lawful government; and (2), that while it exists, it 
must necessarily be obeyed in civil matters by private 
citizens who, by acts of obedience, rendered in sub
mission to such force, do not become responsible, as 
wrongdoers, for those acts, though not warranted by the 
laws'df the rightful government. Actual governments 
of this sort are established over districts differing 
greatly in extent and conditions. They are usually 
administered by military authority, but they may be ad
ministered, also, by civil authority, supported more 
or less directly by military force,”

It is true’, that the authority of the government of 

the Confederate States "did not originate in lawful acts of 

regular war, but it was not, on that account, less actual or 

supreme”. Therefore the court continues;
"And we think it must be classed among the govern

ments of which these are examples. It is to be observed 
that the rights and obligations of a belligerent were 
conceded to it, in its military character very soon 
after the war began, from motives of humanity and ex
pediency by the United States. The whole territory con
trolled by it was thereafter held to be enemies’. ter-* 
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ritory, and the inhabitants of that territory were 
held, in most respects, for enemies. To the extent, 
then, of actual supremacy, however unlawfully gained, 
in all matters of government within its military lines, 
the power of the insurgent government cannot be quest
ioned. That supremacy did not justify acts of hostil
ity to the United States. How far it should excuse 
them must be left to the lawful government upon the re
establishment of its authority. But it made obedience 
to its authority in civil and local matters not only 
a necessity but a duty. Without such obedience, civil 
order was impossible. 74

in any event, in the Confederacy "the existence of 
a state of insurrection and war did not loosen the bonds 

of society, or do away with civil government or the regular 

administration of the laws. Order was to be preserved, 

police regulations maintained, crime prosecuted, property 

protected, contracts enforced, 'marriages celebrated, estates 

settled, and the transfer and descent of property regulated, 
precisely as in time of peace, No one, that we are aware 

of, seriously questions the validity of judicial or legis
lative acts in the insurrectionary states touching these and 

kindred subjects, where they were not hostile in their pur

pose or mode of enforcement to the authority of the national 
government, and did not impair the rights of citizens under 

75 '
the Constitution.”

The whole question of the status of the confederacy 
eame up in still other cases and the Supreme Court adhered 

to the views so expounded. It upheld transactions in ter

ritory controlled by the Confederate Government "except when 

proved to have been entered into with actual intent to fur

ther invasion or insurrection”, and it was further declared 

that "judicial and legislative acts in the respective states 
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composing the so-called Confederate States should be 

respected by the courts if they were not hostile in their 

purpose or mode of enforcement to the authority of the 
national government, and did not impair the rights of cit- 

. ' 76
izens under the constitution."

The acts of the states in rebellion, in the ordi

nary course of administration, had to be upheld in the in

terests of organized society to which such a government - 
77 

some government - was a necessity. Accordingly, a contract 

for the payment of Confederate notes, made during the re
bellion between parties residing within the Confederate

78 
States, could be enforced in the courts of the United States.

But a purchaser of cotton from the Confederate States, who 

knew that the money he paid for it went to sustain the rebel- 
79 

lion, could not in the Court of Claims recover its proceeds, 
and bonds issued by authority of the Convention of Arkansas, 
which attempted to carry the state out of the Union, for 

supporting the war, ware not a valid consideration for a prom

issory note, since these bonds did not constitute any forced 
80 

currency and were not the only circulating medium. The 

rule was that all acts done in aid of the rebellion were 11
81 

legal and void.

Cases arising from the war between the states have 

been dealt with at some length despite the fact that they pre

sent situations not likely Again to occur and in many of 
their phases involve problems of constitutional, not of in

ternational, law, principles enunciated in these cases,may 
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indicate how the courts can solve various questions 

originating in conditions such as Russia at the present 

writing presents, with its unrecognized government, with

out doing violence to the necessary and proper rule that 

all matters of recognition are for the political depart

ments of the government.

That an unrecognized government cannot be per

mitted to sue in the courts of the non-recognizing country, 

or to make use of the governmental machinery of the latter 

for any purpose, seems to be too clear to require extended 
82 

argument or citation of authorities. To permit the appear

ance of a non-recognized government as plaintiff or petition
er in United States courts would not only be running counter 

to the policy and décisions of that department of the 
government charged with the conduct of foreign relations, 
but conceivably, indeed probably, might lead to anomalous 

and even ludicrous situations. Thus it has been held, and 
unavoidably so, that the ambassador of the Russian pro
visional government, established following the downfall of 
the monarchy and which functioned immediately prior to the 
Communist regime, had the capacity to commence actions for 

that government despite the notorious fact that his govern

ment had fallen, if at the time the action was commenced he 

was the accredited representative to the United States, which 
83 

recognized the government:he represented. Certainly the 

courts cannot pennit themselves to be placed in a position 

of being forced to decide who is the proper plaintiff, 
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whether the recognized or unrecognized government; there 

can be, and is, but one rule, viz., to follow, in this 

regard, the decision of the Department of State. It 

should be equally obvious that an unrecognized government 

cannot be permitted to avail itself of American courts of 
justice by a subterfuge, and that, therefore, it is perfectly 

proper and logical to rule that if the Russian Socialist 

Federated Republic has no capacity to sue in American courts, 

the individual members of a body subordinate to the govern
ment thereof cannot be permitted to do what the principal 

cannot do, in other words, that agents cannot obtain and
84 

exercise better or greater rights than their principals.

It has been also held that an unrecognized foreign 

de facto government, even when its existence is admitted, 
cannot be sued in the tribunals of a non-recognizing country, 

and tha^ any question of redress from a foreign government 

is a political one, not confided to the courts, but to 
85 

another department of the government. The rule is that a 

recognized foreign government cannot be sued in the courts 
86

of this country without its consent. But is this necessar
ily true, or should it be so, when the courts are dealing 
with a non-recognized government? Is non-suability of non

recognized governments a necessary corollary of their lack 

of capacity to sue?

As the situation now is, courts cannot grant redress 

against a non-recognized government because governments can

not be sued without their consent, this rule being applied 
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even to unrecognized governments which may have property’ 

within the jurisdiction of the court that but for the 

rule could be resorted to for satisfaction of just claims; 

but the political department cannot obtain redress through 

the usual diplomatic channels because it has no diplomatic 

relations with the government in question. What may be the 

result in many meritorious cases and to many an injured 
party? Public policy and justice would point to the con

clusion that a non-recognized foreign government should not 
be permitted to take advantage of its culpability both in 

international relations and with reference to the injured 
party, by the application of what is a rule of comity to 

which the unrecognized government has not been admitted and 
is not deemed fit to be admitted by recognition.

A foreign government may sue in American courts 

even in the absence of treaty provisions to that êffebt 

às à matter of comity, the rules of which come into op er* 

ation only when the government has been recognized by the 

United States. Comity has been defined as "that reciprocal 

courtesy which one member of the family of nations owes to 
87

others at peace with it." - But since privilege to sue is 

one granted for reasons of comity, and since immunity from 
suit is granted by one’sovereign to another with whom he is 

at peace and whom he has recognized as being entitled to 
all the privileges of a member of the international family, 

does it not follow that this privilege does not and should 
not shelter a nonrecognized de facto government? Is not 
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immunity from suit one of the very privileges it is not 

entitled to, by reason of its failure to comply with con

ditions making recognition proper and possible? Surely, 

these questions should seem weighty enough to warrant a 

reconsideration of the rule as broadly laid down and broad

ly applied.
The difficulty in the way of reconsideration, as 

suggested, or of any modification, lies in the danger of an 
action against a non-recognized government being construed 

as a species of recognition by the judicial department. 

But this is laigeQy a technical obstacle which should not 

prove insurmountable. Actions against an unrecognized for
eign government can have little or no practical utility 

unless the government has property within the jurisdiction 

of the court, and this would necessitate, in all probability, 
an action in rem. The question of notice, and its nature, 
would certainly arise, but this, too, should not be impos

sible of solution. An exception to non-exercise of juris
diction over foreign states seèms to exist where the action 

88 
concerns local real estate. There is no reason in prin
ciple why property of non-recognized states, both real 
and movable, should not be resorted to where both justice 

and public policy demand it.

The decrees of an unrecognized revolutionary gov

ernment are of no force and effect in the United States, 

and accordingly, in an action fôr accounting, decrees of 

confiscation by the Soviet Government have not been recog- 
89 

nized, and so have the courts declined to recognize de- 
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créés of nationalization and to apply them to problems of 

90 
property rights brought for adjudication before them.

However, whatever the ultimate fate of the Soviet regime. 

it is obvious that its methods and measures will have a 
profound effect upon all phases of Russian life and cannot 
be without influence upon the rights of many individuals and 

groups. The successors of this government, should it have 
any, will not be able to upset everything it has done, and 

probably, will not desire to do so lest chaos be reintro
duced» In France, following the Revolution, no later govern

ment questioned the validity of titles to land acquired dur- 
91 

ing the great upheaval. Can courts of other countries ig

nore everything that has been done, and will be done, in 

Russia, unless the Soviet Government is recognized? This 

might often ^rove flying in the face of unalterable facts 

and conceivably tantamount to a denial of justice. For 

instance, to use an extreme example, could the courts re
fuse to recognize the validity of a marriage contracted 

under the Soviet laws? Would not a second marriage, entered 
into in the United States, be bigamous? The fact is that 

in deciding cases, into the disposal of which the effects 
of non-recognition enter, courts* always must be governed by 

92 
considerations of public policy. In the Civil War cases 

the courts were confronted by a more difficult situation 

because they had to deal with the laws of an authority that 

actually sought the dismembeiment of the Union, and which, 

from the northern point of view, was not only unrecognized.
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but treasonable. Yet the courts took the position that 

"while there was no validity in any legislation of the Con

federate States, so far as the acts of the several states 

did not impair the supremacy of the national authority, or 

the just rights of citizens under the Constitution, they 
93 

are, in general, to be treated as valid and binding", and 

that "transactions between persons actually residing within 

the territory dominated by the Government of the Confederate
States were not invalid for the reason only that they occur

red under the sanction of the laws of that Government or of 
94

any local government recognizing its authority." That the 

Civil War cases have not escaped the notice of the courts, 

and that the courts will seek to reconcile logic of juridi- 

cial conceptions with inexorable facts, has lately become 
quite evident to the satisfaction of all who would not re

duce logic to absurdity and who see in the courts not only 

tribunals for elucidation of law, but also instruments of 
practical life and living-justice.

"Juridically a government that is unrecognized 
may be viewed as no government at all, if the power 
withholding recognition chooses thus to view it. In 
practice, however, since juridical conceptions are sel
dom, if ever, carried to the limit of their logic, the 
equivalence is not absolute, but is subject to self
imposed limitations of common sense and fairness, as 
we learned in litigation following our Civil War. In 
those litigations acts or decrees ofthe rebellious gov
ernments, which, of course, had not been recognized as 
governments de facto, were held to be nullities, when 
they worked injustice to citizens of the Union, or were 
in conflict with its public policy. On the other hand, 
acts or decrees that were just in operation and consist
ent with public policy, were sustained not infrequently 
to the same extent as if the governments were lawful.
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These analogies suggest the thought that, subject to 
like restrictions, effect at times be due to the ordi
nances of foreign governments which, though formally 
unrecognized, have notoriously an existence de facto. 
Consequences appropriate enough when recognition is 
withheld on the ground that rival factions are still 
contending for mastery, may be in need of readjustment 
before they can be fitted to the practice, now a grow
ing one, of withholding recognition whenever it is thought 
that a government functioning unhampered, is unworthy of 
a place in the society of nations." 95

In a later case it was said that a decree of the
Russian Soviet Government had no effect in the United States, 

unless, possibly, "to such an extent as justice and policy 
require," and it did not relieve from liability a Russian 

insurance company, which had qualified to do business in Hew 

York, "neither comity nor public policy require enforcement 

of a mandate of another government, confiscating assets of 
nationalized insurance companies for its benefit, to the pre

judice of citizens of the United States, or any friendly
96 

power, especially where it has been denied recognition."

Those parts of the opinion of the court which have been 

italicized here, indicate fairly clearly theposition the courts 
in all probability will take when a case arises necessitating 
a direct decision of the question, especially when we bear in 
mind the significant sentence, appearing in one of the opin
ions, that "we do not say that a government unrecognized by 

us will always be viewed as non-existent. " For that matter, 

a still later case brings out even more clearly the points 

touched upon in the precedents just referred to.

"The fall of one governmental establishment and the 
substitution of another governmental establishment which 
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actually governs, which is able to enforce its claims 
of military force and is obeyed by the people over whom 
itrules, must profoundly affect all the acts and duties, 
all the relations of those who live within the territory 
over which the new establishment exercises rule. Its 
rule may be without lawful foundation ; but, lawful or 
unlawful, its existence is a fact, and that fact cannot 
be destroyed by juridical concepts. The State Depart
ment determines whether it will recognize its existence 
as lawful, and until the State Department has recognized 
the new establishment, the court may not pass upon its 
legitimacy or ascribe to its decrees all the effect which 
inheres in the laws or orders of a sovereign. The State 
Department determines only that question. It cannot de
termine how far the private rights and obligations of 
individuals are affected by acts of a body not sovereign. 
or with which our government will have no dealings. That 
question does not concern our foreign relations. It is 
not a political question, but a judicial question. The 
courts in determining that question assume that until 
recognition these acts are not in full sense law. This 
conclusion must depend upon whether these have neverthe
less had such an actual effect that they may not be dis
regarded. In^jsuchj^aj^jgej^e^
cause. We do not pass upon the right or wrong of what it 
has done: we consider the effect upon others of that 
which has been done, primarily from the point of view of 
fact rather than of theory.” 97

In the case last cited a Russian insurance corpora

tion had been nationalized by a decree of the Soviet Govern

ment and prohibited by this Government from holding directors’ 

and stock holders’ meetings, as well as from doing business 

in Russia as a corporation. The directors of the corporation, 
however, after going into exile continued holding meetings 
in Paris and brought action against a New York Trust Company 

to recover money and securities originally deposited with 
the New York institution to comply with a law for the pro

tection of policy holders and ^editors as a condition pre

cedent to engaging in business in that state. Obviously, 
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had the court chosen to adopt the position dictated by ex

treme logic and disregarded completely the Soviet decrees, 
a recovery from the Trust Company would have resulted. How

ever, when the case reached the court of last resort, this 

tribunal ruled that under the circumstances a Hew York court 
could not assume jurisdiction, chiefly because the courts 

were not able to protect the Trust Company, if they permitted 

recovery in the pending litigation, against a recovery in the 
tribunals of some country where the Soviet regime has been 

recognized, a contingency the occurrence of which neither
98 

public policy nor sound sense permitted.

While the courts will be undoubtedly always reluc

tant to give any effect to the degrees of an unrecognized 
government, and while the quotations just set forth are 
largely in the nature of dicta, it may be safely assumed 

that the judiciary will take cognizance of laws and decrees 

of such governments as facts and to be dealt with as facts, 
where to do otherwise would not be consonant with public 
policy or justice. It may not be wise, of course, to lay 

down generally what are the exceptions to the rule sometimes 
too sweepingly expressed, viz., that unrecognized govern

ments are to be considered as nonexistent, in matters aris

ing within ^he jurisdiction of the government refusing recog

nition, and therefore probably preferable to consider each 

case as it arises; but that common sense will not be aban

doned for the sake of strict adherence to formula seems 
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fairly clear, Nor will it be necessary, in.applying such 
common sense, to trench upon the province of the political 

department of the government. Primarily, recognition is 

conferred, or refused, for reasons of international policy, 
and questions of private right are, usually, simply judicial 

questions and nothing else. Their settlement is the pro

vince of the courts. Should a problem be inextricably in
volved with that of foreign policy, and judicial decision 

impossible without running counter to the attitude adopted 
by the proper branch of the government,then; naturally. the larger 

consideration must prevail even at the cost of sacrificing 

a legitimate private interest. It may be surmised, however, 

that the number of cases where this can be avoided will 
prove comparatively large.

Rule of military authorities by virtue of conquest 

and occupation is one whose mandates cannot be resisted by 

those living within the territory concerned and is certain
ly a government of paramount force. Therefore, subsequent 
evacuation of this territory by the occupying troops, and 

resumption of government by the lawful sovereign, cannot 
undo past transactions or change their character. Thus, 

when the British in September, 1814, occupied Castine, ex
tab li shed a custom-house and proceeded to levy import duties, 

new duties could not be imposed by the United States authori

ties when the latter re-entered the territory following the 

treaty of peace. "By the surrender the inhabitants passed 

ùnder a temporary allegiance to the British Government, and were 
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bound by such laws, and such only, as it chose to recog

nize or impose. From the nature of the case, no other 

laws could be obligatory upon them, for where there is 

no protection, or allegience, or sovereignty, there can 
be no claim to obedience. Castine was therefore, dur

ing this period, so far as respected revenue laws, to 
be deemed a foreign port, and goods imported into it by 

the inhabitants were subject to such duties only as the 
99

British government chose to require." The conquering 

power may displace, and has the right to displace, the 

pre-existing authority, and to assume all governmental 
100 

functions and power. But when, during the war with 
Mexico, the port of Tampico was occupied by American 

military authorities, the port remained a foreign one 
within an act of Congress of July 30, 1846, and goods 

shipped from Tampico to the United States were subject 
to the usual tariff. Military occupation did not make 

Tampico a part of the Union and it never was recognized 
as such by the administrative authorities, or by Con
gress, the latter consideration being evidently the 

. 101
decisive one withthe court. Also, despite military 

occupation and military government appointed by, and 
representing the President of the United States, where 

this was done with the object of assisting the inhab

itants to establish a government of their own, a coun

try remained foreign territory within an act of Congress 

providing for extradition of persons violating the laws 
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of a foreign territory occupied by, or under the con

trol of, the United States. More specifically, Cuba 

was foreign territory during the American occupation, 

following the.war with Spain, and extradition could 

not be prevented on the ground that it was not a for- 
102 

eign country.

The formation of a civil government in con
quered territory is lawful exercise of belligerent 
rights and properly continues until the legislative 

branch of the government ordains otherwise, even after 

cession of the territory to the conqueror by a treaty 

of peace. When a suit was brought to recover from a 

collector of the port of San Francisco, by virtue of 
appointment by the military governor, certain tonnage 

duties and imposts paid by plaintiff upon ships which 

had arrived in San Francisco and upon foreign mer* 

chandise landed there from them in 1848 and 1849, the 
103 

action failed. The executive authority may properly 
establish a provisional government, to ordain laws and 

institute a judicial system, all of which continues in 
force after the termination of the war and until modi- 

104 
fied by Congress,

Judgments of proper tribunals, acting under 

the authority of de facto governments, so far as they 

affect the private rights of the parties thereto, are 
valid, Thus a judgment of a Spanish tribunal in Lou

isiana, having jurisdiction of the cause, was upheld
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although rendered after cession of the territory, but prior 
105

to its actual surrender to the United States. On the other n 
hand the courts have declined to uphold grants of land made ' 

a de facto government, ruling over territory which did not 
properly belong to it, against the government to which the 

106 
territory actually belonged. This conclusion was reached 

in litigation involving titles to land in territory which had 

been the subject matter of a boundary dispute.

12 .—Rights and duties of states and their respon
sibility — The world, - the society of nations - is composed 
of distinct sovereignties, posessing equal rights and inde- 

107 
pendence. This problem of the equality of states has been 

the subject of much valuable discussion, both from the stand
» j h 108 1

point of theory as well asactual international conditions.
However, the courts have nothing to do with formulation of 

international policies and their enforcement, and it is al
most entirely in this political sphere that the question of 
equality of states is controversial. Equality of states is 

a legal principle, and it "consists in the fact that in the 

received principles and rules of international law, other 
than those of a ceremonial nature, no distinction is made 

• 109
between great states and small , and no legal

principle is better established, or more universally recog

nized, than the one of equality of nations. "Russia and 
110

Geneva have equal rights." From this principle of equality

certain practical results follow, the most important one 

being that one nation cannot impose a rule upon another na
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tion rightfully, each nation legislating for itself and 

this legislation operating only upon itself. The law of 

nations results from the consent ofall and no one state can 
ill .

change it. Again, one sovereign being bound to respect 

the independence of other sovereigns, his legal equals, the 

courts of one country refuse to sit in judgment on the acts 
112 

of another government done within the latter!e territory. 

"Sovereignty means that the decree of the sovereign makes 

law, and foreign courts cannot condemn the influences ner- 
. 113 "

suading the sovereign to make the decree." The acts of a 
military commander, acting under orders of the erstwhile / 

Mexican Government of Carranza, who had seized the property 

of a Mexican citizen as a military contribution, were not 

subject to re-examination and modification by American courts 
114 

though the property came within their jurisdiction.
Members of the society of nations, recognizing 

international law as a body of rules to be observed by them 
and enforced within their territory, may and do require of 
each other the performance of certain international obliga
tions, and these are reciprocal in their nature. "A right 
secured by the law: of nations to a nation, or its people, 

is one the United States as the representatives of the na
tion are bound to protect", and in the protection of such 

rights due diligence is required. Therefore, the courts 

have upheld a statute to prevent counterfeiting of foreign 

money wthin its territory and punishing the offense when 
committed on the ground that in the sphere of foreign re

lations exclusive authority is conferred upon the national 
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government which is thus "made responsible to foreign na

tions for all violations by the United States of their in
ternational obligations”, the constitution for this reason 

granting the power ”to define and punish....... .........

offences against the law of nations,” and the right to coin 
money being an essential of sovereignty, and counterfeiting 
of foreign money being an offense against international 

law. Hor was it necessary that the statute expressly de
clare the crime to be an offense against the law of nations, 

the fact being sufficient, and appearing upon the face of the 

act, that it was passed for the protection of an international 

interest. indeed, while a refusal to protect the rights of 

other states, such as the right to coin money, ”may not, 

perhaps, furnish sufficient cause for war, it would certain

ly give just ground of complaint, and thus disturb that har

mony between the governments which each is bound to cultivate 
116 

and promote.”
The principle of responsibility of states has been 

stated in sweeping language;
”It is an established principle of international 

law that a nation is responsible for wrongs doiie by its 
citizens to the citizens of a friendly power. Ordinarily 
this responsibility is discharged by a government render
ing to a Resident alien the same protection which it af
fords to its own citizens and bringing the perpetrators ; 
to trial and punishment. This responsibility of a nation 
for the acts of its individual members is so well estab
lished and regulated by international law that it falls 
little short of being a natural right.” 117 •

Where a treaty provided for guarantees to the cit- 

izerP of either nation in the territory of the other, ”the 

most constant protection and security for their persons and
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property” and that "they shall enjoy in this respect the 

same rights and privileges as are or shall be granted to 
the natives on their submitting themselves to the conditions 

imposed upon the natives”, it was held that these provisions 

conferred upon alien residents rights enjoyed by American 
118 

citizens, but no more. .
jWw % &L-

Within the territories of the American Union states 

are the organs of sovereignty for the protection of life and 
personal liberty within the respective states, and under the 

Constitution power for that purpose rests exclusively with 
119 .

them. At times occurences in certain of the states have 
embarrassed the government of the nation and made fulfilment - 

of international obligations difficult and even impossible. 
Of course, from the standpoint of international law, and in
ternational duty, such situations, due to the federal con
stitutional system, do not relieve the nation from responsi- 

120 
bility and liability.

Claims and grievances of one country against the 

government of another can be advanced and prosecuted only 

through diplomatic channels, by negotiations of one govern
ment with another. “Redress of grievances by reason of such 

acts must be obtained through the means open to be availed , 
- 121

of by sovereign powers, as between themselves.” The ptin^ 
cipie of action, or non-act ion,.'in such , cases has been stated 
broadly as follows;

"One nation treats with the citizens of another 
only through their government. A sovereign cannot be 
sued in his own courts without his consent. His own 
dignity, as well as the dignity of the nation he rep
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resents, prevents his appearance to answer a suit 
against him in the courts of another sovereignty, 
except in performance of his obligations by treaty 
or otherwise, voluntarily assumed.» Hence, a citizen 
of one nation wronged by the conduct of another na
tion, must seek redress through his own government. 
His sovereign must assume the responsibility of pre
senting his claim, or it need not be considered. If 
this responsibility is assumed, the claim may be pro
secuted as one nation proceeds against another, not by 
suit in the courts, as of right, but by diplomacy, or, 
if need by, by war. It rests with the sovereign against 
whom the demand is made to determine for himself what 
he will do in respect of it; He may pay or reject it, 
he may submit it to arbitration, open his own courts to suit, or consent to be tried jn the courts of another 
nation. All depends upon himself." 122

Before citizens approach their governments for 

intercession on their behalf, against other governments, it 
is wise, and may be stated to be a requirement, to exhaust 

all direct methods of redress,if any, afforded by the govern
ment against which complaint is made, for there is norule 
of international law making it obligatory upon the government 

of one nation to enforce claims against another nation if 
the citizens themselves are afforded means of satisfaction 
without the intervention of their government. Interference 
by the government of a nation should be resorted to only 
under exceptional circumstances, and, obviously, exceptional 
circumstances do not arise where proper claime can be satis

fied without bringing into operation the weighty apparatus
123 

of a government.
In the American Union the relation of a state

with its citizens is not that of an independent sovereign
state because a state of the Union cannot resort to war against 

another state upon refusal of the latter to extend redress to 

the citizens of the former, a power and right a state inter
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nationally sovereign does possess and may exercise. There

fore, the Eleventh Amendment to the Constitution of the 

United States prohibits action by one State against another 
on behalf of its citizens where the prosecuting state has 

no direct interest of its own, and this interest cannot be 

created by a legislative assumption of the rights of cit- 
124 

izens.

Citizens of a country against which claims are 
made are not permitted to participate in an award made by 
an international commission at the instigation, and on be

half of, citizens of the intervening country. Thus a claim 

of a French citizen against the United States, for cotton 

taken during the civil war, was submitted by the widow and 
administratrix for adjudication to a commission functioning 

under a treaty between the two countries. Upon a favorable 
finding on the merits, one-sixth of the award was withheld 

because it was ascertained that one of the three heirs of 
the deceased claimant was an American citizen, and when the 

latter sued the United States Government, the action of the 
commission was upheld by the courts on the ground that he had 
no cause of action, since, if any did exist, it accrued 

to the administratrix, and the cause of action was not 

against the French Government, for it received no money
125 

for the plaintiff1s benefit. Again, where the property 

of a French subject was occupied by United States troops 

and the claimant’s executor presented claims by virtue of . 
the provisions of a convention between the two countries, 

only French legatees were entitled to be represented be-
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fore the Claims Commission and they only were entitled to 

126
participate in the distribution. Hor will the American

government intervene against another government unless the 
claimant* s citizenship is affirmatively established. Thus 
in the case of a schooner seized by the French on March 7, 

1800, sailing from Norfolk to Mattinico, it did not appear 

that the owners of the vessel and cargo were citizens of the 
United States, or that the schooner was a registered vessel. 

Upon its condemnation bÿ a French prize tribunal it was 
held that this condemnation could not be considered illegal 

because neither the American registry nor the citizenship 
127

of the owners was established. But a certificate issued 

under the authority of a government showing the nationality 

of a vessel, or the citizenship of her owners, can be quest

ioned by foreign powers only by application to the government 
that issued the certificate. Therefore, where a vessel 

carried an American register, a decree of condemnation was 
illegal although it appeared therefrom that the supercargo, 
who was one of the owners, was a native of Germany without 
any proof of American naturalization, since the register of 
an American vessel in the eighteenth century was conclusive 
evidence in French prize Courts of her American character

128 
and of her owners nationality.

Where a claims commission makes an award for dam

ages and injuries, its decision, within the scope of its au

thority, is conclusive and final as between the parties claim

ing the property and may not be re-examined before any judicial 
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tribunal. A claim is an assignable property right, but 

if a prior assignee gives no notice of the assignment until 
a second assignee prosecutes a claim before a Claims Com

mission to a reward in his favor, the equities of the par

ties are equal and the possessor of the legal title will 
130

prevail.. Again, so long as money received as a result of 
an international award, by a Claims Commission, or other 

tribunal agreed upon, is still in the possession of a gov

ernment, it is its moral obligation as a sovereign to in
quire, if occasion arises, as to its duty with respect to 
the fund, not only toward the citizen for whom the award 
was received, but toward the government from which it was 

obtained and it may at any time institute investigation of 

the good faith of the claim. If it is then found that the 
award was made as the result of fraud or perjury, or either, 
the parties may be barred from all claims upon the award and

131 
the money returned to the government by which it was paid.

When a citizen demands a recognition and adjustment of his 

claim against a foreign power, he subjects himself to the 

jurisdiction of such a Court as Congress may designate for 
the purpose, and when a statutory recognition:.of a claim to 

an international award as made, the award being in the cus

tody of the government, it is impressed with the character 

of a right susceptible of a judicial determination and ceases 
to be a mere appeal to the grace of the sovereign, and a ju
dicial proceeding to determine the bona fides of the claim 

not only does not conflict with the diplomatic authority of 

the president, vested in him by the Constitution, but is one 
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calculated to carry out the international obligations and 
132 

moral duties of the claimant's government.

The United States government has accorded British 
subjects, if otherwise entitled, the right to recover by 
process in the American Court of Claims the proceeds of cap

tured and abandoned property. This privilege is based upon 
reciprocity and is accorded only to the citizens or subjects 

of such foreign governments as grant American citizens the 
right to prosecute claims against these governments in their 

courts. The British proceeding, known as a "Petition of 
right" is one that accords to United States citizens the 
right to prosecute claims against the British government, 
and, therefore, as between these countries the rule of re- 

133 
ciprocity in this respect is in operation. However, a 

British citizen who never resided in the United States, but 
committed acts which would have rendered him liable to pun
ishment for treason had he owned allegiance to the United 

States, was excluded from the benefits of an act of March 
12, 1863, conferring the right, within two years after the 
close of the Civil War, to maintain a suit in the Court of 

Claims for recovery of proceeds of the sale of property cap
tured from the enemy which were paid into the treasury, and 
sale of cotton to the Confederate Army constituted aid to 

134. 
the enemy within the prohibitory terms of the statute.

Of the rule that a foreign government cannot be 

sued in the courts of another state certain modifications 
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should be registered in this connection. It has been held, 
for instance, that a suit in rem may be maintained against 

the property of a foreign government, although this property 

is destined for public use, where recovery is sought for 

salvage services rendered while it was in the possession of 
a lightering company and where the property was still in the 

possession of the latter when libeled and seized by the mar
shal . In this case the company had contracted to transport 
the property from a railroad teiminal to a vessel, but had

- 135
no other connection with the foreign government. It has 

also been held that a claim for damages exists against a 
United States public vessel guilty of a maritime tort as 

mu&h as if the vessel belonged to a private citizen. Reasons 

of public policy prevent enforcement by a direct proceeding 
against the vessel, but where the property itself is subject
ed to the jurisdiction of the courts by affirmative govern

mental action, a claim will be entertained and recovery per

mitted. This situation arose in the case of a prize ship 
which ran into and sank another vessel while on the way to a 
place of adjudication in charge of a prize master and crew. 
The captured vessel, in proceedings instituted by the govern

ment, was condemned as a lawful prize and the proceeds of its 
sale paid into the registry. The owners of the sunken vessel 

intervened by petition and asserted a clai# upon the proceeds 

for damages caused by the collision. The claim was sustained 

and the damages ordered paid out of the proceeds before their
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distribution. However, an attempt to impress custom

revenues in the hands of American bankers with a charge in 

complainant1s favor, the controversy growing out of a con
tract with the republic of Ecuador and where it would have 

been necessary to pass upon the validity of acts of a for
" 137

eign nation, was not sustained.

Since governments can conduct business only through 
representatives, where a public agent acts within the. scope 
of his authority and in performance of his duty, he cannot 

be held to personal liability and his contracts are public, 
' 138 "

not personal. '

The rules governing presentation of claims against 
foreign governments and the procedure in such cases, owing 

to the non-suability of governments, as a rule site not a 

subject of judicial interpretation, and the student and law

yer must therefore consult works devoted to this phase of
139 

international law generally.

13 .--The continuing personality of states — One 
of the causes of the rise and growth of international law 

is the need of stability in the relations of states that 
compose the society of nations. It is for this reason that # 
the principle of continuity of states regardless of changes 
of government, or its internal organization, is one of the 

most fundamental in the law of nations. A state may undergo 

changes in its population and territory, it may be subjected 

to upheavals in its constitutional structure, unless the 

changes in Territory are such as to deprive it of its unitary
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character, in contemplation of international law it still 
140

retains the same international personality. When the

State of Tennessee by a constitutional amendment adopted in 

1865 declared null and void notes issued by the Bank of 

Tennessee, an institution functioning under a charter con
taining a clause by which the state agreed to receive the 

bank’s notes in payment of taxes, and a controversy arose 

by reason of a refusal of the State to comply with this 
provision, the United States Supreme Court, when the case 
reached this tribunal, took occasion to declare;

"Cicero and other public jurists define a State 
to be a body political or society of men united to
gether for the purpose of promoting their mutual 
safety and advantage by their combined strength. 
Wheaton, International Law, sect, 17. Such a body 
or society when once organized as a State by an es
tablished government, must remain so until it is de
stroyed. This may be done by disintegration of its 
parts, by. its absorption into and identification with 
some other state or nation, or by the absolute and 
total dissolution of the ties which bind the society 
together. We know of no other way in which it can 
cease to be a state. Ho change of its internal polity, 
no modification of its organization or system of govern
ment, nor any change in its external relations short of 
entire absorption in another state, can deprive it of 
existence or destroy its identity.

"The political society which in 1796 became a 
State of the Union, by the name of a State of Tennessee, 
is the same which is now represented as one of those 
States in the Congress of the United States. Hot only 
is it the same body politic now, but it has always been 
the same. . There has been perpetual sucession and per
petual identity. There has from that time always been 
a State of Tennessee, and the same .State of Tennessee. 
Its executive, its legislative, its judicial departments 
have continued without interruption and in regular order. 
It has changed, modified, and reconstructed its organic 
law, or State Constitution, more than once. It has done 
this before the rebellion, during the rebellion, and since 
the rebellion. And it was always done by the collective 
authority and in the name of the same body of people com
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sittutin® the political society known as the State 
of Tennessee." 141 •

An action brought against an American vessel, 

The Sapphire, as a result of a collision with a French 

transport in the harbor of San Francisco, in the name of 
Uapoleon III, did not abate upon the latter* s deposition, 

"The reigning sovereign represents the national sovereign
ty, and that sovereignty is continuous and perpetual, re
siding in the proper successors of the sovereign for the 
time being." The person or party in power is no more than 

an agent of the national sovereignty. A successor of an 

overthrown government, recognized by the government of the 

United States, is competent to prosecute an action already 

pending and entitled to the fruits thereof. How and by 

what methods governmental changes are accomplished is im
material, and the rights and liabilities of the state are 

142 
not changed thereby. It is well to remember in this con
nection that this question of continuing duties and liabiL 

ities of states, regardless of changes of government and 
no matter how accomplished, goes to the very roots of in
ternational relations and that upholding the principle 

spells the difference between orderly development on the 
one hand and chaos on the other. The matter goes far be
yond a mere question of debts or payment $f obligations, 

only as such; The distinction is one between an organized 

society or, in the last analysis, none at all. 
An extradition treaty with Prussia was not ter-
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minâted by the formation of the German Empire in 1871.

The Supreme Court placed its decision on the ground that 

the German Government continued to recognize the treaty, as 
did the American Government, and that from a memorial of 

1889, transmitted by the German Government to the American 

charge at Berlin it was apparent that thé states of the 

German Empire were not hindered from independently regula
ting problems of extraditing, by treaty or by special legis- 

143 
lative enactment , but no doubt the "decision was also 

sound from the standpoint of the German Empire! s succession 
" 144

to the international rights and duties of Prussia.
Title to property held by an insurgent government, 

if the rebellion fails and upon its suppression, vests ab- 
145 

solutely in the victor. However, since governments must 
protect their citizens, where the defeated government was 
a de facto one British courts have held that the victor takes 

the property subject to such rights as may have accrued to 
citizens of foreign states when he seeks to assert his title 

146 
in the foreign court.

14 . —Acquisition and loss of sovereignty* Effects 
and results: — In the course of litigation of various kinds 

American courts have passed upon titles acquired by discovery 
147 148 149 150

and occupation , settlement , accretion , cession , 
151 152

conquest , and prescription.

It was perhaps natural that during the period of 

exploration and discovery, accompanied by a race for the 
acquisition of new territories, the great powers of Europe 
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considered discovery sufficient to confer absolute title 
to land previously unknown, and the echoes of the struggle 

and the resultant theory are found in some of the adjudi

cated cases. It has been said, for instance, that the 

English possessions in America were claimed by the right 

of discovery and not by the right of conquest and that 

Mabsolute rights of property and dominion were held to be

long to the European nation by which any particular portion 
153

of the country was' first discovered.” Titles to lands, 

derived from Indian tribes solely, have not been recognized 
by the courts and while the Indians concededly were the right 
ful occupants of the soil, the principle that discovery con
ferred absolute title upon the power whose agent the dis

coverer happened to be, was tantamount to a denial of their
‘ 154

right to convey the soil according to their own will. So 
the City of Hew York, despite the one time Dutch occupation, 

155
was always considered British territory. However, in dis
cussing title by discovery,Justice Marshall remarked that

156 
this title "might be consummated by possession”, and in 

a modern case, in a concurring opinion, it has been pointed 
out that Roman law did not recognize title by discovery un

less followed by occupation, or unless intention to take 
possession was given to the world. The latter opinion pro

ceeds to say that "it must be conceded that modern dip

lomat ists and publicists incline to the opinion that mere 

transient discovery amounts to nothing unless followed in 
a reasonable time by occupation and settlement, under the
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sanction of the state.” Where occupancy by a nation* s 

citizens is continuous and useful, although only for a 
special purpose, such as working nines or catching fish, 

and is in the name of the state, or with its assent, that 

state may exercise jurisdiction over the territory thus 
158 

acquired for such a period as it sees fit.

Acquisition of title by accretion is familiar in 

private law and is no less just when applied to public, than 
159 '

to private rights. The rule is also an ancient one, for 

in the institutes of Justinian occurs the following passage; 

"Moreover, the alluvial soil added by a river to your land 
becomes y durs by the law of nations. Alluvion is an imper
ceptible increase, and that is added by alluvion which is 
added so gradually that no one can perceive how much is 

160
added at any one moment of time.” A river continues to be 
the boundary between states whatever changes may occur on 

either bank by reason of "invisible accession or abstrac
tion of particles” and "one country may, in process of 

time, lose a little of its territory, and the other gain a 
little, but the territorial relations cannot be reversed

161 
by such imperceptible mutations in the course of the river."
But it seems that the rule as to alluvial increase differs 

in the case of lakes and ponds and the sea from that .applied 
162

to rivers, a matter, however, that ordinarily can concern 

only private rights as distinguished from public rights; a 

deposit on one shore of a lake, or sea, cannot very well con

cern the state owning the other shore.
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During a conflict still unconcluded by a treaty 

conquered territory is held merely as a military occupa

tion until its status is determined by such treaty when it 
may become a part of ;the victorious state if the agreement 

163 
confirms the acquisition. Over acquired territories the 

power of Congress is general and plenary and is based upon 
the power of the government to declare war and conclude 

164 
treaties of peace.

Title by adverse possession, under claim of 
right or color of title, in private law, finds its anal
ogy in the rule that where a state for a long time ac

quiesces in the possession of territory by another state, 

and the latter exercises sovereignty and dominion over it, 

such possession is conclusive of the title and rightful 
165 

authority of that state. "For the security of rights, 
whether by states, individuals, long possession, under a 

claim of title, is protected. And there is no controversy 
in which this great principle may be invoked with greater 

' 166
justice and propriety, than in a case of disputed boundaryV

A new sovereignty may of course arise, and fre
quently has been established, as the result of a successful 

' revolution and as has been pointed out the 'commencement, of 

such sovereignty is considered to date from the time inde- 
167 

pen dense is declared. In any event, the American view of

the treaty of peace of 1783 was always of one recognizing 
168 

pre-existing rights and not a grant of independence.
169 

Each state became sovereign when the Revalution took place.
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Title to territory may be abandoned by a state. 

Problems resulting from changes of sovereignty, 
and from the rise of new sovereignties, were never so com
plex and difficult as following the Great War when the 

Peace Conference was confronted with the appointment of 

obligations an® duties of destroyed or dismembered states. 
The results reached and payments imposed by the Versailles 

treaties upon the new nations of Europe to a large extent 
were dictated by political and economic considerations, 

this being particularly true of contributions to the cost 
of the alleged liberation of territories which prior to the 

171
war formed a part of the Austro -Suing ar i an Empire. In the 

United States, in what was called a "Quasi-international 

difference", replying to an argument that the debt of Vir
ginia, liability for which was in question, was incurred for 

local improvements and that therefore apportionment thereof 
should be according to the territory in which the money 
was expended, the Supreme Court took the position that 

where a debt is created for expenditures benefiting the en
tire state, the whole state should equally bear the burden 
and not merely the locality where the improvements actually 
were made, and that upon dismembezment division of the li- 

172 
ability should be made in accordance with this principle. ' 

Following a cession of territory, the most import

ant problem usually concerns the laws remaining in force. 

The rule as to public laws differs from that relating to 

private laws, those concerning individuals and their rights.
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Public, or political, laws, are necessarily changed in so 
* 173

far as they vary from those of the new sovereignty, for 

the reason that when a nation acquires territory, whether 

by treaty or any other method, it can hold it only in ac

cordance with its own constitution and public laws, and be

cause such possession cannot be subject to the laws of the 
* 174

government which had parted with the territory. Any 

other rule would be an impairment and diminution of the new 
175 

sovereignty. Public policy of states frequently differs 
with regard to various problems, and, manifestly, a new 

sovereignty cannot permit continued administration of laws 
which are in conflict with its own public policy, or its 

constitution and institutions. A number of cases illus
trate the necessity of this rule to avoid what would be 

equivalent to fraud perpetrated in view of the possible, 

or probable change. Thus it has been held that grants of 
land within American territory made flagrante bello by a 
British governor (on January 24, 1777) were void and that 

such grants could derive validity only from treaty pro- 
176 

visions, but which in this case did not exist. Ibccept 

for municipal purposes and maintenance of order, the sov
ereignty of the ceding power is extinguished even before 
actual delivery of the territory and following the signing 

177 
of the treaty. Power to grant land or franchises is 

one of the attributes of sovereignty and ends with the 
178 

transfer of territory. The authority of Mexican govern

ors to alienate public domain came to an end on July 7,
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1846, the date fixed by congress as completing the con- 

179 
quest of California. The extinction of Spanish sover

eignty in Cuba also extinguished such property rights as may 

have been possessed in connection with a heritable office 

in that island which had been abolished by the Spanish rulers, 
but whose holder, pending compensation for its condemnation, 

was receiving the emoluments pertaining to one of the per- 
180 

quisites of that office. But the new sovereign may con
tinue the functions of local officials and where this is 
done the acts, within the scope of their authority, are 
valid, and a sale made by such an official, who turned the 

181 
proceeds into the new treasury, has been upheld.

Following the war with Spain and the resulting 

acquisition of Porto Rico and the Philippine Islands, the 

courts were confronted with the question whether territory 

ceded to the United States can be considered for any pur
pose a "foreign country”. In one of the previous cases, 
decided by the Supreme Court, there appeared a dictum which 

182 
indicated the possibility of such a theory. A ruling to 
that effect, where the question was decisive ofthe issue, 
was, however, clearly impossible and as a matter of fact 

183 
the dictum was repudiated in a somewhat later case. The 

difficulties in the.Insular cases did not arise from doubt 

as to the principles of international law, but rather as a 
problem of American constitutional law. The view finally 
prevailed that the term "United States” has a broader mean** 

ing when the government is dealing with foreign sovereign
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ties than when considered as a term of constitutional law 

and that it includes all territories subject to the juris- 
184 

diction of the Federal Government, wherever located. A 

foreign country was defined as one exclusively within the 
sovereignty of a foreign nation, and therefore with the 

ratification of the Treaty of peace between the United States 
and Spain April 11, 1899, the island of Porto Rico ceased 

to be a foreign country within the meaning of the tariff 
186 

laws, and the same rule was applied to the Philippine 
187 

Islands, But duties upon imports from the United States 
to Porto Rico, exacted by the military commander prior to 
the ratification of the peace treaty and after the com

mencement of the occupation, were within the war power of 
the military authorities and it was immaterial that in the 

particular case the imports were from New York. The sit

uation was not the same as after ratification of the treaty 
188 

when different considerations were necessary. An act of 

Congress, requiring exports from the United States into 
Porto Rico to pay a duty of 15$ of the amount of duties 

paid upon merchandise imported from foreign countries was 
not contrary to the constitutionalprovision declaring that 

no tax or duty shall be laid on articles exported from any 
189 

state, since that provision is limited to merchandise 

exported to foreign countries and has no application to 
Porto Rico which was held not to be a foreign country with- 

190 
in the general tariff law.

Under the common law of England, as expounded by 

the British courts, which, in turn, have been followed by
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Courts of the United States, the rights and relations of 

inhabitants of conquered or ceded territory inter se con
tinue to be governed by the laws and usages in force at

191
the time of the transfer, and the rule of international 
law is to the same effect. An inclusive statement of the 

general rule has been made in the following language;

"It is a general rule of public law, recognized 
and acted upon by the United States, that whether po
litical jurisdiction and legislative power over any 
territory are transferred from one nation or sovereign 
to another, the municipal laws of the country, that is, 
laws which are intended for the protection of private 
rights, continue in force until abrogated or changed 
by the new government or sovereign. By the cession " 
public property passes from one government to the other, 
but private property remains as before, and with it 
those municipal laws which are designed to secure its 
peaceful use and enjoyment. As a fatter of course, all 
laws, ordinances and regulations in conflict with the 
political character, institutions and constitution of 
the new government are at once displaced. Thus upon a 
cession of political jurisdiction and legislative 
power - and the latter is involved in the former - to 
the United States, the laws of the country in support 
of an established religion, or abridging the freedom 
of the press, or authorizing cruel and unusual punish
ments, and the like, would at once cease to be of obli
gatory force without any declaration to that effect; 
and the laws of the country on other subjects would 
necessarily be superseded by existing laws of the new 
government upon the same matters. But with respect 
to other laws affecting the possession, use and trans
fer of property, and designed to secure good order and 
peace in the community, and promote its health and pros
perity, which are strictly of a municipal character, the 
rule is general, that a change of government leaves them 
in force until, by direct action of the new government, 
they are altered or repealed ............." 192

Private rights of. inhabitants of conquered or ceded 
territory are usually protected by treaty stipulations^.bdt__ 

these rights would be held inviolate, under the laws of na-'y 
193 

tions, even in the absence of treaty provisions, and a

construction of a treaty, which would be contrary to this 
194

principle, will be avoided as far as possible. Thus a 
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treaty "by which Spain ceded to the United States in full 

property and sovereignty East and West Florida was not con- 
195 

strued as affecting the-property of individuals. -, In in

terpreting rights of inhabitants of transferred territory, 

and in being guided by international law, usages and customs 
of the former government, as well as the princi'oles of equity, 

‘ 196
the courts will not insist upon every legal formality, 
and whenever necessary to proper adjudication, will take 

197 
judicial notice of laws in force prior to the cession.

However, where stipulations in a treaty exist, they must be 
1 198 

observed, so that where a preliminary treaty of the ces
sion of Canada, of November 3, 1762, authorized the sale of 
all property, movable and immovable, within eighteen months, 
and a royal proclamation extended complete protection to 

persons and property of inhabitants who remain and become 
British subjects, property of a French citizen, who did not 
take advantage of the treaty provisions and did not sell 

his property, nor become a British subject, remaining on 

the contrary in French military service, was abandoned to the 
199 

conqueror. 
The term "property", as applied to lands and 

which the courts will protect by virtue of the principles 
of international law, included all species of title, in

choate or complete, and embraces : executory as well as ex- 
200 

ecute rights.
While individual rights and private property of 

inhabitants of transferred territory will be respected, the 
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United States require reasonable means for the deter

mination of such rights, for instance the validity of titles, 

and may declare abandoned all claims not presented within a 
201 

certain time. Although a grant, or concession, made by an 

officer authorized by law to make it, is considered prima 
' 202 

facie evidence of the officer’s power for the purpose, 
it is still incumbent upon an applicant for the confirmation 

of a grant to show the existence, regularity and archive 

records of the grant and his connection with it, and the evi
dence must be of sufficient probative force to create a 

203 
just inference of the validity of his claim, nor is it 

the duty of a nation to right the wrongs which may have been 
committed upon individuals prior to the cession unless, per* 
haps, where there was no opportunity to seek redress before 

" 204 ‘
the-transfer. Aliens can be divested of title only by 

legal proceedings even where the constitution of a state 

provides that they shall not hold lands except by title di

rectly from the government, especially where the constitution 
also declares that aliens shall have reasonable time to dis

pose of the lands in a manner provided by law, and this rule 
was applied to Mexicans who had remained in Texas, and owned 
property there, following that state’s declaration of inde

pendence which by itself could not deprive them of their 
‘ 20 5
property. An injunction may be invoked to protect pos

session of owners of lands acquired prior to a treaty of 
206 

cession.
A corporation has the same rights to hold property 

207 
following a change of sovereignty as a natural person.
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Jurisdiction of states. 

Chapter’ll.

15•—Territorial limits of state jurisdiction — 

"All legislation is prima facie territorial." As a general 

rule, and bearing in mind certain exceptions, jurisdiction 
' I

of states ceases at their boundary line. Boundaries of states 
consist of arbitrary lines, drawn from one point to another, 

or of natural features, as rivers, hills or mountains.

Since questions of boundaries and problems of jurisdiction 
of internationally sovereign states must be determined by 

agreements among these states and are therefore entrusted to 
the political department of the government, whose decisions 

3 
the courts must follow, the judiciary seldom is called upon 

to lay down rules relating to boundaries between such states, 
in boundary controversies between states of the Union American 
courts have hdwever applied the rules of international law 
and thus we possess judicial decisions at least with regard 

to certain kinds of boundary questions, mostly rivers, form
ing the boundary between states.

According to Grotius, a river is not to be con
sidered merely as water, "but as water confined in such and 

such banks, and running in such and such channel. Hence, 

there is water having a bank and a bed, over which the 

water flows, called its channel, meaning, by the word tchan^ 
nel*, the place where the river flows, including the whole 

4 
breadth of the river. " The middle of the main channel of 

the stream is the true dividing line between independent 
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states, and each state has jurisdiction on its side of 

the line, where the boundary between them isformed by a 
5 

navigable river, and in international law the terms «middle 
6 

of the stream” and “mid-channel” are synonymous. This is 

the doctrine of the «Thalweg”, according to which, where ter
ritories are separated by a navigable river, the centre of 

the deepest channel - the Thalweg - is considered the bound- 
7

ary. But where a state makes to another a grant of terri

tory on one side of a river, the river remains within its 

territory, jurisdiction of the grantee state extends to the 
8

river only, and the low water mark is its boundary. A sud
den and rapid change of a channel, termed in law avulsion, 

does not change the boundary line, and in case of such a 

change the boundary remains in the center of the old channel, 
' 9

although no water may be flowing through it. So in case of 
changes by accretion, although the area of the owner’s pos

session may vary, the stream still remains the boundary line, 
and where by virtue of a treaty the middle of a river was 
made the boundary line between states, and the jurisdiction 
of one of these states attached as a result to an island in 
the river, a subsequent turn in the course of the river did 

10 
not deprive the latter of ownership once so acquired. 

Obviously, to change boundaries every time certain rivers 

change their course would result in confusion and uncertain

ty.
When a river is navigable in fact, it is so regard- 
ll

ed in law. This means that a river is navigable when it 
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nay be used for conrnercial transportation, though not nee- 

12 ‘
essarily at all times; but the possibility of floating any 

13 
skiff or canoe does not make a river navigable. That cer
tain rivers are navigable or not are matters of general 

knowledge and therefore facts of which courts will take ju- 
14

dicial notice. A navigable river is a highway common to 
both nations where it forms the boundary; therefore, where 
a vessel makes use of such a boundary river to reach terri

tory of the state whose flag it flies, it cannot be subject

ed to penalties imposed by one of the countries upon vessels 
15 ‘

entering its territory.

The Great American Lakes possess all the essential 
characteristics of a sea and the term "high seas” is appli

cable to them; therefore a defendant, charged with an as

sault on board a steamer in the Detroit River, was properly 
tried before the Federal Circuit Court for the Sixth Circuit 

of the Eastern District of Michigan, that court having juris

diction within the meaning of a statute enacted for the pun
ishment of certain offences committed "upon the high seas, 
or in any arm of the sea, or in any river, haven, creek, 
basin or bay, within the admiralty jurisdiction of the 
United States, and out of the jurisdiction of any particular 
st at e, on board any vessel belonging in whole or part to 

the United States, or any citizen thereof ............ ",

and authorizing trial "in the district where the offender
16

is found of into which he is first brought," In Great 

Britain admiralty jurisdiction was confined to tide water 

because there were no navigable streams beyond the ebb and 
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flow of the tide, but this rule was manifestly inappli

cable to conditions in the United States; hence the rule 

in this country is that the admiralty and maritime juris

diction of the federal government is not limited to tide 

waters, but extends to all bodies of water in fact used 

for carrying on commerce between different states, or with 
17 -

a foreign nation. In an action brought for goods des
troyed by fire in transit from Buffalo to Detroit, under 
a congressional enactment limitating the liability of ship 

owners, but containing the provision that the act shall not 
apply nto any vessel of any description whatsoever used in 
rivers or inland navigation,” it was held that policy and 
justice alike require application of the limitation of li

ability to navigation of the Great Lakes as to that of the 
18

ocean. But admiralty jurisdiction does not extend to rivers 
that are merely X tributary to any of the Great Lakes and ? 

’ 19
do not connect any of these. Lands covered by tide waters, 

and the fresh waters of the Great Lakes within the limits 
of the several states, are subject to the right of Congress 

to regulate navigation for purposes of commerce, but the 
20 

ownership is that of the respective states. Of course, 
Congress may by express provision exclude navigation upon 
the Great Lakes from the terms of a statute establishing 

21 
regulations for navigation upon the high seas.

It is one of the most familiar rules of inter

national law that the limit of jurisdiction of a state over 
tide-waters is one marine league from the coast, and that 
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such waters are considered a -oart of the territory of the 
22 

sovereign, and bays, sounds and straits, and other arms 

of the sea, which do not exceed two marine leagues in width 

at the mouth are within this limit and subject to such juries 
23 

diction. A statute of California fixed the boundaries of 

the state along the Pacific Ocean at a distance of three 

English miles from the shore, a marine league. Another 
statute provided that, where the death of a person is caused 

by the wrongful act of another, the heirs or personal rep
resentatives of the deceased may maintain an action for dam
ages against the person causing the death, and it was held 
that this statute gives a right of action for wrongful death 

24 
occurring on the high seas two miles from the shore.

Hecent treaties between the United States and a 
number of maritime countries have in effect extended the au
thority of the United States beyond the conventional three- 

mile limit for the purpose of preventing smuggling of liquor 
into the United States. In so far as this projection of 

power depends upon treaty provisions, the problem is not for 
discussion in this connection. There is authority for the 

contention, however, that for purposes of preventing viola
tion of its laws a country may act beyond its territorial 

and-thr ee mile limits, and this position has been taken by 

the United States Supreme Court on gnereal principles and 
at a time and in a matter when treaty provisions could not 

25 
be invoked. The decisions of the courts have not been quite 
consistent in this respect, and at least in one case, ar is- 
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ing under customs* regulations, the Supreme Court held in

valid the seizure of a foreign vessel "beyond territorial 
26

waters. The executive department of the government at one 
time, in protesting against certain Mexican actions, declar

ed an attack on an American vessel to be an international 

offense because it took place more than three miles from 
27 .

the Mexican Goast. The later tendency of the courts has
been, however, to sustain seizures beyond territorial limits 

28
upon principles of international law. it would seem that 

governments cannot be deprived of the right to take pre
cautionary measures against conspiracies entered into on 

29 
the high seas for the purpose of violating their laws, and 

where ships flying a foreign flag are concerned, their gov

ernments, even in the absence of treaties, probably would 
not make a complaint even if the territorial limits had been 

30 * .
exceeded, The problem of jurisdiction of courts in case of 

seizures beyond the three-mile limit has given rise to dis

cussion; but courts cannot decline to assume jurisdiction 

where it is conferred by clear statutory terms not violative 
31

of any constitutional provision.» Furthermore, it has been 

pointed out that the problem of the extent of authority for 
the seizure of foreign vessels is more properly a question

32
for the political department to determine, and the courts 

33
will of course follow such decisions.

16.—jurisdiction over vessels. -- There being no 

territorial sovereign on the high seas, a ship at sea is 
deemed a part of the territory of the nation whose flag it
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properly flies; the territorial sovereign exercises juris

diction over her to the sa-j.e extent as when she is in any 
34

domestic port. This principle partakes of the nature of 

personal sovereignty and has little, if any, application in 

foreign territorial waters where jurisdiction over her and 

those on board depends upon the tacit or express consent of
' 35

the local sovereign. Thus the federal courts did not have 
jurisdiction of the crime of murder committed on an American 
ship in a Chinese river which was within the jurisdiction of 
another sovereign, and this would have been so even if the 
annllcation of the statute had not been limited to "high

36
seas" only. An indictment for murder is sufficient if as 
to locality it charges that the offense was committed on 
board"of an American vessel on the high seas, within the 

jurisdiction of the court and within the admiralty juris-
37

diction of the United States. But to constitute the crime 
of murder on the high seas, the mortal stroke must be given, 

and the death occur, on the high seas; therefore, a citizen 

of another state, or of a foreign country, may be convicted 
of unjustifiable homicide of a person who dies within the 

jurisdiction of the state he is brought into as a result of 
injuries inflicted upon him by the accused on board a for*

39
eign merchant vessel upon the high seas. The principle 

that a vessel on the high seas is deemed, for jurisdictional 

purposes, to be a part of the territory of her sovereign, 
does not mean that a "ship has a right to draw round her a 

line of jurisdiction within which no other is at liberty to
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intrude," she has a right to “use so much of the ocean she 

occupies, and as is essential to her movements,” but beyond 
40 

this she has no exclusive rights.

17 «—Legal effects of territorial supremacy — In 

investigating the concept of sovereignty as expounded by 

the judiciary we have seen that the jurisdiction of each 

state within its own territory is exclusive and absolute and 
that any restriction, imposed upon it from external sources 
and without the state’s consent, would be in derogation of 

41 
sovereignty. Briefly, the territorial sovereign is supreme 
within his jurisdiction. It may not be amiss to point out 
in this connection, however, that the very nature of inter

national law, as it is now almost universally understood, 
presupposes national supremacy. International law is the 

law of states and for states, and did it operate directly 

upon individuals, it would partake of the nature of public 
. 42

law and cease to be international law. What, more than 

anything else, makes the Federal Union a sovereign state is 
the very fact that federal laws operate directly upon in-

43 ’
dividuals. But as has-been said in a case already refer

red to several times, now one of the classics of American 
jurisprudence, ”a nation would justly be considered as vio
lating its faith, although that faith might not be expressly 

plighted, which should suddenly and without:previous notice, 

exercise its territorial powers in a manner not consonant
44 

to the usages and received obligations 6f the civilized world,” 

It now remains to present sone of the effects of national 

supremacy.
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It is of course elementary that all persons re

siding within a certain territory do so subject to the laws 

of the territorial sovereign. Citizens of one state who 

commit offenses within the boundary lines of another state 

may be prosecuted and punished according to the laws of the 
45 '

latter. The legslative power of every state extends also 
to all property within its borders, and property situated 

within the boundaries of one state can be affected by the 
46 

laws of another state only in so far as comity permits.
The converse of this proposition is equally well establish
ed and elementary. The municipal laws of a state do not 

operate beyond its own territory, and no matter how general 
the language of a statute may be, courts will not construe 

its provisions to give them extraterritorial effect except 
as the object may properly be to dontrol the state's citi- 

47 
zens residing beyond its boundaries. The courts of one

48 
country do not execute the penal laws of another country; 

penal laws are those imposing a punishment for offenses 
against the state, and a court will determine for itself

49 - 
whether a law is penal Or not. Therefore, too, injured 
parties could not require the United States to make com
pensation for property taken on Mexican soil by Indians., 

or to make restitution thereof, although this property was 

b rought into the United States by Indians having tribal 
50 

relations with the federal government. Because of this 
principle, when an American citizen violates the laws of 

another country, he must submit to such procedure and sudh
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punishment as the laws of that country prescribe unless 
51

treaty agreements provide otherwise. It is to be remembered, 

too, that laws enacted by Congress to carry out provisions 
of treaties granting extraterritorial rights are not uncon

stitutional even if they do not require an indictment by a 
52 

grand jury, or secure to the alleged offender jury trial, 
Statutes providing for property succession of non-resident 

foreigners confer a right to be enjoyed within the state and 
. 53

are not objectionable as having an extraterritorial operation.
Without entering upon a discussion of the whole 

question of transitory actions, and the tribunals before which 
such actions, can be brought, it may be pointed out that the 
Supreme Court has declared that "torts originating within the 
waters of a foreign power may be the subject of a suit in a 

54 .
domestic court." ; Admiralty courts of the United States have 
the discretionito assume jurisdiction over a collision on the 

high seas between two foreign vessels and where the contro- 
,versy arises under the law of nations should do so; but such 

jurisdiction may be declined where it appears that justice 
can be as well rendered by referring the controversy to the 

55 
ships* domestic tribunal. Where the court assumes juris-

56 
diction, general maritime law should be applied, and mari

time law cannot be abrogated as a matter of authority by
57 

local decisions of a state court. Where a vessel is 

libeled for wages, admiralty courts as a matter of comity 
will administer the law of the country whose flag the vessel 

flies, the seamen having.subjected themselves to this law 
58 

by accepting service on such vessel,
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Respect for tribunals of other jurisdictions and 
their sovereignty, as well as the necessity of preventing 

récurrence of litigation between the same parties and in re

gard to the same subject-matter, requires that full faith 
and credit be given to foreign judgments. It is therefore 
the general rule that a superior court of general jurisdic* 

tion, acting within the scope of its powers, is presumed to 
have jurisdiction to give the judgment it has rendered until 
the contrary is shown, and this presumption applies to the 

59 
parties as well as the subject-matter. The courts of every 
country are exclusive judges of their own jurisdiction so 

60 
far as it depends upon their country's municipal laws.
It has been said that where a court, in a condemnation case, 
has assumed jurisdiction, and it appears that this was done 

contrary to the law of nations, it's decision will be disre- 
61 ' .

garded; but later it was held that "if jurisdiction be at 
all permitted ...........  the court exercising it must nec
essarily decide, and that ultimately, or subject only to 
review of a superior tribunal of its own state, whether, in 

the particular case, she had jurisdiction, if any objection 
62 -

be made to it." Where defendant appeared in a foreign 
court by counsel, and later attacked a judgment rendered on 

the ground that it was given in his absence and without his 

knowledge, but did not allege the attorneys' appearance 

was unauthorized, the judgment, in the absence of fraud, will 
63 

be held conclusive. nevertheless, where a foreign judgment 

results from application of principles inconsistent with
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the public policy of the jurisdiction. There action is 

64
brought upon it, enforcement cannot be had. Also, the 

Supreme Court has applied to foreign judgments the prin

ciple of reciprocity, ruling that a French judgment is no 
more than prima facie evidence of the justice of the plain

tiff’s case and not conclusive upon the merits, since that 
65

is the rule applied to foreign judgments in France. The 

decision was not only by a divided court, however, but fur

nishes cause for surprise for the reason that earlier in its 

history the court took the position that it will enforce the 
law of nations unless Congress shows by positive legislation 
that it desires otherwise. It is true that the latter de

cision did not involve a foreign judgment, but it did raise 

the question of reciprocity, and the Supreme Court refused to 

invoke a rule supposedly applied by Spain unless legislation 
66

to that effect was adopted by Congress.
Stability of social institutions requires that 

marriages valid according to the laws of the country where 

they are celebrated be recognized as binding in other coun- 
67 

tries, and that is the general rule. But if parties go on 
the high seas, where, strictly speaking, no territorial law 
can be said to exist, and are married there by the captain 
in deliberate avoidance of,the laws of the state wherein 

they are domiciled, and immediately after the ceremony return 

to that state and continue to reside there, the laws of the 
68 

domicile apply to the marriage.
Passage of troops through the territory of a for-

« eign sovereign is rare in modern times and is not favored ~
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"by international law, and can legally take place only with 

69
the consent of the territorial sovereign. It furnishes one 

of the cases in which a sovereign waives a portion of his 
territorial jurisdiction; the results of such waiver have 
"been thus stated;

"In such case, without any express declaration 
waiving jurisdiction over the army to which this right 
of passage has been granted, the sovereign who should 
attempt to exercise it would certainly be considered 
as violating his faith. By exercising it, the purpose 
for which the free passage was granted would be de
feated, and a portion of the military force of a for
eign independent nation would be diverted from those 
national objects and duties to which it was applicable, 
and would be withdrawn from the control of the sovereign 
whose power and whose safety might greatly depend on 
retaining the exclusive command and disposition of this 
force. The grant of a free passage, therefore, implies 
a waiver of all jurisdiction over the troops during their 
passage, and permits the foreign general to use that 
discipline, and to inflict those punishments which the 
government of his army may require." 70

Seizure of an American merchant vessel in foreign 

territorial waters by naval forces of the United States, for 
infringement of American law, has been declared an offense 

against the territorial sovereign, but one which cannot be 
taken cognizance of by the court and is only susceptible of 

71 
adjustment between the respective governments. Where 

seamen desert from foreign ships of war in American harbors 

they cannot be surrendered by United States authorities in 
72 '

the absence of a treaty to this effect.
The exclusive nature of territorial jurisdiction 

finds further illustration in the rule emphatically laid 

down by courts of the United States to the effect that under 
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international law merchant vessels of one country visiting 
the ports of another subject themselves to the laws govern- 

73 
ing the ports they visit. It is true that experience has 

given rise to a rule of comity by virtue of which local 

authorities abstain from interfering with internal discipline 
of foreign vessels, but this rule does not extend to crimes 

74 
disturbing the peace and tranquillity of the port, and 

even the implied consent of the government to leave matters 

of internal discipline to the ship% authorities may be with- 
75 .

drawn.

One country, however, cannot allow its territory 

to be used as a field of operations for the violation of the 
laws of another country.”A right secured by the law of na
tions to a nation, or its people, is one the United States 
as the representatives of this nation are bound to protect." 
Therefore, for instance, counterfeiting of foreign currency 
is properly punished by federal laws in performance of the 

76 
government’s international duty.

18.—Exemptions from territorial, jurisdiction — 

One of the consequences of the legal equality of states may 
be observed in exemptions from territorial jurisdiction which 

have been established with regard to sovereigns,, The person 
of a sovereign is exempt from arrest, detention or suit in 

foreign territory, and it may be added that under modern con

ditions the term sovereign undoubtedly would include all 
chiefs' of state, whether monarchs or presidents. The exemp

tion is based upon mutual consent, and the reasons therefor
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have been stated in the following language;-

"Why has the whole civilized world concurred in 
this construction? The answer cannot be mistaken. 
A foreign sovereign is not understood as intending to 
subject himself to a jurisdiction incompatible with his 
dignity and the dignity of his nation, and it is to 
avoid this subjection that the license has been obtained. 
The character to whom it is given, and the object for 
which it is granted, equally require that it should be 
construed to impart full security to the person who has 
obtained it. This security, however, need not be ex
pressed; it is implied from the circumstances of the case. 
Should one sovereign enter the territory of another, with
out the consent of that other, express or implied, it would 
present a question which does not appear to be perfectly 
settled, a decision of which is not necessary to any con
clusion to which the court may come in the cause under 
consideration. If he did not thereby expose himself to 
the territorial jurisdiction of the sovereign, whose dom* 
inions he had entered, it would seem to be because all 
sovereigns impliedly engaged not to avail themselves of a 
power over their equal, which a romantic confidence in 
their magnanimity has placed in their hands.” (77)

Will le a foreign sovereign, or government, is not 
, 78

subject to the courts of another country, this immunity may 
be waived, and is considered to have been waived, when the

79 
sovereign enters litigation with a general appearance, and 
this waiver is only emphasized when he has acted, during the 
litigation, in a manner consistent with a general appearance 
even if later, during the course of the controversy, a change 

80 .
of attitude has been attempted. But the bringing of an action 

by a foreign sovereign in the courts of the United States is 
not a waiver of immunity and an affirmative judgment cannot 

be rendered against it, but it is subject to any set-off or 
counterclaim which may be pleaded as a defense to its claim

81
in whole or in part. Also, the appearance of a sovereign
in a foreign court is made subject to the substantive law

82
and procedure governing that court. But a statute making 
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final the decree of a Circuit Court of Appeals "in all 

cases where the jurisdiction is dependent entirely upon 

the opposite parties to the suit being aliens and citizens 
of the United States or citizens of different states" did 
not operate to exclude a foreign sovereign power from its 
right of appeal to the United States Supreme Court, for 

there is distinction between foreign states and foreign cit
izens and Congress did not intend to prevent a foreign sov
ereign from exhausting all possible remedies once it chooses 

83
to appear in the courts of the United States.

The doctrine of immunity of sovereigns from suit 

applies to all proceedings against public property. There

fore, a damage action could not be maintained in an American 
state court against a Canadian Railway which was government 

84 
property and operated by the government; and an attachment 

of a sovereign’s property cannot be sustained, for that is 
85 

one mode of compelling appearance. A foreign government 
may appear in an admiralty court for the purpose of claim
ing a libeled vessel and raising the question of want of 
jurisdiction because of its control of the vessel, but the 
question should primarily be determined through diplomatic 
channels, so that the State Department, if it recognizes 
the claim, may make the necessary representations to the 

court by the attorney general, or some other proper law 
86 

officer acting under his direction. Indeed, where a sug

gestion that a libeled vessel is owned by a foreign govern

ment is made by the ambassador of that country directly to
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the court, and not through the official channels of the 

87
American government, it cannot be entertained. ^here it 

properly appears that a foreign government has sanctioned 
the requisition of a vessel, the sanction of that government 

is conclusive upon the courts of this country as to the 
88 

legality of such requisition. A vessel is not protected 
against seizure, however, when at the time of the libel she 
was under charter to a foreign government, but not in its 

89 
possession.

Foreign ambassadors and ministers, and other rep
resentatives of their sovereigns and governments, duly ac
credited and recognized in their diplomatic capacity, are 

equally immune from arrest, detention, suit or process of 
90 

any kind. Indeed, this immunity is not a personal priv
ilege of diplomatic representatives, but one of their coun

try and government, and may therefore be waived only with 
91 

the consent of the sovereign; failure to plead it in a

lower court is not a waiver and it may be raised in the 
appellate court when the case is taken thefe by a writ of 

‘ 92
error. But while the immunity of a diplomatic represen
tative may not be waived, it can be forfeited to the extent 
that a minister, or other accredited official of a foreign 
country, becomes an aggressor, in which case the person 

attacked has the right to defend himself as he may against 
93 

any other assailant.

Under the laws of the United States every person 

who "violates any safe conduct or passport duly obtained 
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and issued under authority of the United States", or who 

"assaults, strikes, wouhds, imprisons, or in any other man

ner offers violence to the person of a public minister, in 
violation of the law of nations, shall be imprisoned for 
not more than three years, and fined at the discretion of 

the court"; and another provision declares, any judicial pro
cess whereby "the person of any public minister of any for
eign prince or state authorized and received as such by the 

President, or any domestic or any domestic servant of any 
such minister, is arrested or imprisoned, or his goods or

94 
chattels are distrained, seized or attached" is void.
This legislation by Congress is proper pursuant to the con
stitutional provision giving that body power "to define and 

95 
punish ............ offenses against the Law of Nations," 
and is obligatory upon the state courts whose duty it is to 

quash proceedings against any one having diplomatic priv- 
96 

ileges. But an indictment for an infraction of the law of 
nations, by an assault upon a foreign minister, is a public 
prosecution and therefore is not a case "affecting ambassa- 

97
dors, other public ministers and consuls." Upon such in
dictment, proof that the person attacked is recognized by 
the executive of the United States is conclusive as to his 
character, and the fact that the defendant did not have

98 
knowledge of this character is not a defense to the charge.

Where a person claiming a diplomatic character is refused 

free entry of goods usually accorded such persons, and where 
his own government had requested his resignation prior to
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the indictment, although it was given thereafter, the claim 

99
of exemption cannot be sustained. • The immunities of a

100
minister apply also to his house, for international law 
identifies the c-rooerty of a foreign minister with his per- 

101 ~
son; but while in the case of an assault upon the person 

of a minister lack of knowledge of his public character is 
102 

no défense, it has been said that, when the house of a 

minister is attacked,. to constitute an offense against a 
foreign minister the defendant must have known that the
home was a ministères domicile; otherwise the offense is mere- 

103
ly one against the municipal laws of the state. It was a 

breach of diplomatic privileges to enter the house of a dip- 
104 

lomatic official and seize there a run-away slave. Dip

lomatic privileges attach to officials even after the con

clusion of their duties and while they are awaiting accommo- 
105 

dations to return to their country.
Secretaries of legations enjoy the same immunities 

106 
as their chiefs, and it is safe to say that diplomatic 
privileges attach to all duly accredited officials of lega
tions and embassies recognized by the Department of State. 
A foreign minister passing through this country on his way 
to his station is exempt from service of process in a civil 

107 
suit. It has been said that servants of a minister are 

108 
not liable for misdemeanors.

Consuls are supposed to be clothed with authority 
109 

for commercial purposes and are not diplomatic officials;

therefore, they are subject to local law in the same manner
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and to the same extent as other foreign residents. A

trading consul is liable in the same way as a domestic mer- 
111

chant, and criminal laws and criminal procedure apply to

consuls as they do to all other residents within the local 
112

sovereign’s jurisdiction. Whatever exemptions consuls 
113

enjoy, can be conferred upon them only by treaty. But

when a foreign consul enters into obligations on behalf of
114

his government, he is not personally liable, and foreign 

consuls have the right to institute proceedings where the 
right of property of their fellow-citizens are involved, and 
indeed it is their duty to watch over the interests of these 

115
citizens. Of course, a sovereign may entrust a consul with 

diplomatic functions, but in that case these are simply added 
to his existing duties and must be recognized by the govern

ment of the country within which the official is to exercise 
116 

his additional functions.
We have ascertained that private vessels entering 

a foreign port are subject to the jurisdiction of the ter- 
117 

ritorial sovereign. The rule as to ships of war, entering 
the port of a friendly power open to their reception, is dif
ferent, even in the absence of express consent or a treaty, 

and such vessels are considered as exempt from local juris- 
118 

diction. A war vessel being built in a foreign ship yard 
is from the beginning of its construction the property of 
the contracting government and becomes a ship from the mo- 

119
ment it is launched. If, however, a foreign public vessel 

brings into port a prize obtained as a result of violation
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of the laws of the local sovereign, the prize will be re- 

120
stored to the original owner, and United States courts

121 
have jurisdiction for that purpose.

As we have already seen, foreign troops, entering 
or passing through territory with consent of the local sov- 

122 
ereign, are exempt from territorial jurisdiction.

Closely akin to, though not identical with, the 
question of exemption from territorial jurisdiction is the 

problem of right of asylum in embassies and legislations and 
on public and merchant vessels; In the very, nature of the 

case, asylum presupposes the use of building, or vessel, as 
a refuge from pursuit, and if we look at the matter from this 
point of view, no adjudicated American cases have been found 
setting forth and applying the rules of international law as 
to the right of asylum. The case of a dismissal of a con
stable for invading the premises of a secretary of a legation 
and seizing a fugitive slave does not aid in clarifying the 
question whether an asylum could have been granted and in-

123 
sisted upon by the diplomatic official; where a crime is 

committed on board a merchant vessel and the local authori
ties assert the right to arrest and try the offender, the

124 
question is one of jurisdiction and not of asylum; and a 

case of a ship detained by military authorities for failure 

to comply with regulations governing goods on board is ob
‘ 125

viously not one of asylum. The fact of course is that the 

right of asylum is of a nature not likely to arise in a ju

dicial proceeding in the United States, and that one seeking 
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information on this problem must examine the practice of 

states in this respect. In any event the question is one 

of importance only with regard to political refugees, since 

asylum to ordinary criminals certainly will not be granted. 

It is to be noted that the American government has not looked 
126 

with favor upon the practice of extraterritorial asylum.

19.—Extraterritorial jurisdiction — Extraterri
toriality has been defined as "that condition by which a 

state, usually by virtue of a treaty, extends its jurisdic
tion beyond its own boundaries into the territory of another 

state and exercises the same over its nationals who, for the 
time being, may be sojourning within the territory of the 

127 
other state." It is probably more accurate to say that 
in modern times extraterritorial jurisdiction depends on 

128 
treaty stipulations and the laws of the nations concerned.
Unless the right is conceded by clear agreement, no state
can exercise judicial powers within the territory of another 

129
state. The object of treaties, conceding extraterritorial 
rights, has been to obtain for the citizens of certain coun
tries the benefits of their own criminal laws and procedure 

and yet to provide for their punishment for violation of any 
130 

law of their own country; but this does not mean that 
the jurisdiction of extraterritorial courts is, or has been, 

necessarily purely criminal. The law applied in these courts 
is usually that of the forum, i. e., that of the defendant*s 

131 
nationality, and the jurisdiction of such tribunals in

cludes the power to make effective whatever punishment the 
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court has determined upon, to fix the place of its expiation 

outside of the extraterritorial jurisdiction, to control a 
prisoner while en route there, and to prevent all interfer- 

132
ence with this control. Congress having made applicable to 

Americans in China laws of the United States, The ^hite Slave 

Traffic Act, for instance, has been held operative in that
133

jurisdiction; but since by the Constitution a government 

is ordained "for the United States of America" and not for 
countries outside of its limits, constitutional guarantees, 
such as trial by jury, upon indictment or presentment by a 
grand jury, are not secured to American citizens residing 

abroad, and whatever rights or privileges they obtain, both 
as to substantive law and procedure, depend entirely upon 

the agreement between the two countries and unon legislation
134 *

adopted pursuant to these agreements.
Extraterritorial courts are courts of record and

their judgments may be enforced in the United States at any
135

time within the period fixed by the statute of limitations. 

The court in China, founded and organized under a treaty with 
that country, has been declared to be "a separate, distinct 
and complete jurisdiction, similar to that of one of the

136
unorganized territories of the United States." An Ameiv 

lean citizen may acquire what has been termed an extraterri
torial domicile in China, and in administering his estate 

the court will apply the law in force in China, as extended 

by Congress to American citizens residing in that country, 
and not the law of the state from which the decedent migrated 
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to the Far East,
The rule that one country does not enforce the 

138 
penal laws of another country is so firmly adhered to 

that United States courts have declined to entertain all 
suits of foreign states except those of a strictly civil 

nature, and therefore have even refused to enforce judgments 
for pecuniary penalties for violation of revenue laws, or 

139 
other municipal laws. Conviction of an infamous crime in 
one state does not prevent an individual from testifying in 
the courts of another state. "A sentence attacking the 

honor, rights or property of a criminal, cannot extend be- 
140 

yond the limits of the sovereign who pronounces it.n 

All this does not mean, however, that a state may not try 
and punish offenses against its laws by its citizens be
cause they have been committed outside of its territorial 
limits. The Texas Penal Code provides that "persons out of 
the state may commit and be liable to indictment and convic

tion for committing any of the offenses enumerated in this 
chapter, which do not necessarily require a personal presence 
in this state, the object of this .chapter being to reach and 

punish all persons offending against its provisions whether 
within or without the state.” The Texas courts, in giving 

effect to this provision, declared that "although the penal 

laws of every country are in their nature local, yet an of

fense may be committed in one sovereignty in violation of the 

laws of another, and if the offender be afterwards found in 

the latter state, he may be punished according to the laws
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thereof, and the fact that he owes allegiance to another 
141

sovereignty is no bar to the indictment." Under the 

statutes of Massachusetts a person may be convicted of sub
ornation of perjury through the agency of another guilty 

142 
party employed without the limits of the state.

Jurisdiction on the high seas, being beyond the 
territorial limits of states, may properly be considered in 

this connection, it is of a very limited nature. In times 
of peace the freedom of the seas is unquestioned. The sea 

is the"common highway of all; and no one can vindicate to 
himself a superior or exclusive prerogative there. Every 
ship sails there with the unquestionable right of pursuing 
her own :lawful business without interruption; but, whatever 
may be that business, she is bound to pursue it in such 
manner as not to violate the rights of others." In times 

of peace public vessels of one nation cannot exercise the 
right of visitation and search of vessels of other nations,

143
this being a strictly belligerent right. The problem of 
maintaining law and order on ships on the high seas has 
been solved by the rule that a ship at sea is considered to 

be a part of the territory of the nation whose flag it prop- 
144

erly flies. The question of jurisdiction of maritime 

torts has been settled by a decision to the effect that in 

cases of collision on the high seas between vessels flying 
different flags the matter is a proper subject of inquiry 
in any court of admiralty which first obtains jurisdiction, 

and that in such cases United States courts should assume
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Jurisdiction unless special reasons to the contrary appear. 
145 '
: Piracy, which is ordinarily defined as robbery

on the high seas, la an offense within the jurisdiction of 
all nations; it is an international crime “against all and 

146 ’
punished by all" » At one time there was a certain amount 
of confusion between the crime of piracy as attempted to be 
defined by municipal law and _as .def ined'.hy international 
law, but the situation has been simplified by a federal 

enactment to the effect that “Whoever, on the high seas, 
commits the crime of piracy as defined by the law of na

tions , and. is afterwards brought into or found in the 
' ‘ 147

United States, shall be imprisoned for lifeCongress 
has the right to enact legislation for the punishment of 

148 
pirates regardless of their nationality, and a definition 
of piracy by reference to the law of nations meets the con- 

149
stitutiona! requirements. ‘

During the Great War the Question of right to arm 
150

merchantmen obtained a degree of importance. Internation
al law does not prohibit the arming of neutral vessels for 

151 ‘
defensive purposes, and during the eighteenth century 
the practice was general as a matter of protection against 

152 
pirates.

20.—'Extradition—Extradition has been succinctly de 

fined as “the surrender of one state to another of an individ

ual who is found within the territory of the former, and is ac 

oused of having committed a crime within the territory of
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the latter.* The problem of regulation of surrender 

of accused persons to foreign governments is so obviously 
a phase of international intercourse that it is now dif

ficult to realize that the exclusive power of the federal 
' 154

government in this respect has ever been doubted. It 

now seems firmly settled that state laws providing for 
surrender of foreign fugitives from justice cannot be con- 

155 
stitutionally adopted and enforced, and that even in 
the absence of treaties, or acts of Congress, extradiction

. 156
of such individuals is a matter for the federal government.
Extradition of criminals is not, however, a duty imposed by 

international law, although it has been practiced often 
157 

enough upon the principles of comity apart from treaties, 

largely by states with legal systems under which personal 
liberty is not so carefully protected as in the United States 

158
and Great Britain. It has been declared even in the United 
States that there may be a surrender of a fugitive by a 
nation in the exercise of its discretion to do so and that 
the existence of a treaty providing for extradition for cer
tain crimes does not deprive either nation from surrounding 
criminals in cases not coming within the terms of the treaty; 
but it is to be noted that in the case in question the de
livery was made by authorities of a foreign country (Hawaii) 

for trial in a state of the Union, and that had it been a 

question Ôf extradition from the United States, the fugitive 

undoubtedly, in the end, could have been surrendered by vir

tue of treaty provisions or not at all. It was said, also, 
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that the surrender of a fugitive as a matter of comity by 

a foreign nation for a crime not within the terms of an 

extradition treaty does not violate any right secured to 

him by the agreement; but this necessarily means that no 
right was violated which American courts were bound legally 
to protect and that it was for the foreign country to de

termine whether it would give up an individual although not 

bound to do so by treaty, and that of the action of another 
state in this regard an accused person could not complain

159
in an American court# At any rate it is now the settled 
rule in the United States that extradition of fugitives from 

160 
justice can be granted only by virtue of treaty provisions, 

and it has long been the practice of the federal government 
161 

not to ask for extradition in the absence of a treaty.
From this principle it follows, both as a matter of logic and 
good faith between governments, that a fugitive extradited 

under a treaty can be placed on trial, only for that offense
162

for which he was extradited, and if he is not tried for 

such offense, or is tried and acquitted, he cannot be arrested 
upon another charge without being given a reasonable time to

163
leave the country. Indeed, certain treaties provide ex
pressly for an opportunity to leave the country of refuge 

after trial and aquittal, or in case of failure to prosecute 
164

for the offense for which extradition was had. Where, how

ever, the original complaint is withdrawn, or the prisoner 

discharged by the committing magistrate, he may be arrested
165 

a second time upon a new complaint charging the same offense.
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The limitation that persons shall be tried Only for the 

offense upon which the demand for extradition was grounded 
applies not only to arrest for crime, but to a subsequent 

arrest in a civil action as well, for otherwise extradition 
proceedings could he made vehicles for the collection of

166 
debts in certain classes of litigation.

As: a. general rule, extradition can be had only for 

an act or acts that are a crime in both countries ; but this 
rule, as well as other rules applicable to extradition pro
ceedings, will be construed to give effect to., the intentions 

of the contracting parties and to carry out the legitimate 

purposes of agreements providing for extradition of crim- 
167 

inals. Thus, when considering the laws in force in the 
United States, the courts will bear in mind that in the 

sphere of criminal legislation the power of the federal gov
ernment is limited, and, therefore, a statute of the state 
is *a law of this country" as distinguished, for instance

168 
from “a law of Great Britain." To ascertain the objects 
of an extradition treaty, the essence of the offense will 
be considered and not merely its classification in a foreign 

169 
code, or differing nomenclature. So whether a given of
fense is extraditable or not will be determined by the law 

of the two countries at the time extradition is applied for, 
and not necessarily by the common law meaning of such terms 

170 
as, for instance, "murder" or "arson". The term "persons" 

will not be construed to except for extradition American citi 

sens who are accused of having committed a crime in another 
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country, and when a proper request is presented and 

the necessary prima facie showing made, the United States 

will deliver such individuals to the country where the al- 
172

leged crime occurred. Where a country punishes its own 

citizens for offenses perpetrated abroad, and does not sur
render them for extradition, the executive may denounce the 
treaty, but the failure of one contracting party to observe 

reciprocity, even in violation of the treaty, does not ab
rogate it, and if the treaty has not been denounced, the 

courts will not interfere to prevent surrender of an Amer

ican citizen for trial by the courts of the proper juris

diction. Under such circumstances the treaty is voidable, 
173

not void. A country obtaining jurisdiction over terri

tory subsequently to the commission of a crime is not en
titled to the surrender of a fugitive for an offense “com
mitted within .the jurisdiction of either party* ; such Juris

diction must exist at the time the act complained of occur- 
174

red* If a fugitive is removed from the country of refuge 
irregularly, for instance by kidnapping, although an extra
dition treaty with the country in question is in force, 
United States courts can give him no relief, since no right 
under the constitution, or laws, or treaties of the United 
States has been violated, and extradition treaties are not 

a guarantee of an asylum, but simply provide for a denial of 

that asylum in certain cases and prescribe the procedure
175

necessary to effectuate this purpose. Political offenders 
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are usually exempted from the operation of extradition 

treaties, and it is the duty of a committing magistrate to 
determine whether the crime charged is political, or note 

Thus homicides committed during a state of seige and to 
maintain the authority of an existing government are po- 

176 
litical. An extradition proceeding resembles a hearing 

before a magistrate for the purpose of determining whether 
or not a person charged should be held to answer an indict

ment, and the evidence required must be such as would justi

fy holding him for trial had the crime been committed in 
177 

the United States.
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Chapter Three 
Citizenship and Alienage.

21.— Citizenship and its sources.— It has been point

ed out that the term nationality is broader in scope than cit
izenship and that it may comprehend cases of persons who are not 
citizens and yet may claim to be nationals. (1) This is undoubt

edly true, but cases of non-citizens, who may become entitled to 
• - t '

the protection of a state by reason of domicil, belligerency, or 
a

for other reasons, are usually of a nature requiring the inter

cession of the political department and seldom, if ever, come 

before the courts. Primarily, too, questions of citizenship are 
determined by municipal law (2), and from the point of view of 

international law become important only when the right of pro
tection is involved, sr when there arises a question of obliga
tion of individuals towards a state within whose jurisdiction 
they do not reside (3). Furthermore, the courts as a rule use 

the term citizenship. For these reasons this expression has been 
preferred here to the title "nationality" ordinarily properly 
enough employed in works on international law.

In discussing citizenship the Supreme Court of the United 

States has saidt
"Before its adoption, the Constitution of the United 

States did not in terms prescribe who should be citizens 
of the United States or of the several states, yet there were 
necessarily such citizens without such provision. There 
cannot be a nation without a people. The very idea of a 
political community, such as a nation is, implies an asso
ciation of persons for the promotion of their general welfare 
Each one of the persons associated becomes a member of the 
nation formed by the association. He owes it allegiance 
and is entitled to its protections Allegiance and protection 
are, in this connection, reciprocal obligations. The one 
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is compensation for the other? allegiance for protection 
and protection for allegiance.

"For convenience it has been found necessary to give a 
name to this membership» The object is to designate by a 
title the person and the relation he bears to the nation* 
For this purpose the words *subject’, ’inhabitant’ and ’citi
zen* have been used, and the choice between them is sometimes 
made to depend upon the form of government, Citizen is now 
more commonly employed, however, and as it has been considered 
better suited to the description of one living under a rep
ublican government, it was adopted by nearly all of the 
states upon their separation from Great Britain, and was af
terwards adopted in the Articles of Confederation and in the 
Constitution of the United States. When used in this sense 
it is understood as conveying the idea of membership of a 
nation, and nothing more." (4)

’’Citizens," it has been declared in another leading case, 

"are members of the political community to which they belong* They 

are the people who compose the community, and who, in their asso
ciated capacity, have established or submitted themselves to the 

dominion of a government for the promotion of their general wel
fare and the protection of their individual as well as their col
lective rights (5) More briefly, citizenship "carries the idea 

of connection or identification with the state, and a participa
tion in its functions" and *it applies to a person possessing so
cial and political rights, and sustaining social, political and 
moral obligations."(6) An even more satisfactory definition is 

one tersely stating that "a citizen may be defined to be one who 
owes allegiance to the state and has the right of reciprocal pro
tection from it."(7) Under the American form of government, an . 

individual may be a citizen of the United States and not be a 
citizen of any state (8), a condition frequently important e

nough as a matter of municipal law, but one which seldom, if ever, 

can have any importance in international law, for a citizen of 

the United States, if entitled to international protection at all, 
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is entitled to it because of his national citizenship and wheth

er or not he has lost, or.never acquired, any state citizenship - 

of any constituent American state — is wholly immaterial. In 
any event, was a government, the United States is invested. with 

all the attributes of sovereignty. As it has the character of 
nationality it has the power of nationality, especially those 

which concern its relation and intercourse with other countries.” 
(9) In the absence of proof showing that a citizen has denation

alized. himself or ceased to be a citizen of the country of which, 
he has been shown to be a citizen, the original citizenship is 
presumed to have continued. (10)

Every nation may determine for itself by its own con
stitution and laws, what classes of persons are entitled to its 
citizenship (11). By constitutional provision “all persons born 

or naturalized in the United States and subject to the juris

diction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the 
state wherein they reside” (12), the constitution thus express

ly recognizing two sources of citizenship, birth and naturali
zation. (13) This provision, however, is no more than declaratory 

of the common-law rule to the effect that every child born in 
England, even of alien parents, was a natural-born subject, un
less the child of a diplomatic representative not subject to lo
cal jurisdiction, or of an alien enemy in hostile occupation of 
the place where the child was born.(14) Under this provision 

all persons born in the United States are citizens thereof even 

when their parents are not eligible to citizenship by virtue of 

statutory prohibition, for Congress may not restrict the effect 
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of birth, declared by the Constitution to confer complete citi

zens*. The only exceptions to this rule are, of course, 
children of diplomatic representatives.(15)

Even countries where the doctrine of citizenship by 
birth prevails provide often enough by statute that children of 

their citizens, residing abroad,acquire the citizenship of their 
parents(16). This of course is at least a partial application 

of the doctrine of jus sanguinis and to that extent an abandon
ment of the doctrine of jus soli. Where, however, the right of 
expatriation is not denied, such statutory provisions are largely 
for the purpose of protecting the citizenship of children of pa
rents who have gone abroad and are remaining there without any 
idea of changing their allegiance»- From that point of view 
these statutes are rather in the nature of an exception to the 
general rule. In such instances, in cases of states that do not 
recognize the right of expatriation, examples of what has become 

known as dual citizenship may arise. But then we are confronted 
with a clash of two rival systems of municipal law and not with 

a situation to which any recognized rule of international law 
can be applied. If uniformity in this regard is to be arrived 
at, it can be reached only by agreements between states. It is 

well to point out, however, that certain of the new states of 
Europe are fully aware of the inconvenience of dual citizenship. 

Thus the Czechoslovak Constitution provides that na citizen or 

subject of a foreign state cannot.at the same time be a citizen 
of the Czechoslovak Republic” . (17)
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In the United States the federal constitution grants 

to Congress the power to establish a uniform rule of naturaliza
tion (18) » and this power is exclusive (19) » Naturalization is 

the act of adopting a foreigner and clothing him With the priv
ileges and rights of a native citizen (20 ) » and under the Son- 

stitution of the United States & naturalized citizen stands on 
an equal footing with the native citizen with the exception of 
eligibility to the Presidency (21)» Congress may adopt, and has 

adopted* general laws under which individuals may be natural
ized, but it has at times also provided for collective natura
lization and has the power to do so (22) » Naturalization may

be effected by treaty (23), and treaties may, and sometimes do, 

extend the right, to inhabitants of conquered or ceded terri

tory, to elect whether they shall retain allegiance to the abdi
cating government, or become citizens of the state acquiring 
sovereignty over the territory in. question (24)*

In the.case of a successful revolution resulting in establish

ing a new independent state, the inhabitants of the territory in
volved as a rule have the right to elect whether or not they 

shall become citizens of the new nation; but whether or not this 
right has been exercised and. what the choice has been, may dé
pend upon a variety of circumstances (25), and is to a large ex
tent a question of fact (26) * Those not withdrawing from the 

territory involved, and who continue to pursue the ordinary af

fairs of life therein, undoubtedly, by their actions, throw in 
their lot with the new order of things as citizens of the newly 
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organized state* In the United States the rule was eafly 

established that the Declaration of Independence invested 

with the privileges of citizenship of the United States all those 
persons who resided in the country at the time and adhered 
to the interests of the colonies (2.7) ,

In the United States naturalization is a judicial 

proceeding, entrusted to the courts, and an applicant for nat

uralization institutes, a proceeding in a court of justice for 
the judicial determination of an asserted right (28). It has 

been tersely declared that ^the proceedings are strictly 
judicial** (29) The various non-judicial departments of the 

government will not go behind a judicial decision of a court 
of law as evidenced by a certificate of naturalization (30), 

but of course such a certificate may be assailed directly, 
i£ a proper proceeding, and set aside and annulled on the 

ground, of fraud, or on the ground that it was illegally pro
cured (31) » Saturalization being a strictly judicial act, 

the action of the court must be entered of record, and in 
the absence of proof of loss or destruction of a record, the 

record is the only proper proof of naturalization and it can
not be proved by parol (32), nor, if issued by a court of 

competent jurisdiction, can it be attached collaterally (33), 

Citizenship dates from the time the order of the court is 
made (34), and the finding has no retroactive effect (35)» 

In cases of corporations, for jurisdictional purposes the 

courts have adopted the rule that it is conclusively presumed 

that all stockholders are citizens of the state under who&e 
laws the corporation has been created (36), and while it may
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do business in all places allowed by its charter and per
mitted by local law, the charter remains the law of its exist

ence and conduct and whatever disabilities are imposed there
by upon its conduct at home continue to be a condition of its 
activities abroad (37).

It is a rule of international law that •aliens re

siding in a country, with the intention of making it a perma

nent place of abode, acquire, in one sense, a domicil there; 

and, while they are permitted by the nation to retain such 
a residence and domicil, are subject to its law^ and may in
voke its protection against other nations*(38), and individ

uals residing in a country other than their own. in certain 

respects possess the same rights, and are obligated to per
form the same duties, as the citizens of that country, and 
no restrictions upon them are presumed by reason of their 
domicil of choice, or commercial?. domicil (39).

Claims have occasionally been made that the ternir 
•citizen* or “subject" include persons who by permanent 

domicil are entitled to the protection of the government with
in whose jurisdiction they have a domicil (40 ) $ but this 

claim has little, if any, support in principle and certainly 
no support in judicial authority. Domicil, in and by itself, 
neither confers nor forfeits citizenship (41), although it 

may be considered as evidence of implied renunciation of 
citizenship (42). Domicil, in its ordinary acceptation, has 

been defined as “the place where a person lives and has his 
home“ (43). Obviously, while such domicil entitles the • . -
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person enjoying it to certain protection by the territorial 
sovereign, while living within his territory, no such bonds 

exist between such person and such sovereign that would en

title the person in question to protection outside of his 

domicil, in the absence of treaties conferring such rights, 
or of other special circumstances(44)•

A cautionary remark to this effect may be unnec
essary, but is perhaps well to say that a detailed discussion 
of the naturalization laws of the United States, and judicial 

decisions based thereon, has not been entered upon here, for 
the reason that these are wholly a matter of municipal legis
lation and for an understanding of these the student and 
lawyer must consult the various statutes and decisions, as 

well as treatises especially devoted to the subject*
22»— Expatriation.— Expatriation id the voluntary 

renunciation or abandonment of citizenship and allegiance 
(45) » In the first case arising in this country, involving 

the question of expatriation, in the terminology of the 
natural rights school of the eighteenth century it was de
clared "that all members of civil community are bound to each 
other by compact" and "that one of the parties to this com
pact cannot dissolve it by his own act” (46) * Up until the 1 

adoption of the act of July 27, 1868,(47) the clear weight 

of authority was to the effect that a citizen could not 

denationalize himself without the consent of his government, 
Mr. Justice Story declaring the general doctrine to be that 

no person can by any act of his own, without the consent of
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his government, put off his allegiance,and become an alien 
(48)& Apart from the compact theory, the influence of which 

is evident in some of these decisions, the common law rule 

was also to the effect that expatriation could be accom
plished only with the permission of the government (49) •

The act of July , 186&, already referred to, 
declares that the right of expatriati oh is a natural and in
herent right of all people, and while this language is little 
more than a declaration of national policy, it has been said 
that if a consent of the. .nation is essential to valid ex
patriation this act is evidence thereof(50)• In any event 

it is now the settled doctrine of the United States that the 
right of expatriation is a fundamental one (51) ».

The most obvious and indisputable method of expatria
tion is naturalization in any foreign state,or the taking of an 

oath of allegiance to any foreign state,and persons having per
formed either of these acts are deemed to have expatriated them
selves by express statutory provision (52)• It is probable 

that nothing short of naturalization elsewhere, or oath of 
allegiance to another sovereign, can accomplish the expatria
tion of a native born citizen, although protracted residence 
abroad without an intent to feturn to the United States may 

result in withdrawal of diplomatic protection by executive 
authorities ( 53 )' ♦ Until recently marriage of an American-born 

woman was held to forfeit her citizenship under laws then in 
force (54), but that rule has been changed by the pro

visions of the much discussed Cable Act, providing "that a
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woman. citizen of the United States shall not cease to be 

a citizen. of the United States by reason of her marriage 

after the passage of this act, unless she makes a formal 
renunciation of her citizenship before a court having Jur
ied! cti on over naturalizat ion of aliens*(55)»

in the case of naturalized citizens citizenship 

may be quite easily lost by comparatively s^ort residence 

abroad* It is now provided by statute that "if any alien 
who shall have secured a certificate of citizenship of this 
act shall, within five years after the issuance of such 
certificate, return to the country of his nativity, or go 

to any other foreign country, and take permanent, residence 
therein, it shall be considered prima facie evidence of a 

lack of intention on the part of such alien to become a 
permanent citizen of the United States at the time of filing 
his application for citizenship, and, in the absence of 
proper countervailing evidence it shall be sufficient in 
the proper proceeding to authorize the cancellation of his 
certificate of citizenship as fraudulent (56)& It

will be noted that the presumption of lack of intention to 
become an American citizen arises, under t^is statute,only 

in cases of aliens leaving the country, to take residence 
elsewhere, within five years after the issuance of certif
icate of naturalization? that to void the certificate a 

judicial proceeding is necessary, and that the presumption 
may be rebutted by ^countervailing evidence" * For the 
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purpose of determining who is, or is not, entitled to pro
tection by diplomatic officials of the United States, the 
Department of State has issued a set of elaborate instruct - 

iond describing the methods of overcoming the presumption 
of expatriation (57)

It remains now to point out some of the* cases dis
cussing acts that may or may not affect, expatriation*

Entrance into the military service of another gov
ernment , if not accompanied by an unconditional oath of al
legiance, dyes not constitute expatriation (58). Voting in 

Canada, where oath of allegiance to Great Britain had been 

declined, was held insufficient as evidence of expatriation 
(59) * involuntary service in the military forces of anoth

er government does not raise a presumption of intention to 
renounce citizenship (60) * Where a native-born citizen ac

quired a residence abroad and married there, the fact would 
not be considered as evidence of expatriation, though, dur
ing a part of the time war intervened between the country 
of his domicil and the United States and he did not take 
part in it (61) * The father of a child born in the United 

States cannot, by any of his acts, deprive the child of his 
citizenship(62)♦

As a rule expatriation cannot be effected without 
a bona fide change of domicil^, nor can it be asserted for 

the purpose of escaping the consequences of fraud, or to Jus 
tify a violation of the laws of the country (63)*
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Expatri at i on, or loss of citizen ship in any other 
way, of itself does not work forfeiture of right to hold or 
own property (64) $ But even an American citizen, who has 

not gone to the extent of divesting himself of his allegiance, 
may by his acts forfeit the right to the protection of the 
United States (65) *

23 — Aliens, Their Rights and Privileges — An 
alien is "one born out of the jurisdiction of the United 

, States, and. who has not been naturalized under their consti
tution and laws* (66)» Aliens have been classified as resi

dent and non-resident, the former being those who reside in 
a country to which they are foreigners (67) , while the latter 
are those residing outside the country or state (68)» An 

alien friend is one whose country is at peace with the United 
States (69), and. an alien enemy is one- owing allegiance to 

an adverse belligerent nation (70)♦ Alienage, once estab

lished, is presumed to continue until the contrary is shown 
by competent evidence (71)»

The legal status of a foreigner is of course de
termined by the municipal laws of the country of residence 
(72) ♦ Under modern conditions, however, the tendency has 

been to extend to foreigners all rights and privileges en
joyed by citizens, except those, of course,of a political 
nature, or those which, for reasons of what has become known 
as the police power, the state believes should be exercised 
by citizens only (73) ♦ In any event, "an alien is not now 
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and the struggle in all commerdial countries for some centur

ies, has been to enlarge his privileges and powers as to all 
matters of property and trade! (74)• In the United States 

the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution, providing that 
no state shall ”deprive any person of life, liberty of prop
erty without due process of law; Hor deny to any person with
in its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws,” is 

applicable not only to citizens, but protects aliens as well 
(75) * Indeed, by an express statutory provision it is de

clared that *all persons within the jurisdiction of the 
United States shall have the same right in every state and 

territory to make and enforce contracts, to sue, be parties, 

give evidence, and to the full and equal benefit of all laws 
and proceedings for the security of persons and property as 
is enjoyed by white citizens, and shall be subject to like 
punishments, pains, penalties, taxes, licenses - and exac
tions of every kind, and to no other” (76) * UKhi&e this sec

tion was formulated primarily to protect the negro, it is 
broad enough to apply to aliens, and is significant even if 
nothing more than a declaration of policy*

The courts have declined to uphold, discriminatory 
legislation against foreigners where the legislature trans

gressed the bounds of legitimate classification# Thus a 

Pennsylvania law, imposing on every employer of foreign-born 

unnaturalized male persons over 21 years of age a tax of three 
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cents a day for each day that each of such persons might 
be employed, and authorising the deduction of that sum from : 

the wages of such e^loyees, was held to deprive these 
aliens of q^ual protection of the law and to be therefore in 

violation o^ the fourteenth amendment to the constitution of 
the United States» The court did not hesitate to brand the 
act as being intended to hinder the employment of foreign* 
born unnaturalized male persons over 21 years of age (77} ♦ 

Under an act authorizing boards of supervisors to maintain 
hospitals and. poorhouses, and to appoint physicians to at* 

tend the indigent sick, an alien was not disqualified for 
such position by virtue of another law that no alien shall 
hold office, the position in question not being an office 
within the meaning of the Political Code (78) » A. statute 

authorizing issuance of peddlars* licenses only to citizens 
was held unconstitutional as discriminatory between citizens 
and aliens(79 ) » An English citizen could maintain a libel 

action against a Kew York newspaper and alienage was no 
bar to the action (80)»

Foreign corporations are within the protection of 
the laws of the country when such protection is not inconsis* 
tent with public policy, or with local laws (81) ♦ In an ear

ly case it was held that the American revolution did not af
fect the rights of private individuals, or of corporations, 
to hold property in the United States (82)» Nevertheless, 

it should be remembered that a corporation is not a citizen 
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within the meaning of the constitutional provision that the 
citizens of each state shall be entitled to all the privileges 
and inmnxnities of citizens of the several states (83), and that 

foreign corporations cannot do business in another state as a 
matter of right (84), but can do so only upon the terms pre
scribed by the state, if permitted to enter at all (85)

24—Aliens, Their Duties— It has been held axio
matic that "protection and allegiance* are reciprocal (86) 

and the principle has led to the formulation, by the courts, 
of the doctrine of temporary allegiance described in the fol

lowing language %
"By allegiance is meant the obligation of fidelity 

and obedience which the individual owes to the government 
under which he live9, or to his sovereign in return for 
the protection he received* It may be an absolute or 
permanent obligation, or it may be a qualified and tem
porary one. The citizen or subject owes an absolute and 
permanent allegiance to his government or sovereign, or 
at least until, by some open and distinct act, he renoun
ces it and becomes a citizen or subject of another gov
ernment or another sovereign* The alien, whilst domi
ciled in the country, owes a local and temporary allé- . ; 
glance, which continues during the period of his resi
dence*

“This obligation of temporary allegiance by an alien 
resident in a foreign country is everywhere recognized 
by publicists and statesmen* In the case of Thrash
er, a citizen of the United States resident in Cuba, 
who complained of injuries suffered from the govern
ment of that island, Mr. Webster, then Secretary of 
State, made, in 1851, a report to the President in an
swer to a resolution of the House of Representatives, 
in which he said: fEvery foreigner born residing in a 
country owes to that country allegiance and obedience to 
its laws so long as he remains in it, as duty upon him 
by the mere fact of his residence, that temporary pro
tection which he enjoys, and is as much bound to obey 
its laws as native subjects or citizens* This is the
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universal understanding in all civilized states and 
nowhere a more established doctrine than in this coun
try. r And again: ’Independently of a residence with 
intention to continue such residence; independently of 
any domicilationt independently of the taking of any 
oath of allegiance» or of renouncing any former alle
giance, it is well known that, by the public law, an 
alien or a stranger born, for so long a time as he con
tinues within the dominions of a foreign government, 
owes obedience to the laws of that government, and may 
be punished for treason or other crimes as a native born 
subject might be, unless his case is varied by some 
treaty stipulation:’ 6 Web. Works, 526* (87).

24 — Aliens* Their Disabilities.-- It is axio

matic, and hardly requires extended citation of authorities, 
that in the absence of special legislation granting politi
cal rights, aliens are excluded from the exercise of the 
right of suffrage, or holding office, under a government 

within whose jurisdiction they reside, but to which they do 
not owe unqualified allegiance. It has been said that as 
to all independent popular governments "it is an acknowl
edged principle, which lies at the very foundation, and the 
enforcement of which needs neither the aid of statutory or 

constitutional enactments or restriction, that the govern

ment is instituted by the citizens for their liberty and pro
tection, and that it is to be administered, and its powers 
and functions exercised, by them and through their agency" 
(88)» Thus in Iowa, an alien is ineligible to the office of 

sheriff, although naturalization prior to his induction to 
office removed the disability (89).

While the modern tendency has been to grant aliens 
substantially the same civil and property rights as to 
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citizens, and to exclude them from the exercise of political 
rights and privileges (90), for reasons of public policy 

the laws do impose upon them certain limitations in their 
activities and do deny them some rights enjoyed by citizens, 
in the United States this discrimination has been frequent
ly sustained by applying the doctrine of police power and 
for what have been deemed reasons of public welfare, Thus 

it has been held a valid exercise of the police power to re
fuse liquor licenses to aliens while granting them, upon a 
showing of good moral character, to citizens (96), As a. 

rule aliens are disqualified for jury service, but generally 
speaking, an objection on this ground will not be entertain

ed if interposed after the juror has. been sworn or affirmed, 
if the complaining party had an opportunity of challenge 
(92) » A state may bar aliens from holding stock in corpor

ations organized under its laws or impose upon them such con
ditions as it considers proper (93), Admission to the bar 

is entirely within the province of state regulation? and : 

aliens may be barred from the practice of law on the ground 
of alienage only (94) » An alien who has voluntarily enlist

ed in the army of the United States, cannot claim his dis
charge on account of being a non-citizen (95), and an alien 

who had made his declaration of intention to become a citi

zen of the United States and had voted under the laws and 
constitution of the state was a citizen of the state — 

though not of the United. States — and could be drafted into 
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the militia of the United States (96),

Under the common law aliens were capable of ac
quiring, holding and transmitting personal property in the 

same manner as citizens, the reason for this being that 
•personal estate is of a transitory and movable nature; and 

besides, this indulgence is necessary ÿo strangers for the 
advancement of trade*(97), The rule as to real property 

was different, however, at least to the extent that an alien 
could not take lands by operation of law,i,e., by descent, 
since the alien had no inheritable blood (98), but he could 

take by an act of the parties, i. e., by purchase, and main
tain the lands against every one except the crown or the 
state (99)• In this respect, too, the rigor of the common 

law rule has been relaxed in many states, largely for the pur
pose of aiding in the development of these commonwealths 
(100); but of course the statutes of the various states are 

by no means uniform, and in each case the student or lawyer 

must consult the state laws and the decisions based thereon 
(101) * Whenever this can be done without doing violence to 

the wording of the statute, courts will construe such laws 
as conferring power to hold real estate upon the aliens as 
a class (102) » Rights of aliens to hold and transmit prop

erty may be regulated by treaties, and a state law in con

flict with a treaty in force must yield to the provisions 
of the latter (103), but these provisions affect only citi
zens of the contracting states (104)•
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Aliens may maintain actions before courts of com

petent jurisdiction and enforce their rights before judi
cial tribunals(105), but this is rather a matter of comity 
than of right (106). The practice of permitting aliens to 

enforce their rights, unless its exercise would result in 
an injustice to the state, is so universal now that the dis

tinction between, right, and comity really is a purely theo
retical one. The tendency of the decisions is well illus
trated by the ruling that a Colorado statute, giving a right 
of action for wrongful death, first, to the husband or wife 

of the deceased, or, second, to his child or children, or, 
third, to his father and mother, or the survivor of them, 
includes among its beneficiaries non-resident aliens having 
the prescribed relationship to the deceased, and in the lan

guage of the decision, quoting a Georgia opinion,that "when

ever a Georgia mother can recover, any other mother can do* 
so under like circumstances” (107)

It is well settled that a government has the power 
to exclude foreigners from the country whenever, in its 
opinion, public interests require such action (108), and 

this power includes the right to expel or deport non-citi
zens* "This right is based on the fact that, the foreigner 
not making a part of the nation, his individual reception 
into the territory is matter of pure permission, of simple 
tolerance, and. creates no obligation" (109). The power is 

inherent in sovereignty and in the United. States is vested 
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in the national government, which may exercise it through 

treaties entered into by the executive and confirmed by 

the Senate» or through statutes enacted by Congress in ac

cordance with the Constitution, conferring upon it the pow
er to regulate commerce with foreign nations, including the 
entrance of ships, the importation of goods and the bring
ing of persons into the United States (110). Supervision 

of admission of aliens to the United. States may be en

trusted by Congress to an appropriate department of the gov 
eminent, and the decisions of executive ot administrative 
officials, acting within the scope of their authority con
ferred upon them by Congress, constitute due process of 
law (ill).
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Chapter IV» 
Treaties»

2g.—Treaties amd the treaty-making power in the 

United States»-- A treaty is primarily a compact between two 
independent nations (1),or, as another definition more brief
ly would have it, it is a contract between nations (2) while 

others, perhaps more comprehensive, declare that a treaty is a 
compact "between states or organized communities or their repre. 
sen ta t ive s" ( 3 ) , or *a compact formed between two nations or 
communities, having the right of sdlf-govemment," (4) ♦

Krom the point of view of international law the 

treaty making power of independent states is unlimited, except, 

of course, that states cannot properly enter into any agree
ments in any way infringing upon the rights of other sovereign 
states (5)» In the United States, however, the constitution 

declares treaties to be the supreme law of the land, and the 

nature of the federal government is such, that viewed from the 
constitutional standpoint the treaty making power cannot be 
considered unlimited even when it is conceded that a treaty is 
not a legislative act and "does not generally effect, of 
itself , the object to be accomplished, especially so far as 
its operation is infra territorial; but is carried into execu
tion by the sovereign power of the respective parties to the 
instrument»*(6) The problem has been discussed often enough 

from all possible points of view,but for the sake of complete

ness as well as because of the growing importance of the sub
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ject, a restatement of the essential principles may be of 

some use.
Article VI, clause 2, of the federal constitution, 

is quite sweeping in its language, and, standing alone, would 

also make the treaty-making power unlimited* All students of 

American government are familiar with it, but that we may de— 
velop the problem in an orderly way it is desirable again to 

set it forthr "This Constitution, and the laws of the United. 

States which shall be made in pursuance thereof, and all treat

ies made, or which shall be made in pursuance thereof, and all 
treaties made, or which shall be made, under the authority of 

the United States, shall be the supreme law of the land; and 
the judges in every state shall be bound thereby, anything in 
the Constitution or laws of any state to the contrary notwith
standing.® This clause, however, does not stand alone, and 

both as a matter of principle and following a large number of 
decisions, the Constitution must be considered in its entirety, 

with a view to the nature of the instrument, as well as to 

other provisions*.
The provisions particularly to be borne in mind are 

Article 1, Section 8, par. 18 of the Constitution and Amendment 
Ten to this document. Under the first of these the national 

government has only Such powers as are bestowed by the Consti

tution, including power to make "all laws necessary and proper* 

for carrying into execution enumerated powers* and those con

ferred in terms upon the other departments of the national gov-
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emment» UndLer the Tenth Amendment the powers not delegated 

to thd* United States by the Constitution nor prohibited by it 

to the states are reserved to the states respectively, or to 

the people**
Considering these clauses, and the relation of one 

to another, the meaning is obvious and the intention cleart all 

powers not expressly or by necessary implication granted to the 

United States are reserved to the individual states* But the 
power to make treaties is conferred upon the federal government 

and it follows that everything is given that ordinarily <ands 
properly goes with such power.

The treaty-making power cannot be unlimited, for 

otherwise it could be used to destroy those very things which 

the constitution was framded to protect** It need hardly be said 
that a treaty cannot change the. Constitution or be held valid 
if it be in violation of that instrument* This results from 

the nature and fundamental principles of our Government** (7) 
The United States being a person in international law, necessa

rily any treaty is binding upon this international law person, 
if properly entered into and approved by the Senate* But within 
what limitations is a treaty the supreme law of the land? Does 

a treaty always bind all persons subject to the jurisdiction 

hf the United States, and does it always determine the status 

of things and factors within this jurisdiction? These are 

questions that may become of practical importance from the 
point of view of the citizen* Again, may the treaty-making
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power undertake to do things that cannot be accomplished T?y 

ordinary legislation?
It is tempting to come to the conclusion,and certain 

authors have done so,that the treaty-making power is co-extensive 
with that of Congress,vizr that a treaty cannot do what an act 
of Congress cannot accomplish* This theory would seem to be de
molished by the ruling of the Supreme Court of the United States, 
in an opinion by Mr. Justice Holmes,in which, it is declared: 

•Acts of Congress are supreme law of the land when made in pur

suance of the Constitution,while treaties are declared to be so 
when made under the authority of the United States* We do not 
mean to imply that there are no qualifications to the treaty
making power; but they must be ascertained in a different way 
When the Constitution makers formulated the Constitution,they 
called into life a being the development of which could not be 
foreseen* Cases must be considered in the light of our whole 
national experience*"(8)

A little reflection will show that there is a consid
erable sphere, of interests and questions that may be regulated 
by treaties, but not by an act of Congress* It isclear,and 
Judicially established,that the United States may,by treaties, 

provide for the mutual rights of citizens of either country, 
party to a treaty,in the other *(9) Yet it cannot be contended 

for a moment that,generally speaking,Congress could pass an 
Act, apart from any treaty,wholly as a matter of federal legis

lation,Regulating the rights of aliens in any state,or all 

states,and distinguishing these rights from those of the citi
zens. (10) An act of Congress which sought to regulate the kill

ing of migrating birds within the states,by itself and not in pur-
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suanse of ar^ treaty, was held, toeonat 1 tutlonal (11) > 

an aet, having the same object, was enacted, to enf orce a 
treaty, the regulation was upheld, (12)

It has been observed: *It is not now an open question 

that the removal of alien disability to inherit and dispose of 

real property is a. proper subject of treaty regulation and with

in the treaty-making power, and that treaty stipulations to 
this effect over-ride any inconsistent state legislation. This 

principle has been asserted not less clearly by the state than 
by the Federal Courts.* (15)

Quite early in the history of the republic it was de

cided that titles of aliens to property, and their right to 
sell and devise the same, may be protected and regulated by 
treaty (ld). A treaty with France, entered into in 1778, en

abled French subjects to hold lands in the United States and 
was enforced by the courts (15). Under a treaty between the 

United States and Switzerland, where a Swiss citizen left real 

estate in Virginia, his heirs, also Citizens of Switzer  land,had 
the absolute right to sell the property, and to withdraw the 
proceeds from the country within such time as the laws of Vir
ginia permitted, and there ' being no statute of limitationsap- 

plicable to the case, there could be no default arising from 
the lapse of time (ld). Where a treaty with Prussia provided 

that on the death of any person holding real estate within the 

territory of the one party, if such real estate would by the law 

of the land descend to the subject of the other, were he not 

disqualified by alienage, such citizen shall &e allowed a reason 
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able time to sell the property and withdraw the proceeds, 

real estate in Iowa devised to a citizen of Prussia descend
ed on the death of such citizen to his heirs, who were also 
Prussian citizens.(17)

These, however, are considerations of an affirmative 
nature » When discussing limitations of the treaty-making pow

er, the question is, What cannot be done? To what extent this 
power is limited, has been frequently discussed without being 
definitely defined, no treaty having ever been declared void 
by the courts (H) » The Supreme Court said in a very early 

case* "If the court possesses a power to declare treaties void, 
I shall never exercise it, but in a very si ear case indeed* 
(10).

Nevertheless, as a matter of principle, and on the 

basis of some of the opinions, certain fairly safe conclusions 
may be arrived at.

It has been stated that the treaty-making power would 
not authorize a cession of any portion of the territory of a 
state without the consent of that state.(20). In an earlier 

case it was delcared* *It is a sound principle of national law, 
and applies to the treaty-making power of this government.. . . 
that all questions of disputed boundaries may be settled by the 
parties to the treaty* And to the exercise of these high func

tions. of the government within its constitutional powers, 

neither the rights of a state, nor those of an individual, can 
be interposed.*(21). But when does rectification of a boundary 

cease and cession of territory commence? This problem has 
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arisen in other countries and fairly recently was quite acute 

in one of the new republics of Central Europe.
In the Insular Gases it was held, that under the Con

stitution only Congress has power to incorporate new terri
tory with the United States, and that as a result the treaty

making power cannot do so. It is because of this distinction 
that the islands in question are not considered a part of the 
United. States (22). It is also on this theory that the Su

preme Court has held that the bill of rights is in force only 
in the United States itself and does not apply to territory 
belonging to it (23). Territory of the United States, and ter

ritory belonging to the United States, are two different 

things.

Vested rights cannot be destroyed by treaties. Where 
a plaintiff was disputing the rights of the State of Louisiana 
under a treaty of 1853 with France to impose a succession tax 

upon property anterior to the treaty, the court said: “If the 
property vested in him at the time, it could vest only in the 

manner and upon conditions authorized by the laws of the state, 
and certainly a treaty, subsequently (i.e., to the vesting 
of the property) made by the United States with France could 

not divest rights of property already vested in the state,even 
if the words of the treaty had imported such intention"(24). 

Of course, this decision did not hold the treaty invalid,but 
simply inapplicable to a given situation.

There is a line of cases employing language which 

can serve as a fair guide both tb lawyers, as well as to Amer- 
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loan negotiators with foreign governments » In an early ease 

the United States Supreme Court said that it must be assumed 

that the power to make treaties should extend to all those 
objects which in the intercourse of nations had usually been 
regarded as proper subjects of negotiation and treaty, if 

not inconsistent with the nature of the American government 

and the relation: between the states and the United States 
(25), 

In a later case it is declared: J^That ; the 
treaty-making power in the United States extends to all prop

er subjects of negotiation between the United States and the 
governments of other nations is clear « • . . • The treaty 
power, as expressed in the Constitution* is in terms unlimit
ed except by these restraints which are found in that instru
ment against the action of the government or its departments, 
and that arising from the nature of the government itself and 
that of the states» It would not be contended that it ex
tends so far as to authorize what the Constitution forbids, 
or a change in the character of the government or in that of 
any of the states, or a cession of any portion the terri

tory of thé latter without its consent» But with these ex
ceptions it is not perceived that there is any limit to the 
questions which can be adjusted touching any matter which is 

properly the subject of negotiations with a foreign country" 

(26).

In one of the leading state cases the situation is 
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put very tersely» "The only questions to be considered with 
regard, to the subject matter of the treaty are» (1) Whether 

it is a proper subject of treaty according to international 
law or the usage and practice of civilized nations; and. (2) 

whether it is prohibited by any of the limitations contained 
in the Constitution(2%) *

If, then, the question should be asked, can the 

treaty-making power be employed in reference to matters not 
legitimately a subject for international agreement? The 
answer must be in the negative, not only by reason of the de
cisions quoted, but also as a matter of principle and sound 

rules of constitutional interpretation, Certainly the fram

ers of the federal Constitution did not intend to confer this 

power for any other purpose but the one of making possible 

treaties within the legitimate sphere of international agree

ments, in other words, "the treaty-making power must be con
fined to its proper function and exercised in good faith." 
(28).

All the cases hereinbefore referred to could be up
held by applying this comprehensive, elastic and at the same 
time clear rule, The Missouri Migratory Bird Case beyond 
doubt came within the rule (29), Preservation of bird life 

was and is a matter of concern not only to the state of Miss
ouri and the United States, but Canada as well, and the matter 
was therefore susceptible of international agreement*

As discussed up to this point, the question, in all 

probability, is destined to remain of an academic nature, 
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since it is not to be expected, that officials entrusted with 
treaty negotiations would consider embodying in a treaty 

provisions not legitimately a subject matter of international 
agreement, and it is certain that the Senate would refuse its 
consent to any such agreement. In 1899 the Department of 
State declined a proposal of the British government to nego

tiate a treaty to prevent discriminatory legislation by the 
several states of the United States, subjecting foreign fire 
insurance companies to higher taxes than domestic companies, 

on the ground that the people would hardly permit encroach
ments upon the exercise of powers of local legislation and 

that, therefore, to negotiate such a treaty would in all prob
ability be futile (30 ) »

But other important considerations remain to be 
noticed.

There is a class of treaties, probably the majority, 
that is self-executing, and if a treaty affects solely the 
judicial department it belongs to this class* It is not 
necessary in this connection to cite authorities to the pro
position that courts will give effect to the provisions of 
a treaty in deciding cases properly before them. It is 

equally obvious that if the executive department has the pow

er completely to carry but the provisions of* a treaty it is 

self-executing. ^Our Constitution declares a treaty to be 
the law of the land. It is# consequently, to be regarded in 

courts of justice as equivalent to an act of the legislature, 

whenever it operates of itself without the aid of any legis-
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lative provision.” (81) But what is the situation when legis

lative action is necessary to carry out treaty provisions?

The moral obligation is, of course, beyond, dispute.
*If a treaty require the payment of money to carry it into 
effect, and the money can ohly be raised or appropriated by 

an act of the legislature, the existence of the treaty ren
ders it morally obligatory on Congress to pass the requisite 
law; and its refusal to do so would amount to a breach of 
public faith and afford just cause for war* (32)» It has been 

stated that the proposition *that Congress is under no ob
ligation to make the stipulated appropriation, has not been 
seriously advanced by the House since 1868, although indiv
idual advocates of this view, have not been wanting (33) » 

nevertheless, it is well to bear in mind that while 

the‘moral obligation exists, 11 a treaty is the supreme law of 
the land in respect of such matters only as the treaty-making 
power, without the aid of Congress, can carry into effect» 
Where a treaty stipulates the payment of money for which an 
appropriation is required, it is not operative in the sense 
of the Constitution.. Every foreign government may be required 

to know that so far as the treaty stipulates to pay money 
the legislative sanction is required. (34)

An example of the need of money to carry a treaty 
into effect is the: purchase of Alaska by the. United States 

from Russia» Money bills under the Constitution must origin
ate in the House of Representatives. At one time it was 

quite doubtful that the House would vote the money to complete
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the purchase, and had it refused, finally so to do, in effect 

there would have been no treaty, and certainly no purchase» 
If a treaty, standing, alone and without the con

sent of Congress, cannot require the United States to expend 
money, it is equally clear that a treaty cannot compel any 

affirmative action by a state, and, indeed, it has never 
been held, either by the Supreme Court of the United States, 

or any other court, that such an affirmative action could, 
successfully be required (35)» Certainly no state govern

ment could be required, by treaty, to assume any obligation 
against its will» This idea was forcefully expressed by 

Senator John Sharp Williams, at the time a member of the House 
in an address before the American Academy of Political and 
Social Sciences "That the treaty can give an alien equal 
rights with the citizen, even within a state, concerning a. 
subject-matter that the federal government would otherwise 

not control, I do not doubt, but that it can give him super

ior privileges to a citizen I deny» if by treaty with Japan, 
for example, California can be forced to admit Japanese, or 
by treaty with China it can be forced to admit Chinese, to 
the same schools with white children, then by treaty with 
Haiti or San Domingo negroes from those islands could be ad

mitted to the same schools with white children in Mississippi 

let us say, where native-born negroes, citizens of the United 
States, cannot attend white schools" (36) »

On the whole there is little doubt that in practice 

the question of the treaty-making power of the United States
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should present no special difficulties* And the good sense 

of American negotiators will surely save the courts the nec

essity of ever declaring any treaty invalid as having trans
gressed even the "broad powers granted by the Constitution, 

negotiations and conclusion of treaties is of course 

one of the prerogatives of the executive branch of the gov
ern emtn (37 ), and in the exercise of this power the executive 

may even conclude another treaty providing for a retrial of 
awards already made "by a commission by virtue of the provis
ions of a prior treaty (33)♦ in concluding treaties, even 

where this is done for the protection or satisfaction of 

private rights, the United States acts in its sovereign capa
city and not as an agent and mere representative of those 

who have lodged the appeal for protection, and rights deter
mined as a result of treaty provisions become solemn interna

tional obligations to be discharged by the state found to be 
liable (36)* Governments enter into treaties through duly 

authorized agents, plenipotentiaries, or commissioners, but 
before a treaty can become effective ratifications must be 
exchanged (40 ) ♦ In the United States treaties must be sub

mitted for approval to the Senate and approved by a two- 
thirds vote by that body before exchange of ratifications can 
take place (41)* Until such exchange is accomplished, the 

treaty is inchoate and may be defeated by the action of eith
er contracting party (42) » As for the function of the Senate, 

it should be added that in a concurring opinion it has been 

declared that its power *ls limited to a ratification of such 
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terms as have already been agreed upon between the President, 
acting for the United States, and the commissioners of the 
other contracting power* The Senate has no right to ratify 

the treaty and introduce new terms into it, which shall be 
obligatory upon the other power, although it may refuse its 

ratification, or make such ratification conditional upon the 
adoption of Amendments to the treaty (43) » A written decla

ration, however, attached to the treaty at the time of its 
ratification, explaining ambiguous language in the instrument, 

or adding new and distinct stipulations, becomes in fact a 
part of the treaty, and is as binding as if the provisions 
had been inserted in the body of the treaty (44),

2#»— Enforcement and interpretation of treaties*— 
A treaty being an agreement between two indépendent states, 

and, short of war, there being no intemational machinery 
for the enforcement of such agreements, its observance by a 
nation, and enforcement by its public agencies, depends pri
marily upon the honor and Interest of international persons; 
that are parties to it (45) » Where an infraction or a viola

tion of a treaty occurs, the government concerned, in an apt* 

propriate case on its own behalf, or, where its citizens have 
suffered, acting for them, but still itself as a party, may 

seek redress by diplomatic negotiations, representation and 
reclamations (46), and if, such remontrances have failed,a 

violation of a treaty may afford legal justification for war 
(4T)» These are questions, however, for the political de

partment of the government, and courts, deriving their powers 
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from municipal law, as a rule cannot taka cognizance of 

treaty infractions; they are not a supervisory agency for 
the purpose of enforcing treaties which the United States as 
a sovereign nation may choose to disregard (48) » So through 

what internal arrangements a sovereign carries out his treaty 
obligations is wholly his concern; other contracting states 
are properly interested in their observance, but not the ma
chinery employed to effectuate this object (49)• Treaties, 

however, frequently do confer and regulate private rights, 
enforceable by judicial action (50)* and since the Federal 

Constitution makes treaties the supreme law of the land,their 

provisions in this respect are taken cognizance of as are 
other laws obligatory upon the courts. (51) »

A treaty may be self-executing, and susceptible of 
being enforced by judicial tribunals without any supplement
ary legislation, and when this is the case the courts will 
apply it in cases properly brought before them, but when it 
is an undertaking to perform a particular act, it cannot be
come a rule for the court without appropriate legislation, 
viz», unless the legislature carries out the contract (52) • 

In such cases, where a question has been decided by the exe

cutive and legislative department, their rulings will be 
followed by the courts (53)»

Where a treaty operates of itself, without the nec

essity of supplementary legislation by the legislative de

partment, it is on the same footing as an act of Congress 
(54), and “where a treaty is the law of the land, and as such 

affects the rights of parties litigating in court, that 
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treaty as much binds their rights» and is as much to be 
regarded by the court, as an act of Congress.*(55) » The 

construction o£ treaties» except where political questions 
are involved, is within the province of the judiciary (56) »

While, a treaty is the supreme law of the land when
ever it regulates private rights» and in such cases must be 

applied by the courts like any o^her law, judicial tribun
als will not review actions of political departments upon 
political questions, nor will they decide whether in nego
tiating and concluding the treaty, or in its application to 

a certain geographical area, the political departments were 
right or wrong (57)» In deciding individual rights the jud

iciary is; governed by those principles which the political 
branches have established in asserting the country’s rights 
i& negotiations or controversies with foreign powers (58) » 

A fairly often occurring example of a question to be deter
mined by the political departments is found in boundary dis
putes, where, in adjudicating private controversies, the 
courts must respect the will of the legislature» In meeting 
the problem, the Supreme Court has said with much emphasis: 
•If those departments which are entrusted with the foreign 

intercourse of the nation, which assert and maintain its 
interests against foreign powers, have unequivocally assert
ed its right of dominion over a country of which it is in 

possession, and which it claims under a treaty; if the Legis

lature has acted on the construction thus asserted» it is 
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not in its own courts that the construction is to be denied.» 

A question like this, respecting the boundaries of nations, 
is, as has been truly said, more a political than a legal ques
tion, and in its discussion the courts of every country must 
respect the pronounced will of the Legislature*(59) • Whether 

or not a European zàonarch had authority, under the Constitu
tion of his country, to annul by treaty a certain grant, was 
held to be a political question and not for the Judiciary (60), 

A court would not pass upon the question whether or not a prize 
capture was made by a duly commissioned captor, this being a 
matter for the government and captor, and one of which a clai
mant could not take advantage (61),

When does a treaty take effect? The question is of 
course important because treaties may, and frequently do, de- 
temnlne the rights and power of the contracting governments, 

or their citizens, The general rule is that as respects the 
rights of the governments entering into a treaty it is consid
ered effective from the date of its signature and that exchange 
of ratifications has a retroactive effect, confirming the 
treaty from the date thereof (62), Any act between the sign

ing of a treaty and its ratification* violating the provisions 
of the agreement, would certainly violate its spirit and in
deed amount to a fraud upon the other party (63), Where, how

ever, a treaty operates on individual rights the rule is dif
ferent, and the instrument does not affect the rights of pri

vate interests established between the date and exchange of 

ratifications, The reason for this is that *in this country a 

treaty is something more than a contract, for the Federal Con
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s ti tut ion declares it to be the law of the land.» If so, be
fore it can become a law, the Senate, in whom rests the auth
ority to ratify it, must agree to it. But the Senate is not 

required to adopt or reject it as a whole, but may modify or 
amend it, as was done with the treaty under consideration. 

As the individual citizen, on whose rights of property it op
erates, has no means of knowing anything of it while before 
the Senate, it would be wrong in principle to hold. him bound 
by it, as the law of the land, until it was ratified and pro
claimed. And to construe the law, so as to make the ratifi
cation of the treaty relate back to its signing, thereby de

vesting a title already vested, would be manifestly unjust, 
and cannot be sanctioned” (64).

Treaties being agreements in the nature of contracts, 

they are, as a general rule, governed by those canons of con
struction and interpretation applicable to agreements in 
writing between individuals, the primary object is to give' effect 

to the intent of the contracting parties. For this purpose 
all parts of a treaty will always be considered with a view 
to give reasonable operation to the whole document (65) • *By 

the stipulations of a treaty are to be understood its lan
guage and apparent intention manifested in the instrument, 
with a reference to the contracting parties, the subject mat
ter, and persons on whom it is to operate” (66). An illus

trât i oh of the application of principles of contractural con
struction to treaties is afforded by an adoption of the rule, 

frequently invoked with respect to agreements between Individ
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uals, that the enumeration of certain powers with respect 

to a particular subject «matter is tantamount to an exclusion 

of all other powers with reference to the same subject mat

ter; in other words, treaties, too, are interpreted in the 
light of the rule, Expressio unius est exclus!o altering 
(67) ♦ Good faith being the very foundation of all interna* 
tional order, it will not be presumed that any state intends 

to provide, by a treaty, the means of perpetrating a fraud 

upon another state# and for this reason a treaty will always 
be construed as a whole in order to be applied to bona fide 
transaction (68) » In construing treaties, courts will in

terpret their language in its ordinary meaning and without 
resort to any artificial or special sense, unless this is 
clearly demanded by the provisions in question (69), and if 

a treaty is so drawn as to permit two constuctions, one re
stricting of rights claimed under it and the other liberal, 

favoring an assertion of such rights, a liberal interpreta
tion will be adopted (70)* In arriving at a conclusion 

tie to the, intent of the parties, if at the time of the ex

change of ratifications an explanatory declaration is attach
ed to the instrument# such declaration will be considered as 

if it were in the body of the instrument (71). While the 

construction of a treaty, regulating private rights, is a 
judicial function, the interpretation placed upon a treaty 
adopted and followed by the political departments, where this 

has been expressed, will be given much weight by the judiciary 
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(72)$ but where, following the ratification of a treaty the 

Senate resolved, by a resolution less than two thirds of a. 
quorum, that it was not intended to incorporate the inhabi
tants of the Philippines into citizenship of the United 

States, nor permanently to annex these islands, the resolu
tion was without legal significance and the meaning of the 
treaty of peace with Spain could not be controlled by this 
expression of the Senate’s views (73). It is the practice of 

states to make treaties in the languages of the countries 
participating and to declare each version to be ”original** 

and where this occurs neither controls nor is it to be pre
ferred to the other, for each expresses the meaning of the 
parties respectively, in their own language as, in the opin
ion of each, expressing the intention of both (74) •

It has become a very frequent, if not universal, 

practice of states, especially with regard to commercial in
tercourse and regulation of private rights to insert into 

treaties what is known as the most favored nation clause, the 
object of which usually is to provide for an equality of 
treatment by one state of other states (75) ♦ By virtue of 

this clause a state obtains the same concessions and privi
leges which have been granted by either party to ^another 

state, or states, provided these concessions are of a simi
lar nature to those stipulated for by the treaty (76). The 

nature of the clause is such that, if its spirit and provis

ions are violated by legislation, the courts cannot take 
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cognizance of such, infraction (77), so that the scope of 

these treaties» solely as a matter of international law, has 
never been settled by the United States Supreme Court (78). 

Nevertheless, in some of their phases, as a matter of inter
pretation of acts of Congress, especially in tariff matters, 

the court had discussed in several cases the effect and op
eration of this provision. Thus it has been said that a 
treaty with Denmark, containing the most favored nation 
clause, did not require the United States to grant to the 
latter, without compensation, privileges accorded to the 
Hawaiian Islands in consideration of concessions considered 
valuable (79). In a case following this ruling it was said 

ghat the clause relied upon “is a pledge of the contracting 

parties that there shall be no discriminating: legislation 
against the importation of articles which are the growth, 
produce, or manufacture of their respective countries, in 
favor of articles of like character imported from any other 
country. It has no greater extent. It was never designed 

to prevent special concessions, upon sufficient consideration 
touching the importation of specific articles into the coun
try of the other. It would require the clearest language 
to justify a conclusion that our government intended to pre
clude itself from such engagements with other countries, 
which might in the future be of the highest importance to 
its interests* (80). laws under which an exporter was re

mitted an excise tax imposed on sugar sold in Russia, and al
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so obtained a certificate of substantial market value* pro
vided. in effect for a bounty which authorized the Secretary 

of the Treasury to impose upon the sugar, when imported in- » 
J vto the United. States* and additional duty equal to the entire 

amount of the bounty* under an act of Congress passed for 
the purpose of neutralizing advantages which certain coun

tries grant their exporters by legislation of this nature in 
favor of their exporters (81)• State pilotage laws, when 

applied to British vessels coming from foreign ports, did not 
conflict with, the provisions of a treaty with Great Britain* 
specifying that “no higher or other duties or charges shall 

be imposed in any ports of the United States on British 
vessels than : tho A payable in the same ports by vessels of 

the United States,“ because of the exemption of coastwise 
steam vessels from pilotage under either federal or state 
legislation (8a), 

B6+—Termination of treaties.— Treaties are of . 
various kinds* dealing with a large variety of subjects, and 
may be terminated in various ways (83) « An extinction of a 

treaty by expiration of the time for which its life was 
fixed in the instrument itself is perhaps the simplest mode 
of treaty termination, When that occurs, the treaty simply 

lapses* as does any other agreement entered into only for a 
certain period. Another method of treaty termination pre
senting little* if any* difficulties, is in satisfying its 
objects, viz., in carrying out its provisions (84)• When* 
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however, a treaty is af indefinite duration, the question 
whether or not it may be terminated, and if so, in what man

ner, not only arises, but may become one of considerable 
delicacy, There is no doubt that such a treaty may be an
nulled under certain circumstances (85) , It has been said 

that, as in the case of a contract, if the consideration 
fails, or important provisions are not complied with by one 
party to the compact, the treaty may be terminated, With 

apparent approval, the court quotes in this case certain ob
servations made by eminent writers on international law under 
what circumstances treaty abrogation may occur, 

“When a state of things ^ich was the basis of the 
treaty, and one of its tacit conditions, not longer exists. 
In most of the old treaties were inserted the clausula 
rebus sic stantibus, by which the treaty might be con
strued as abrogated when material circumstances on which 
it rested changed. To work this effect it is not neces
sary that, the facts alleged to have changed should be 
material conditions, it is enough if they were strong in 
ducements to the party asking abrogation,

*The maxim 'Convention omnis intelligitur rebus sic 
stantibus' is held to apply to all cases in which the rea
son for a treaty has failed, for there has been such 
change<of circumstances as to make its performance imprac
ticable. except at an unreasonable sacrifice, Wharton's 
Com, Am. Law,, par, 161,

“Treaties, like other contracts, are violated when 
one party neglects or refuses to do that which moved the 
other party to engage in the transaction.» When a treaty 
is violated, by one party in one or more of its articles, 
the other can regard it as broken and demand redress, or 
can still require its observance* Woolsey, par,112* (87),

A case agn hardly be imagined where the courts would 
apply the maxim rebus sic stantibus and declare a treaty unen

forceable on that ground. For that reason a discussion of the 
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maxim is not within the scope of this treatise* It may be ob
served, however, that unless there is a clear failure of con
sideration, or an. open violation of treaty provisions, whether 
a change has taken place, justifying denunciation of a treaty, 

may be a highly debatable question, and, therefore, whenever 
possible, the issue should not be left for determination by a 
party or parties involved, but should be considered a justiciable 
one*

A violation of a treaty by one party thereto makes 
the treaty voidable and not void, and the option to declare it 

terminated is in the hands of the sovereign power of the in
jured country (88), A treaty is not revoked because it has be

come oppressive to one of the parties, and in any event its 
revocation or denunciation requires a public act of which courts 
must take notice (89)»

A treaty may of course be terminated by a subsequent 
agreement between the states concerned and any provisions pf an 
earlier treaty, inconsistent with a later one, are deemed abro
gated (90)* Also, a termination of treaties may occur where 
one power absorbs another state (91), but this is not necessar

ily so; a state may enter a federation and where its powers to 
execute treaties remain unimpaired, the fact of surrender of 

sovereignty in other respects does, not in itself abrogate treat

ies it has entered into prior to its acquisition of a new inter
national and constitutional status (92)*

In the United States, an act of Congress passed after 

a treaty had taken effect, must; be enforced by the courts and 
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legislation enacted subsequent to a treaty controls, not the 
provisions of the treaty (93) * or* as the rule has been other

wise stated, *so far as a treaty made by the United States with 

any foreign nation can become the subject of judicial cogni
zance in the courts of this country it is subject to such Acts 
as Congress may pass for its enforcement, modification or re
peal* (94), Owing to this rule, unavoidable by judicial 

tribunals, it is frequently said that treaties may be terminated 
by a later statute, Probably it is better to say that a treaty 
may be rendered unenforceable by the courts as a result of the 

provisions of a later statute* but to declare it terminated 
by reason of a subsequent statute is of doubtful accuracy, As 
we have seen, infraction of a treaty by a state party thereto 
makes it voidable at the option of the injured party* and a 
statute, enacted in violation of a treaty is an infraction 
thereof, but cannot he said to terminate it unless the other 
party to the compact chooses to regard it so, Ko contract can 

be legally terminated except in accordance with the provisions 
thereof, or for other valid reasons, or by mutual consent of 
the parties $ an unilateral act of either party, without legal 
justification, does not bring it to an end, Courts cannot af

ford redress for violation of a treaty, but its international 
obligations continue (95) and failure to fulfil them may give 
occasion for reclamations of one party upon the other (96) and 

the aggrieved party may even attempt enforcement by war (97), 

Therefore, to emphasize, a treaty may be rendered judicially 

unenforceable by subsequent Congressional legislation, but it
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is not thereby terminated as an international obligation.

Article six of the federal constitution declares a 
treaty the supreme law of the land and places it on the same 
footing as an act of Congress* It follows, therefore, that 
where a valid treaty conflicts with a prior congressional en

actment, the courts will enforce the treaty provisions, but 
before a court will disregard a federal statute in favor of a 
treaty, the two must he absolutely incompatible, for repeals 
by implication are not favored (98) »

A treaty would not be the supreme law of the land 

if it could be over-ridden by a state statute or even a state 

constitution. Therefore, state constitutions and state laws 

,must yield to treaty agreements properly entered into under 
the authority of the United States, if and when a conflict 
arises between the provisions of these instruments.(99).

It has been stated with considerable frequency, by 
many writers on international law, that war dissolves all 
treaties between the contracting parties (100). Thus stated, 

however, the rule is no longer generally recognized, certain
ly not by courts in the United States* In an early case the 
United States Supreme Court declared:

“But we are not willing to admit the doctrine urged 
at the bar, that treaties become extinguished, ipso facto, 
by war between two governments, unless they should be re
vived by an express or implied renewal on the return of 
peace. Whatever may be the latitude of doctrine laid down 
by elementary writers on the law of nations, dealing in 
general terms in relation to this subject, we are Satis
fied that the doctrine contended for is not universally 
true. There may be treaties of such a nature, as to their 
object and import, as that war will put an end to them;
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but where treaties contemplâtet. a permanent arrangement 
of territorial» and other national rights, or which, in 
their terms, are meant to provide for the event of an in
tervening war, it would be against every principle of 
just interpretation to hold them; extinguished by the event 
of war. If such were the law, even the treaty of 1783, 
so far as it fixed our limits» and acknowledged our inde
pendence, would be gone, and we should have had again to 
struggle for both upon original revolutionary principles. 
Such a construction was never asserted, and would be so 
monstrous as to supersede all reasoning.

"We think, therefore, that treaties stipulating for 
permanent rights, and general arrangements, and professing 
to aim at perpetuity, and to deal with the case of war as 
well as of peacet do not cease on the occurence of war, 
but are, at most, only suspended while it lasts; and un
less they are waived by the parties, or new and repugnant 
stipulations are made, thev revive in their operation at the return of peace." (101)

In a much more recent decision the modern and prevail
ing doctrine has been stated in language meriting extensive 
quotation:

*The effect of war upon the existing treaties of bell
igerents is one of the unsettled problems of internation
al law. The older writers sometimes said that treaties 
ended ipso facto when war came. 3 Phillimore, Int»L 794» 
The writers of our own time reject these sweeping state
ments . 2 Opperdheim, Int. L. par. 99; Hall, Int. L, 398, 
4101; Fiore, Int. L. (Herchard's Transi»), par. 845. In
ternational law to-day does not preserve treaties or annul 
them, regardless of the effects produced. It deals with 
such problems pragmatically, preserving or annulling as the 
necessities of war exact. It establishes standards, but 
it does not fetter itself with rules. When it attempts 
to do more, it finds that there is neither unanimity of op
inion nor uniformity of practice. ’The whole question re
mains as yet unsettled»* Oppenheim, supra. This does not 
mean, of course, that there are not some classes of treat
ies about which there is general agreement. Treaties of 
alliance fall. Treaties of boundaries or cessions, *dis- 
positive' or 'transitory* 'conventions', survive. Hall, 
Int. pp. 398» 401, supra; Westlake, Int. L. 34; Oppen
heim, supra. So, of course, da treaties which regulate 
the conduct of hostilities. Hall, supra; 5 Moore, Dig, 
Int. L, 372; Society for Propagation of the Gospel vs. Town 
of Hew Haven, 8 Wheaton 464, 5 L. Ed. 662.
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•Intention in such circumstances is clear* These 
instances do not represent distinct and final principles» 
They are illustrations of the same principle » They are 
applications of a standard» When I ask ghat that principle 
or standard is, and endeavor to extract it from the long 
chapters in the books, I get this, and nothing more: That 
provisions compatible with a state of hostilities, unless 
expressly terminated, will be enforced, and those incom
patible rejected.

•Treaties lose their efficacy in war only if their 
execution is incompatible with war. Bluntschli, Droit 
International Codifie, sec» 538*. .

" That in substance was Kent * s view, here as often in 
advance of the thought of his day:

•All those duties, of which the exercise is not nec
essarily suspended by the war, subsist in their full force. 
The obligation of keeping f^ith is so far from ceasing in 
time of war that its efficacy becomes increased» from the 
increased necessity of it* 1 Kent, Comm* p» 176’.

*That, also more recently, is the conclusion embodied 
by the Institute of International Law in the rules voted 
at Christiania in 1912, which defined the effects of war 
on international conventions* In these rules, some class
és of treaties are dealt with specially and apart » Treat
ies of alliance, those which establish a protectorate or 
a sphere pf influence, and generally treaties of a politi
cal nature, are, it is said, dissolved» Dissolved, too, 
are treaties which have relation to the cause of war. But 
the general principle is declared that treaties which it 
is reasonably practicable to execute after the outbreak, 
of hostilities must be observed then, as in the past, The 
belligerents are at liberty to disregard them only to the 
extent and for the time required by the necessities of 
war.’Scott, Resolutions of the Institute of Int» Law, p. 
172* Of* Hall, Int. Law (7th Ed.) 399; 2 Westlake, Int. p. 
35; 2 Oppenheim, Int. L» par* 99, 276»

■This, I think, is the principle, which must guide the 
judicial department of the government when called upon to 
determine during the progress of a war whether a treaty 
shall be observed, in the absence of some declaration by 
the political departments of the government that it has been 
suspended or annulled.» A treaty has a twofold aspect. In 
its primary operation it is a compact between independent 
states. In its secondary operation, it is a source of pri
vate rights for individuals within states* Head Money
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Gases» 112 U. S, 580, 598, 28^, Ed, 798, Granting that 
the termination of the compact involves the termination 
of the rights, it does not follow, because there is a priv
ilege to rescind, that the privilege has been exercised. 
The question is not what states may do after war has super
vened, and this without breach of their duty as members 
of the society of nations. The question is what courts 
are to presume that they have done,

11 President and Senate may denounce the treaty, and 
thus terminate its life. Congress may enact an inconsist
ent rule, which will control the action of the courts, 
Pong Tue. Ting vs, U. S., 149 U, S, 698, 37 1, Ed. 905, The 
treaty of peace itself may set up new relations, and. ter
minate earlier compacts, either tacitly or expressly, The 
proposed treaties with Germany and Austria give the victor
ious powers the privilege of choosing the treaties which 
are to be kept in force or abrogated, But until some one 
of these things is done, until some one of these events oe- 
cur, while war is still flagrant, and the will of the poli
tical departments of the government unrevealed, the courts, 
as I. view their function, play a humbler and more cautious 
part, it is not for them, to denounce treaties generally en 
bloc, Their part it is, as pne provision- or another is 
involved in-some actual controversy before them, to deter
mine whether, alone or by force of connection with an in
sepatable scheme, the provision; is inconsistent with the 
policy or safety of the nation in the emergency of war, and 
hence presumably intended to be limited to times of peace. 
The mere fact that other portions of the treaty are sus
pended or even abrogated, is not conclusive. The treaty 
does not fail in its entirety unless it has the character 
of an indivisible act,

*To détermine whether it has this character, it is not 
enough to consider its hame or label, Ko general formula 
suffices. We must consult in each case the nature and pur
pose of the specific articles involved,” (102)

Rights acquired by virtue of treaty provisions, for in
stance to hold lands in the United States, are not divested by 
the abrogation og the compact, (103)
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Chapter V

Remedial Measures Falling Short of War.
27Arbitration — The object of international ar

bitration is "the settlement of differences between states by 

judges of their own choice, and on the basis of respect for 
law.” (1) The parties to the dispute form or designate the 

tribunal which is to pass upon their claims and contentions and 
frequently settle, by treaty or another appropriate, instrument 
of submission, the rules or principles which are to govern the 
case (2). In the very nature of things, therefore, questions 

of international arbitration do not reach the courts very often, 
and when they do, it is almost entirely in connection with 
problems of distribution of awards, their finality, the limits 

of the arbitrators’ authority, etc.
The decision of an arbitrât tribunal, acting within 

the scope of the powers conferred upon it, is conclusive and 
final and cannot be reviewed by any judicial tribunal (3), nor 

can an award be defeated by a party to the arbitration pro
ceeding where it is made a majority of the commission and the 

latter, under the power given to it by the submission agrees 
ment, determined that a majority vote should govern, and this 
is so although the commissioners of the defeated government re
signed after the discussions were closed (4).

Claims may be prosecuted before commissions by attor

neys, representing the parties in interest and there is noth
ing immoral or illegal in a contract for professional ser

vices.(5) .
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As a rule, arbitral commissioners decide merely as 
to the validity of a claim and the amount to be paid, in ac
cordance with international law, but its ownership, where a 
transfer or assignment has been made, or is. claimed to have 
been made, depends upon the local jurisprudence where the trans
action is alleged to have been made (6). Commissions do not 

possess the powers exercised by judical tribunals, such as the 
means of compelling attendance of witnesses, and if there are 
conflicting claims as to the actual ownership of an award, it 

is better to leave their determination to the ordinary course 
of judicial proceedings (7).

While the results of arbitral proceedings are con
clusive as between nations parties thereto, the claimant* s gov
ernment may institute an investigation, if circumstances war
rant such step, to ascertain whether or not its influence had 
been used to obtain an allowance of a fraudulent claim, and 

this may be done by a new treaty or by appropriate legislation, 

conferring the necessary powers upon the executive. Indeed, 
where there is cause to suspect that the power of the nation 
has been used for improper purposes, it is a matter of national 
honor that a new inquiry be instituted as to the bona fides of 
the claim ( 8).

28.—Mon-intercourse and Embargo — Hon-intercourse 

laws have been passed, in the early history of the United 

States, prohibiting trade and other relations with states of
fending against international law (9). While non-intercourse 

acts are no doubt perfectly proper as a method of bringing an 
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offending state to reason and observance of international law, 
their efficacy is more than doubtful, and the experiences of 

this country in its early history, with these acts, have not 
been of such a nature as to encourage their adoption except, 

perhaps, in wholly exceptional circumstances and in a limited 
way, in any event, their interpretation and enforcement by the 
courts depends entirely upon the provisions and wording of such 
legislation when resorted to (10)•

An embargo decrees of course non-intercourse, and is 
therefore frequently associated with the latter, but it is much 
narrower in scope. In the strict sense of the term, an em- 
bago is no more than a detention of ships in port (11), but it * 
has also been defined as "a special form of reprisal, and con
sists in general in the sequestration of the public or private 
property of an offending state. It may sometimes be applied by 
a state to its own vessels.“(12).. Students of American his

tory are familiar with the difficulties that accompanied at
tempts to enforce embargo acts prior to the war of 1812, and 
the disadvantages attending this method of enforcement of inter
national law, by one power acting alone, have been shown to be 
so serious that return to that weapon, always double-edged, is 
not at•all likely (13). A general economic boycott, analogous 

to the measures contemplated by the Covenant of the League of 

Nations against members of the League, resorting to war in dis

regard of other provisions of the Covenant (14), would of 

course present a situation materially differing from an embargo 
imposed by a single state and probably could hope at least for
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‘a measure of real success.
29 — Retaliation and Reprisals»—Display of Forces 

Retaliation, which may be defined as an endeavor by one state 

to kake another, or its citizens, suffer the same amount of 
evil which the latter has inflicted upon the former (15), is 

an executive and not a judicial measure, and the Supreme Court 

has declined to adopt it except where constrained to do so as 

a result of legislation or executive acts binding upon the 

judiciary. In a discussion of the subject, Chief Justice Mar
shall declared:

”............. the court is decidedly of opinion that
reciprocating to the subjects of a nation, or retaliating 
on them, its unjust proceedings toward our citizens, is a 
political, not a legal measure » It is for the considera
tion of the government, not of its courts. The degree and 
kind of retailiation depend entirely on considerations for
eign to this tribunal. It may be the policy of the nation 
to avenge its wrongs in a manner having no affinity to the 
injury sustained, or it may be the policy to recede from 
its full rights and not to avenge them at all. It is not 
for its courts to interfere with the proceedings of the 
nation and to thwart its views. It is not for us to depart 
from the beaten track prescribed for us, and to tread the 
devious and intricate path of politics. Even in the case 
of salvage, a case peculiarly within the discretion of the 
courts, because no fixed rule is prescribed by t$e law of

9, nations/ Oongress has not left it to this department to 
say whether the rule of foreign nations shall be applied to 
them, but has by law applied that rule. If it be the will 
of the government to apply to Spain any rule respecting 
captures which Spain is supposed to apply to us, the gov
ernment will manifest that will be passing an act for the 
purpose. Till such an act be passed, the court is bound by 
the law of nations which is a part of the law of the ~ '
land. (16)15

It has been held that in the absence of statute or treaty, the 
comity of the United States does not require that judgments of 

a foreign country be recognized as conclusive in this country,
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where such foreign country does not give like effect to Am

erican judgments (17). Whatever may be thought of the sound

ness of this ruling, it should not be necessary to point out 

that this is not retaliation»but a question of reciprocity. 

Vattel, quoted with approval in a judicial opinion, 

declares that “reprisals are used between nation and nation 

to do justice to themselves when they cannot otherwise ob
tain it(18)^. In the words of an American authority, "repris

als are resorted to for the redress of injuries inflicted upon 

the state, in its collective capacity, or upon the right of 

individuals to whom it owes protection in return for their al
legiance, They consist in the forcible taking of things be
longing to the offending state, or of its subjects, and holding 
them until a satisfactory reparation is made for the injury(19)“ 

Reprisals are not easy to distinguish from acts of 

war and most certainly bring countries, once resorted to, to 
the very brink of war, A series of prolonged reprisals has 

been declared to constitute a limited war; limited in the 

sense that such war does not abrogate treaties, suspend pri
vate rights> or authorize indiscriminate seizures and condem
nations (20),

In order to enforce their demands, and to obtain re

dress for injuries, nations have at times resorted to a dis
play of force, or have exercised it where the threat did not 

bring about the desired change or satisfaction. Such ques

tions, too, are political and cannot be passed upon and de

cided by the courts. Where they arise incidentally, in cases
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Properly before judicial tribunals, the judiciary will fol

low the action of the executive and legislative departments, 

whatever these may be (21).

- ------- 000- -------
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